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Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die grundlegenden Gesetze der Thermodynamik
aus der quantenstatistischen Mechanik des Nichtgleichgewichts herzuleiten. Grundle¬

gende thermodynamische Begriffe werden erklärt und unterschiedliche reversible und

irreversible thermodynamische Prozesse ausgehend von der quantenstatistischen Mechanik

begründet. Besondere Betonung wird auf neue adiabatische Theoreme für Zustände

nahe und fern vom Gleichgewicht und auf das Studium zyklischer thermodynamischer
Prozesse mit einer Erweiterung der Floquet Theorie gelegt.
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Abstract

The purpose of this work is to discuss recent progress in deriving the fundamental

laws of thermodynamics (0th, 1st and 2nd-law) from non-equilibrium quantum statisti¬

cal mechanics. Basic thermodynamic notions are clarified and different reversible and

irreversible thermodynamic processes are studied from the point of view of quantum

statistical mechanics. Special emphasis is put on new adiabatic theorems for steady
states close to and far from equilibrium, and on investigating cyclic thermodynamic

processes using an extension of Floquet theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There are numerous examples of many-particle systems in Nature, such as atoms and

molecules in gases, fluids, superfluids, solids and plasmas, electrons in conductors

and semi-conductors, nuclear matter in neutron stars, and the quark-gluon plasma.

It is both fascinating and intriguing that all these different systems, when in thermal

equilibrium, are theoretically described by very general and universal physical laws in

the thermodynamic limit. The main aim of thermodynamics is to define appropriate

physical quantities, the so called state quantities, which characterize the macroscopic

properties of many-particle systems in thermal equilibrium, and to relate these quan¬

tities to each other through universally valid equations, independent of the specificity
and microscopies of the physical models. However, the laws of thermodynamics have

been generally viewed as empirical theorems or axioms. The problem to derive the 0th,
1st, 2nd (and 3rd) law, from kinetic theory and non-equilibrium statistical mechanics

has been studied since the late 19*^ century, with contributions by many distin¬

guished theoretical physicists including Maxwell, Boltzmann, Gibbs and Einstein. In

this work, we discuss some recent results concerning our own attempts to derive ther¬

modynamics from non-equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics (NEQSM) and to

bring the problem just described closer to a satisfactory solution. These are necessary

steps towards understanding irreversibility and the emergence of macroscopic clas¬

sical behavior, such as thermodynamics, from more fundamental (and time-reversal

invariant) microscopic laws, such as quantum mechanics.

1.1 Summary of results

The main new results in this work are:

• Extending the positive commutator method together with a suitable Virial The¬

orem to prove the property of return to equilibrium (RTE) for a class of systems

composed of a small quantum system coupled to non-relativistic fermionic and
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bosonic reservoirs, such as a spin impurity interacting with magnons in a magnet

or a quantum dot interacting with electrons in a metal.

• Studying isothermal processes of a finitely extended, driven quantum system in

contact with an infinite heat bath from the point of view of quantum statistical

mechanics. Notions like heat flux, work and entropy are defined for trajectories

of states close to, but distinct from states of joint thermal equilibrium. In

this context, a theorem characterizing reversible isothermal processes as quasi-

static processes (isothermal theorem) is proven. Corollaries of the latter concern

changes of entropy and free energy in reversible isothermal processes and the

0th law of thermodynamics. We also specialize to the specific example of a small

system coupled to a fermionic reservoir, and obtain an explicit estimate on the

rate of convergence to the instantaneous equilibrium states in the quasi-static

limit.

• Proving a novel adiabatic theorem for generally (non)normal and unbounded

generators of time evolution, and applying this theorem to the study of adiabatic

evolution of states close to non-equilibrium steady states (NESS).

• Studying cyclic processes of a finitely extended, periodically driven quantum

system coupled to several reservoirs from the point of view of quantum statis¬

tical mechanics, and proving the convergence of the state of the system to a

time-periodic state by extending Floquet theory to non-equilibrium quantum

statistical mechanics. Positivity of entropy production and Carnot's formula¬

tion of the second law of thermodynamics follow from the definite sign of relative

entropy and the existence of the large time limit.

Together with extending some known techniques to prove return to equilibrium

and clarifying basic notions in thermodynamics based on nonequilibrium quantum

statistical mechanics, this work addresses novel questions which are important in

understanding the emergence of the laws of thermodynamics. As far as we know,

studying reversible isothermal processes, the adiabatic evolution of nonequilibrium

steady states, and cyclic thermodynamic processes from the point of view of quantum

statistical mechanics have not been attempted before in the literature.

1.2 Methods

The main methods used in this thesis are the following.

• Algebraic formulation of quantum statistical mechanics.

• Spectral analysis techniques: Mourre theory and complex deformation tech¬

niques.
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• Spectral approach to RTE using the standard Liouvillain.

• Spectral approach to NESS using the C-Liouvillian.

• Spectral approach to cyclic thermodynamic processes using the so called Floquet

Liouvillean.

• Generalization of adiabatic theorems in non-equilibrium quantum statistical

mechanics.

1.3 Organization

The organization of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 2, after reviewing the basic

laws and notions of thermodynamics, we present an overview of the derivation of

these laws from non-equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics (NEQSM). In chap¬

ter 3, we discuss the mathematical framework, which is the algebraic formulation of

quantum statistical mechanics [BR,Ha]. We review relevant concepts, such as the

standard Liouvillean, KMS states, C* and W^-dynamical systems and their pertur¬

bations, and we introduce new notions such as instantaneous equilibrium states. The

presentation in this chapter is meant to be concrete, but a mathematically more el¬

egant and powerful, yet more abstract, presentation is given in an appendix to this

chapter. In chapter 4, we list all the model quantum systems we consider in this the¬

sis as paradigms of thermodynamic systems, together with the assumptions on these

model systems. An appendix to this chapter discusses some consequences of these

assumptions. In chapter 5, we prove the property of return to equilibrium for a class

of quantum mechanical systems composed of a small system coupled to a reservoir of

non-relativistic bosons or fermions, by extending the positive commutator method de¬

veloped in [Ml, M2, FMI, FM2, FAIS]. Technical proofs in this chapter are relegated

to an appendix. In chapter 6, we extensively discuss a paradigm of a thermodynamic

system that we consider in the following chapters: a two-level system coupled to n

fermionic reservoirs. We present the method of complex deformations developed in

[JP1,2,3] and extend it to the study of time-dependent Liouvilleans. We also present

the C-Liouvillean, and discuss how it relates to non-equilibrium steady states. In

chapter 7, we study isothermal processes of a small system diathermally coupled to

a single reservoir, and we state and prove the isothermal theorem. We define notions

like heat flux, work and entropy for trajectories of states close to, but distinct from

states of joint thermal equilibrium. We also prove a theorem characterizing reversible

isothermal processes as quasi-static processes (isothermal theorem), and we discuss

corollaries concerning the changes of entropy and free energy in reversible isothermal

processes and the 0th law of thermodynamics. In chapter 8, we prove a novel adiabatic

theorem for generators of time evolution which are not necessarily normal or bounded.

We also discuss two applications of this theorem in non-equilibrium quantum statisti¬

cal mechanics: an adiabatic theorem for states close to non-equilibrium steady states,
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and a concrete example of the isothermal theorem with an explicit rate of conver¬

gence to the quasi-static limit. Another important application of this theorem is an

adiabatic theorem for quantum resonances. [A-SF3] In chapter 9, we investigate cyclic

thermodynamic processes from the point of view of quantum statistical mechanics.

We introduce a new Liouvillean, the Floquet Liouvillean, which generates dynamics

on a suitable Banach space when the perturbation is time periodic, and we relate the

time-periodic state to which the system converges to a zero-energy resonance of the

Floquet Liouvillean. In principle, we can compute the entropy production per cycle

(which is positive) and the difference between the degree of efficiency 77 and rjrev to

arbitrary orders in the coupling, for small enough coupling.
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Chapter 2

Thermodynamics and

nonequilibrium quantum statistical

mechanics: an overview

This chapter offers a brief overview of the progress made towards deriving the funda¬

mental laws of thermodynamics from non-equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics.

New results which are stated here without proof are carefully and thoroughly dis¬

cussed in the following chapters. Along the way, we clarify certain basic notions,

such as thermodynamic systems, heat baths, different thermodynamic processes, the

meaning of heat energy and the rather special and important role of relative entropy.

The discussion at this stage is necessarily heuristic. However, various terms and no¬

tions appearing in this section are precisely defined in the following chapters. Before

presenting this overview, we briefly recall some basic thermodynamics.

2.1 Thermodynamics

2.1.1 Basic concepts and ideas of thermodynamics

The purpose of thermodynamics is to describe the average properties of macroscopi-

cally extended matter close to a state of thermal equilibrium, with small spatial and

temporal variations. (Gravitational effects are usually neglected.) Typical thermody¬
namic systems are formed of 1023 — 102S particles, and describing the system micro¬

scopically by solving the corresponding Hamilton equations or Schrödinger equation

is an impossible task. Instead, one is interested in describing emergent properties,

such as the average energy per particle, using few macroscopically observable quanti¬

ties, such as the volume V of the system, the total energy E, and the magnetization

ÄI. These macroscopic quantities, which can be measured simultaneously and with

precision, are called thermodynamic observables or state quantities. One identifies all

microstates having the same thermodynamic observables with one macrostate.
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An isolated system is a macroscopically large thermodynamic system without any

kind of contact or interaction with its environment. For such a system, the measured

values of the thermodynamic observables are stationary, that is, time-independent. It

is an observed fact that the state of an isolated system (as time t — oo) approaches

asymptotically a stationary equilibrium state, with precise values of thermodynamic

observables. (This is the equilibrium postulate for isolated systems, which is part of

the 0th law of thermodynamics, and which plays an important role in thermodynam¬

ics.)
Thermodynamic systems can be approximately infinite. Physically interesting

states of infinitely extended systems are their equilibrium states. Although realistic

systems are large but finite, if one waits long enough and one looks at a macroscopi¬

cally large subset of this system, these systems behave locally as infinite ones.

Let N be the number of elements in a complete family of independent thermo¬

dynamic observables of a thermodynamic system S, which can be measured simul¬

taneously and with precision. Their measured values specify a point X G rs, where

Ts C R^. A thermodynamic observable is a real- valued function on rs, and every

X G TE corresponds to an equilibrium state. The space rs of equilibrium states of

E is a connected convex subset of R^.

One may couple two thermodynamic systems, 1 and 2, through local interactions.

Initially, when the two systems are uncoupled, the state space is the Cartesian product
T1 x r2. When one allows interaction between 1 and 2, some symmetries of 1 and

2 are broken, and the new family of thermodynamic observables and the space of

equilibrium states, Tlv2, of the coupled system depends on the type of couplings or

contacts between 1 and 2.

We now discuss the notion of a thermodynamic process, which plays a central role

in thermodynamics.
Let (Xi,X2) G T1 x r2 be the initial uncoupled equilibrium state of 1 V2 at time

to. One or both systems can be approximately infinite. If one turns on a coupling
between 1 and 2 at time to, one is interested in knowing the state of the coupled

system at time t0 + T, as T —» oo. Let ^(t) be the microstate of the coupled system.

When at least one system, 1 or 2, is finite, the 0th law of thermodynamics claims

that *y(t) — Xi2 G Tlv2, as time t —» oo. Thermodynamics specifies the mapping
r1 x r2 3 (Xi, X2) —> X\2 G Tlv2 only when the nature of the contact between 1 and

2 is known. There are two conceivable processes

(Xi,X2) — Xi2 ,

X\2 —> (Xi,X2) .

When Xi2 —> (X\,X2) is not possible, we say that (X\,X2) —> À'12 is irreversible.

In contrast, a thermodynamic process {X(t)}to<t<oo of S is reversible if X(tQ) =

Xjjlimt^oo X(t) = Xf, and X(t) G rE,V£ > t0. In such processes, infinitesimal

changes of variables happen slowly as compared to some typical relaxation time of
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the system, and the real state of the system at time t will be infinitesimally close to

the instantaneous equilibrium state X(t).
Thermodynamic observables correspond to constants of motion of a system, or

equivalently to symmetries of the system. The space of equilibrium states T con¬

sists of the total spectrum of all thermodynamic observables. For each symmetry

which is conserved in a thermodynamic process, there corresponds a thermodynamic
observable whose value is constant in time. One can hence classify thermodynamic

processes from the point of view of symmetries. A contact or coupling will correspond

to a perturbation of subsystems which breaks one or more of their symmetries.
A thermal contact (diathermal wall) between a thermodynamic system E and

a thermal reservoir 7£ is an interaction which leaves all symmetries of E invariant

except for time-translation invariance. It leaves all the thermodynamic observables

of E invariant except for its energy.

Similarly, one can define a thermal contact between two thermodynamic systems

Ei and E2 as an interaction which preserves all the symmetries of E], and E2 except

for time-translation invariance: It leaves all the thermodynamic observables of Ei

and E2 invariant except for their energies.

2.1.2 The laws of thermodynamics

In this subsection, we recall the fundamental laws of thermodynamics (0th, Is*, and 2nd

law), which form the axiomatic foundation of thermodynamics.* We are interested in

the physical properties of a thermodynamic system E, which are described by a finite

number N of independent thermodynamic observables, £i, • • • ,£/v.

The OtA-law

There are several parts to the zeroth law.

(i) Consider an isolated thermodynamic system, E, which is approximately infi¬

nite. The state of E converges to an equilibrium state as time t —> oo. Each

equilibrium state of E corresponds to a point X in a connected convex subset

rs c RN.

(ii) A (weaker) form of the 0th law says that there exist, for all practical purposes in¬

finitely, large thermodynamic systems, that return to equilibrium when isolated.

One calls such systems thermal reservoirs or heat baths.

(iii) Two thermal reservoirs 7?.i and TZ2 are said to be equivalent (1Z\ ~ 1Z2) iff

no energy flows between 7£i and 7Z2 when a diathermal contact is established

between them. Then we say that the two reservoirs IZi and TZ2 are at the same

temperature (ie, they are in thermal equilibrium with each other). Furthermore,

*We will not discuss the third law of thermodynamics.
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given three thermal reservoirs Hi,ll2 and 1Z3 such that TZi ~ 1Z2 and 7l2 ~ 7£3,

then 7£i ~ 7£3, ie, all reservoirs have the same temperature (transitivity of the

property of thermal equilibrium).

(iv) When one brings a finite thermodynamic system E in thermal contact with

a thermal reservoir 1Z and waits for an infinitely long time, the state of the

coupled system will be an equilibrium state at the temperature of the reservoir.

(v) Moreover, if one removes the contact between E and TZ quasi-statically, the

final state of E will be the (Gibbs) equilibrium state at the temperature of the

reservoir, while the final state of the reservoir is identical to its initial state.

The PMaw

For each finite thermodynamic system, there exists a thermodynamic observable U,

the internal energy, which has a definite value in each state in TE; (U is unique up

to an additive constant). For a thermodynamic process 7 in which one brings E in

contact with a thermal reservoir 1Z, the heat energy exchange AQ(7) is a well-defined

quantity which depends not only on the initial point Xt = d^( and the final point

Xf = dfj, but on the whole trajectory 7.
t The difference

AA(7):=L/(X/)-C/(Xi)-Ag(7),

is the work done on E.

Before stating the 2nd law of thermodynamics, we need to introduce the notion of

a heat engine.
A heat engine is a finite thermodynamic system that works periodically in time

and that is brought in contact with at least two inequivalent thermal reservoirs or

with its environment. After one cycle, the system returns to its initial state, ie,

dil = dfl- Let AQ(-y) be the total heat exchange between the heat engine and the

thermal reservoirs in one cycle. Since the internal energy of the heat engine is the

same at the beginning and at the end of each cycle, the Ist law says that AQ(7) has

to be converted into work done by the heat engine on its environment.

One makes the following (scaling) postulate on heat engines: The size of a heat

engine can be enlarged or reduced by a scale factor À > 0. Consider a heat engine E

with a space of equilibrium states Ts. Then

r2" := {X G R^ : \'lX G Ts} ,

is the space of equilibrium states of the heat engine E\ To a cycle 7 of E, there

corresponds a cycle 7A of EA such that

U(XX) = XU(X), AQ(7A) = AAQ(7) .

*If AQ > 0, heat energy flows from 11 to E (we say H is hotter than E), and if AQ < 0 heat

flows from E to V, (we say H. is colder than E).
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We are now in a position to state one formulation of the second law of thermody¬
namics.

The 2n(Maw

There does not exist any heat engine that converts all the heat energy it receives from

thermal reservoirs into work done on its environment.

Now consider a heat engine E connected to two thermal reservoirs 1Z\ and TZ2,

such that, in one cycle 7, it gains a heat energy AQi from TZi and it gives a heat

energy AQ2 to 1Z2. The heat engine performs work if AQi —|AQ2| = AQ1+AQ2 > 0.

In this case, the thermal reservoir IZi is called the hot reservoir, while 1Z2 is called

the cold reservoir.

It follows from the above formulation of the second law of thermodynamics, that

if there exists a heat engine that uses 1Z\ as a hot reservoir and IZ2 as a cold one, then

there does not exist any heat engine that uses Tt2 as a hot reservoir and 1Z\ as a cold

one. This fact can be used to define an empirical temperature Ö : the temperature

Oi of TZ\ is higher than the temperature ©2 of 7?.2 if there exists a heat engine E that

uses 1Z\ as a hot reservoir and 72-2 as a cold one.

A heat engine is said to be reversible (or a Carnot machine) if, in a time-reversed

cycle, it can work as a heat pump: During a cycle 7"", it takes heat AQ2 from TZ2 and

gives heat AQi to lZi. In this case, the environment must supply the work per cycle
AA = AQi — IAQ2I- Reversible heat engines are idealizations of realistic systems.

Define the degree of efficiency of a heat engine E as the ratio of the work done

per cycle and the heat it gains from the hot reservoir in one cycle,

s
.=

_A£_
=

AQi + AQ2
=

AQ2
77 "

AQi AQi AQ!
"

It follows from the second law of thermodynamics that among all heat engines with

the same hot and cold reservoirs, the reversible engine has the highest efficiency rfev.
One can use this fact to define an absolute temperature T for a thermal reservoir Ft,

such that
7i-T2

rev

Ti

The fact that 77s < rfev implies that

AQi AQ2
rp

~l~
rp —

"
)

J-l J-2

with equality when 7 is reversible.

This result can be generalized to the case when E is connected to n thermal

reservoirs IZi,- • • ,Fi.n with temperatures T\ > > Tn. In this case,

«=1
"**
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with equality when the cyclic process is reversible. Taking the limit n —> oo gives

with equality when 7 is reversible.

Consider 7 G rE, a reversible cyclic process of E, and parametrize its curve in Ts

by (the time) r G [£0,00). We assume that

7W := J ^(7(t + h) - 7(7-))

exists for all r G [io; 00).
Denote by -yt the subprocess {7(T)}to<r<t from X% = 7(i0) to ~f(t) G Ts. From the

first law of thermodynamics, AQ(7t) is a well-defined quantity. For h > 0,

AQ(lt+h) - AQ(lt) = Ä • Ä-(t) + 0(h2),

where we (assume) K(t) is continuous in t. For every point X G rE, and each vector

Z G R^, there exists a subprocess 7* of a reversible cyclic process 7 of E, such that

1(t) = X;i(t) = cZ,

where c G R. One can use the functional AQ("ft) over a reversible subprocess 7s G rE

to define a 1-form ÖQ(-y(t)) with the property that*

7(t) • 5Q(i(t)) = limj(AQ(lt+h)-AQ(lt)) = K(t) .

«\o II

The internal energy U of E is a state function, ie, a function over Ts. Denote by dU

the 1-form over Ts with components equal to the gradients of U. We define the work

1-form to be

6A := dU-ÖQ .

Let Xi, • • •

, Xn be the coordinates of Fs. Then one can write

N

5^ = 5]at(X)dXt,
t=l

where at(X), i = 1, • • • ,N, are called the work coefficients. They are intensive quan¬

tities, meaning that under rescaling, at(XX) — at(X), i = 1, • • •

,
Nß

*One needs to make these arguments mathematically accurate. For further details and references,

see for example [LY].
^Quantities £ with the property that under rescaling ^AA") = \£(X),\ > 0, are called extensive,

such as internal energy U and heat Q, while quantities with the property that £(\X) = £(A") are

called intensive, such as the temperature T and work coefficients.
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Using the fact that

and the convexity of rs, one can define a state function S, the entropy, over TE such

that

T

This gives the following identity

dU = TdS + 5A
,

for reversible changes of state.

Consider 7 : X% —> Xf a thermodynamic process of an isolated system E, such

that Xhf G Ts. It follows from the definition of entropy and the fact that j> S- < 0

that

S(Xf) > S(Xt) .

Together with the scaling postulate and the connectivity and convexity of TE, one

can show that the entropy S is concave. For À G (0,1),

S(XXr + (1 - X)X2) > XS(X,) + (1 - X)S(X2) .

There are several equivalent formulations of the second law of thermodynamics,
which we list here.

(i) Clausius (1854). When one connects two thermal reservoirs 7^i and 7^-2 through
a thermal contact, heat flows either from 7£i to 1Z2, or from Ft2 to Fl\. The

opposite direction of the flow is not possible.

(ii) Carnot (1824). For a heat engine E, ??E < rfev.

(iii) Caratheodory (1873-1950). In an arbitrarily small neighborhood of each equi¬

librium state X of an isolated system E, there are equilibrium states X' of E

that are not accessible from X via reversible and adiabatic paths (for a mathe¬

matically rigorous discussion, see for example [Boy]).

It follows that for an isolated thermodynamic system, the entropy of the equilib¬

rium state is maximal (extremal principle for entropy).

2.2 Quantum description of thermodynamic sys¬

tems, heat baths and processes

We start with a brief review of the quantum theory of thermodynamic systems and

heat baths which are expounded in chapter 3, and then discuss different types of
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thermodynamic processes. This will clarify certain notions that are needed in the

ensuing discussion and will help to fix our notation.

A thermodynamic system E is a quantum mechanical system confined to a com¬

pact region A of physical space R3. The pure states of E are rays in a separable Hilbert

space Fp, and its mixed states correspond to density matrices p, which are positive,

self-adjoint operators that have unit trace and that belong to Cx{liP), the two sided

ideal of trace-class operators in the space of bounded operators B(7iP) of Fp. Since p

is positive, k = pï belongs to £2(Fp) —: KP, the two sided ideal of Hilbert-Schmidt

operators in B(Fp) which is isomorphic to Tip ® Tip. The kinematics of E is en¬

coded in a C*-algebra 0s such that (9E C B(Fp). The dynamics is generated by
a family of (generally time dependent) Hamiltonians, HE(t) = HE(Xt), where Xt are

time-dependent parameters. The time-dependent Hamiltonians are self-adjoint and

semi-bounded operators acting on Tip. In the Heisenberg picture, the time evolution

of an operator a G ÖE is af(a) — £/E(i)*a£/E(r-), where U^(t) is a unitary operator

that satisfies dtU^t) = -iHs{t)U*(t) and U^(t = 0) = 1 (in units where H = 1).
In certain cases, af defines a ^-automorphism on 0s. In the Schrödinger picture,

the time-evolution of an element k G KP is given by kt := cPt(k) = U^(t)kUE(t)*.
The generator of the dynamics on KP is the Liouvillean or thermal Hamiltonian

£E = adHs, which can be shown to be selfadjoint on a dense core of /CE (see chapter 3

for an extensive discussion of Liouvilleans). The time evolution of an element k G KP

is given by kt = U^(t)k, where [7s satisfies the equation dt[/E(£) = -iC^(t)UE(t)
and U^(t = 0) = 1. Since L2(Fp) is a Hilbert space, one may study the spectrum

of CP(t) using the available methods of spectral theory, even in the thermodynamic
limit A / Rff

A heat bath, or reservoir, Ft, is the thermodynamic limit (A /* R;j_) of an increas¬

ing family Ft\ of thermodynamic systems. The kinematics of the reservoir is encoded

in the C*-algebra On := V/a,/r3 ^Ka> where (•) denotes the norm closure. When Ft is

isolated, we assume that its state is a KMS state on ön at some inverse temperature

ßn = (kßTn)~l > 0 and chemical potentials ji = (p,\,... ,pm), which correspond to

conserved charges Q = (Qi,..., Qm) affiliated to (ön)'. The expectation value of an

operator a G Va/r3 ®Ka at equilibrium is
L±

A/*R|

where P^A = -i^-e-^7^-'1'^1, e~^HnA~tl'Ci^ is assumed to be trace-class, and

Zf* = Tr(e-KHi'L^).
The dynamics of the coupled system, E V Ft, (before taking the thermodynamic

limit) is generated by the Hamiltonian H(t) = #Sv^(£) := H^(t) + Hn, where

#E(£) = H$(\t) + #(i)VEv7\ If P0 is the initial state of the system at time t = 0,

then the true state of the system at time t is Pt = U(t)P0U(t)* =: qe^(P0); it

satisfies the Liouville equation P^ = —i[H(t), Pt]. Let the reference state at time t be

12



Pf := Zß4t(t) le ß[HW A'Q"V I, A key problem in quantum statistical mechanics is

establishing the existence of the thermodynamic limit of the above quantities.

pt(-) = limTr(Pr) , (real state) (2.1)

wf(-) = limTr(Pf-) , (instantaneous equilibrium state) (2.2)

pf :— Pi|oE®iTC ) (restriction to small system) (2.3)

and the existence of the thermodynamic limit of the dynamics a9t, where "limru"

denotes the thermodynamic limit for Tt. We will not discuss this problem; for results

see [GNS, HHW, AWo,AWy,Rob,BR,Rul].
Equivalently, one may work directly in the thermodynamic limit using the GNS

construction, as explained in chapter 3.

2.3 Thermodynamic processes

We roughly sketch what we mean by different thermodynamic processes before con¬

sidering specific ones later. In the example of a small system E coupled to reservoirs,

the choice of (i/E(£)} determines the trajectory of states {pf} of E, alternatingly in

contact with 0,1, 2, • • •

,
n heat baths. Isothermal processes correspond to diathermal

contacts of E to a single heat bath (or equivalently heat baths with the same temper¬

ature). Diathermal contacts preserve all extensive quantities except for the internal

energy UE of E. Circular processes, in which 7^ — 7^, correspond to the case when

HP(t + t*) = H^(t), for t* < co. Adiabatic processes correspond to E isolated, and

reversible processes to pt
~ o>f.

2.4 Return to equilibrium

We start with the example of an irreversible isothermal process. We will show in

chapter 3 that the KMS state at inverse temperature ß of a quantum mechanical

system, assuming that it exists, corresponds to the simple zero eigenvalue of the

standard Liouvillean L, while the rest of the latter's spectrum is continuous. Hence,

the study of the property of return to equilibrium is equivalent to the analysis of the

spectrum of C. In the following discussion, consider a small system E with finitely

many degrees of freedom coupled to a single reservoir 7£, and work directly in the

thermodynamic limit.

Return to Equilibrium: Under suitable hypotheses, such as sufficient smallness

of the coupling constant g, Fermi's golden rule, appropriate infra-red behavior of the

coupling, and J°°dt\\(£t — £oo)(£oo + *)_1II < °°> one may Prove the property of

return to equilibrium for a class of systems E V 7£: for an initial state of po normal

13



to po ®Uq, limt_+00pt(a) = w2°(a), Va G öEvTC, w/tere a;2° is £/ie equilibrium state

of the coupled system for t —> oo, wi/x convergence that may be exponentially fast in

time for suitably chosen operators a.

Using methods from spectral theory, the property of return to equilibrium has

been established for a variety of quantum mechanical systems: complex deformation

techniques for the spin-boson system [JP1,JP2], Feshbach map and RG for a small

system coupled to a thermal reservoir of photons [BFS], and an extension of Mourre's

positive commutator method together with a suitable Virial Theorem for a small

system coupled to a thermal bath. [Ml,FMI] All these results are based on important

insights of [HHW]. (PC methods used in studying return to equilibrium have been

extended to studying thermal ionization of atoms and molecules in the radiation field.

[FM2,FMS])
Part of the Ot/l-law of thermodynamics asserts that when a reservoir It, with

temperature Tn, is locally perturbed, it always returns to the same unique equilibrium

state after a long time. If a quantum system E V Tt possesses the property of return

to equilibrium, the state of the coupled system will be an equilibrium state at Tn as

t — oo. Moreover, if the contact between Tt and E is removed, then Tt returns to the

same equilibrium state u3 after a long time. The remaining part of the 0th law will

be discussed later.

Proving the property of RTE for simple, yet physically relevant models, will be

discussed extensively in chapter 5; (see also chapter 6).

2.5 Heat energy and entropy of thermodynamic

systems

Some of the observed thermodynamic quantities during a thermodynamic process 7

of a system formed of E coupled to n reservoirs Ttt, i = 1, • • •

, n, are the internal

energy C/E of E and the heat energy QE transferred from the heat baths Tti to E.

The lst-law of thermodynamics asserts the existence of functionals

t/E TE 3 7. -> wE(7.)

AQi :7-»AQl,(7),

and relates, for an arbitrary processes 7,

AAE(7):=Ac7E-AQE(7),

where AAE is the work performed on E during 7.

Indeed, from the quantum theory of thermodynamic systems and heat baths,

the above quantities have explicit definitions. For simplicity of exposition, let the

reservoirs be finite, and take the thermodynamic limit of well-defined quantities later.

14



The internal energy of E is defined by Us(t) :— pt(/fE(i)), and the rate of change of

heat energy is given by

i=l i=l

= i±pt([H^,gV^(t)])=:±0-^,
i=l i=l

where 5(-) denotes the imperfect or inexact differential of (). It follows that £/E(£) —

-^p = pt(HP(t)) =: —^p. The thermodynamic limit of the above relationship is well

defined. This is nothing but the expression of the l6'-law of thermodynamics.
Define the (relative) entropy of E as

S*(t) := -fcBUmTr(Pt[logPt - £log PUi})
i

= -kB limTr(Pt[\og Pt + Y,WRKi ~

fM • QUi) + lo§ zKi}]) •

TD

The usefulness of this definition will become apparent soon. Since Tr(BlogB) >

Tr(B log A) + Tr(B — A) for A and B positive, self-adjoint, and bounded operators,

the relative entropy of E has a definite sign for all t G R,^

S*(t) < 0
.

An important property of relative entropy is its strong subadditivity (see [LR]).
Both TrPtlog Pt and 7YPtlog ZUi are time-independent. Moreover, TrPtpiQUl is

time-independent for diathermal contacts. Therefore, the rate of change of entropy is

1 dpt(H^)
5S(*) = -£

Ti dt
i

v \5Qni(t)
^Tt dt

'

Note that if the rate of entropy production £ = — lim^oo Ss(t) exists, then S > 0

due to the fixed sign of S^(t). The last statement implies the second law of thermo¬

dynamics in the formulation of Clausius.

2.6 Isothermal processes and the isothermal theo¬

rem

The question we want to address in this section is what characterizes reversible

isothermal processes. Careful statement of results in this section together with de-

^Proof of a more general trace inequality will be given in chapter 7.
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tailed proofs are given in chapter 7.

Suppose a system EV7?. has the property of return to equilibrium. What happens

if this system is slowly perturbed after return to equilibrium, for example, by quasi-

statically removing the contact between Tt and E?

Again consider the system E V Tt directly in the thermodynamic limit, such that

the standard Liouvillean £>Tg(t) := £g(s), where the rescaled time is s := K Assume

Cg(s) have a common dense domain for all s E I, where / C R is a compact interval.

Moreover, assume that for all s E I, (£p(s)+i)_1 is differentiable in s, Cg(s)^(Cg(s)+
i)~l is uniformly bounded, app(Cg(s)) = {0} and cr(£5(s))\{0} — ac(Cg(s)), and that

the projection onto the eigenstate corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of £g(s),
P(s) — \C}ß}g(s))(Qß>g(s)\, is twice differentiable in s for almost all s G F Note that

P(s) corresponds to the instantaneous equilibrium state, or reference state, w at

time t — ts. We are interested in the quasi-static limit r —» oo. Physically, this limit

corresponds tor> tr, where tr is the relaxation time.

(Isothermal Fheorem): Under these hypotheses, pTS(a) = ui®s(a)+o(l), as r —> oo,

Va G Ö" <g> ön and Vs G /, where I C R is an arbitrary compact interval.

To get a better estimate on the rate of convergence in the quasi-static limit,

we need further information about the spectrum of the standard Liouvillian £g(s).
With additional hypotheses that allow one to apply complex deformation techniques,
the rate of convergence is shown to be 0(t~1) in chapter 8. These hypotheses can

be verified in classes of quantum mechanical systems, such as those for which the

property of return to equilibrium has been established.

We now sketch several consequences of this theorem which will clarify the notions

of heat energy and reversibilty in isothermal thermodynamic processes and emphasize
the role of relative entropy. Further details can be found in chapter 7 and in [A-SF3].

Without loss of generality, assume that the small system E is coupled through
diathermal contacts to a single reservoir Tt, which will be treated as finite first before

taking the thermodynamic limit. From the discussion of the previous section, we

know that in an isothermal process

vs SQ(t) 5A(t)
lJ_

dt
+

dt
'

**(o-£§<«>•
Consider an isothermal process of E V Tt from r0 = ts0 till ti = TSi, for s0 and

si fixed, r —> oo, and where the initial state uj13 is independent of s for s < so- The

following holds.

(i) Reversible isothermal processes are equivalent to "quasi-static" isothermal pro¬

cesses for t 3> Tr.

This is a standard assumption in equilibrium thermodynamics. Moreover, the
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definition of entropy in the latter setting is

Sfev(t) = - Um kBTr(Pßt[log Pf - log P*])

= lim[kBu,ß(ßH*(t)) + kB\og?jß]

where F^(t) = —kB log -ffi- is the free energy of E, and kB is Boltzmann's con¬

stant
. Using the isothermal theorem, one may replace u,fs by pTS up to an error

term that vanishes in the quasi-static limit, and hence, in the thermodynamic

limit,

T*ASfev = o£(tfE(5l)) - 4s(H*(so)) - H d*4,(H*(s))
J so

= AUs-AA + o(l)
= AQ + o(l),

where we made use of the isothermal theorem in the second step and the 1st-

law of thermodynamics in the last step. We have just sketched the proof of

the following claim, which asserts the equivalence of the definition of entropy in

equilibrium statistical mechanics and relative entropy in non-equilibrium quan¬

tum statistical mechanics, in the quasi-static limit.

(ii) ASfev = A5E + o(l) as r -> oo.

(iii) Furthermore, if one slowly removes the contact between Tt and E, the state

of E will be the Gibbs state at inverse temperature ß%, independently of the

diathermal contacts.

Fhis is part of the Qth-law of thermodynamics: //i7E(i) —» i7E G (9E, i.e.

g(t) —> 0 as t — oo, then pTS tends to the Gibbs state at temperature Tn for
i/E as t —> oo and s —* oo.

oo

2.7 Clausius' and Carnot 's formulation of the 2nd-

law

As discussed in the previous section, there are several equivalent formulations of the

2red-law of thermodynamics. A standard consequence of the 2ra<Maw is the existence

of the absolute temperature T-r > 0 of a reservoir Tt and the entropy functional

5E„ : TE 3 7. -, SEei,(7.) ,
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where rE are the equilibrium states of E sampled in a reversible thermodynamic

process.

When two or more reservoirs, with an initial state po, are coupled ,
the convergence

to a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS) pNESS := w* — lim^oo p0 o at (or more

weakly w* — lim^-^ ^ fQ p0 o atdt) has been proven recently in several examples

using different approaches: [FMUe,Ru2,3] use algebraic scattering theory where one

has to establish the existence of scattering endomorphisms. The latter is based on

the work of [He,Rob]. On the other hand, [JP3] relates the NESS to the zero energy

resonance of the adjoint of the so called C-Liouvillean. In the latter setting we prove

an adiabatic theorem for states close to non-equilibrium steady states using a novel

adiabatic theorem and complex deformation techniques in chapter 8.

Consider a thermodynamic system E coupled to heat baths 72-i, • • • ,7£rt, where

n > 2. We have shown that, for diathermal contacts,

- oo < 5E(t) < 0
,

i

(NESS and Clausius) Assume that HB(t) -+ #E G Oe <g> On, as t -> oo. //

Pt ->t-*oo PNESS, then

•>E^o
t=i

ii)S*(t) -> -£ < 0

n

1 SQ
m,

iii) lim > ——;—
= —£ < 0

,

where £ is the entropy production rate. A direct consequence is the following:

i) and iii) imply Clausius' formulation of the 2nd-law.

Now consider a cyclic thermodynamic process such that i7E(£ + r*) = H^(t),
where the period r* < oo, and assume, without loss of generality, that the number

of reservoirs is n = 2. This is an example of a heat engine or a heat pump. Let

u\ :— limjv-.oo Pt+NT» •
For small enough coupling between the two reservoirs, one can

prove using a norm-convergent Dyson-Schwinger series that u% is periodic in time

t with period r*, and that the change in entropy per cycle is — fQ* dtS = —AS >

0.[FMUe,FMSUe] We also prove convergence to a time-periodic state by relating the

latter to the zero-energy resonance of the so called Floquet Liouvillean in chapter 9.
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After one period,

AuE = 0
,

^!l
+
^!l

= A5<0.
îi T2

If the engine does work, AA = AQUl + AQ7*2 > 0. Suppose that Ti > T2, then

Clausius implies that AQni > 0. The following is nothing but Carnot's formulation

of the 2rad-law of thermodynamics.

(Carnot)Assume that T\ >T2. Fhen

-

T:

It is important to note that this result follows only from the sign of relative

entropy and the existence of time periodic states in the large time limit. Moreover,

the difference ifev — nT' can be explicitly computed in terms of the entropy production

per cycle (see remark in chapter 9 and [FMUe]).
We conclude by mentioning that, recently, transport phenomena have been rigor¬

ously investigated from the point of view of quantum statistical mechanics. Trans¬

port phenomena between two reservoirs formed of free fermions at different temper¬

atures/chemical potentials and coupled through bounded local interactions has been

studied in [FMUe]. Together with showing the convergence of the coupled system to a

NESS using scattering theory and establishing strict positivity of entropy production,

they show that the Onsager reciprocity relations hold to first non-trivial order. Fur¬

thermore, [JOP] study linear response theory from the point of view of the algebraic
formulation of quantum statistical mechanics and prove the Green-Kubo formula and

Onsager reciprocity relations for heat fluxes generated by temperature gradients.

AQn>

AQKi
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Chapter 3

Mathematical framework:

algebraic formulation of NEQSM

For the sake of simplicity, we opt for a concrete discussion of the algebraic formulation

of quantum statistical mechanics, while deferring a mathematically more elegant, yet

more abstract, discussion of it to Appendix l.[BR, Sa, DJP]

3.1 Quantum description of finite thermodynamic

systems

Consider a quantum system confined to a compact region of physical space. Its

pure states are unit rays in a separable Hilbert space Fp, and its mixed states are

described by density matrices p, which are positive trace-class operators such that

Tr(p) = 1. The kinematical algebra of observables is a C*-subalgebra C?E Ç B(Fp),
where B(Fp) is the set of bounded operators on Fp. The dynamics is generated

by a semi-bounded, self-adjoint operator #E, the Hamiltonian, such that the time

evolution of an operator A G ÖE is given in the Heisenberg picture by

a^(A) = eitH*Ae-itHS
, (3.1)

assuming that a^(A) G Oe for every A G 0E.

One may represent the algebra CE on the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators,

which is a Hilbert space. (In fact, the latter is a Hilbert algebra.) Consider the

two-sided ideal of trace-class operators Cl{TiP), and the two-sided ideal of Hilbert-

Schmidt operators C2(Fp) = K. (An operator k G K i(Tr(k*k) < oo.) K is a Hilbert

space with scalar product

<•!•) :/Cx/C->C

(a, k) -> (a, k) := Tr(a*k) .
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Given p G £1('HE) and positive, then k := pll2 G K. Suppose the system is

initially described by a density matrix p. The expectation value of an observable

A G Oe is

(A)p := Tr(pA) . (3.2)

Its expectation value after a time t is given by

(cA(A))p = Tr(peiH^Ae-iH^)
= Tr(kk*eiI{StAe-iHSt)
= Tr((e-iH*tkëH*t)*A(e-iH*tkëH*t))
= Tr(a^(kYAa^(k));

hence, kt := ^(k) = e~%H tkelH * in the Schrödinger picture. Let £p := ad^j,
which is a selfadjoint operator defined on V, a dense domain in K. (For example,
V = span\ipi)(i/jjl, where {ipi}i is the orthonormal basis in Tip such that #E|^i) =

Ei\il>i).) It follows that

Id = e-i£Stk
. (3.3)

The operator Cp is called the Liouvillean or thermal Hamiltonian.

A selfadjoint operator Q is said to be affiliated with the commutant (ÖE)' if all

the spectral projections of Q belong to (C?E)'. Typically, a conserved charge of E

corresponds to a selfadjoint operator Q affiliated to (CE)', such that all the spectral

projections of Q commute with all the spectral projections of i/E.

According to the Gibbs Ansatz, the equilibrium state of E at inverse temperature

ß > 0 and chemical potential p G R is described by the density matrix

e
-ß{H*-nQ)

P? ==

"

7S > (3-4)

where ZE := Tr(e~^H~~^) is a normalization factor.

The expectation value of an operator A G ÖE in equilibrium is given by

u^(A) := Tr(P%A) . (3.5)

We list some of the main properties of the equilibrium state.

(i) Time-translation invariance. It follows from equations (3.5), (3.1), and the

cyclicity of the trace that we(q|;(j4)) = u;E(yr).

(ii) Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) condition.

^(AaUB))=^(a^(B)A), (3.6)
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for A,B E ÖE. This follows from (3.5), cyclicity of the trace, and the fact that

Q is affiliated with (C?E)' such that its spectral projections commute with the

spectral projections of i7E,

^(AaUB)) = Tr(P*ßAaUB))
= Tr{e-KH*-c»AelH*tBe-tHStyz];
= Tr^-ß{H*-Q)fH*t+ßH*BfrH*t-ßH*Ayz*
= Tr(P*apß(B)A)/Z%
= ^(a^(B)A) .

There are two representations of the algebra (9E on the Hilbert space of Hilbert-

Schmidt operators K. The left representation l[0^} is defined by

l[A]k = Ak
, (3.7)

for any A E 0E and k E K. A dual representation which commutes with Z[(9E] is

given by the right representation

r[A]k = kA*
, (3.8)

for any A G £>E and k E K. Note that r[AB] = r[A]r[£] and r[zA] = zr[A], for

A,B EOE and zEC.

In fact, one may show that K is isomorphic to FP®FP. Introduce the isomorphism

Ic : K -> FP ® FP

where t\>,ip G ?iE, and CE is an antiunitary involution on Tip (i.e., (CE)2 = 1 and

(C^ip,CE<p) = (tp,ip), where (•, •) denotes the scalar product in Fp). By looking at

Icl[A]k and Icr[A]k, for A G CE and k E K, one may show that

1[A]=A®1, (3.9)

r[A] = l® CEAC*
, (3.10)

on Fp ® HE. Both /[CE] and r[0E] can be related to each other, but we will defer

this discussion to the more general case of infinite systems.

3.2 Quantum description of a thermal reservoir

In this section, we will discuss the quantum description of an infinitely extended

thermal reservoir or heat bath Tt. One may regard the heat bath or reservoir Tt as
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the limit of a sequence of thermodynamic systems confined to compact regions of

physical space {Aj}-^, such that A; Ç Aj for i < j and lim^oo A* — R±. Denote by
öAi the kinematical algebra of Aj, then we will assume that Ohi Ç öAj if i < j. The

kinematical algebra of observables in the thermodynamic limit is On := VieN^*'
where (•) denotes the norm closure.

We make the following assumptions, which need to be verified in specific physical
models (such as those considered in chapter 4; see also [BR]), regarding the existence

of the time evolution and equilibrium states in the thermodynamic limit. Let Ox :=

(Al) Existence of dynamics. We assume that

n-limait(A)-a^), (3.11)

exists for all A E Ö00, t E R, and {a^}tert is a one-parameter group of *-

automorphisms on On. Note that afn need not be norm continuous, as in the

case of bosonic reservoirs where it is only cr-weakly continuous (see Appendix

1).

(A2) Existence of equilibrium states. For A E O00, consider the sequence of equi¬

librium expectation values uJ at inverse temperatures ß > 0. We assume

existence of the limit of a suitable (sub)sequence &„'(•) as i —> oo. The limiting

equilibrium state w^ is a^-invariant

"fKM)) = uJ(A) , (3.12)

for A E On and t E R. Moreover, it satisfies the KAIS condition, which says

that, for A, B in a suitable (sub)algebra of ön,

4(AaUB)) = ojf(at~iß(B)A) . (3.13)

We will state the KAIS condition more carefully. Let

FAB(t):=uf(Aat1l(B)), (3.14)

GAB(t) := u;f(atn(B)A) , (3.15)

where A E ön and B E 0°. The KAIS condition is equivalent to saying that

FAß(t) is the boundary value of the function FaB(z), which is analytic in the

"There are several ensembles in statistical mechanics: the microcanonical ensemble, where the

number of particles and energy are fixed, the canonical ensemble where the number of particles
in the system is fixed while the energy varies, and the macrocanonical ensemble where both the

number of particles and the energy are allowed to vary. Although different for finite systems, in the

thermodynamic limit the three ensembles are equivalent.
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strip Sß := {z E C : 0 < Imz < ß}, bounded and continuous on its boundary,

with

lim FAB(t +in) = GAB(t). (3.16)
v/ß

(Equivalently, GAB(z) is analytic in the strip S_ß := {z E C : —ß < Imz < 0},
bounded and continuous on its closure, such that \m\n/ßGAB(t — in) = FAB(t).)
Let Ö0 be a dense subalgebra of ön which is invariant under aln,

Oq := {Af = I dtat1z(A)f(t) : A E On<mdf E C0°°(R)} , (3.17)

where / is the Fourier transform of /. It follows from (3.12) and (3.13) that

u>${A*B) = ^(a-^2(B)(a^l2(A)r) , (3.18)

for A, B E O0. Using (3.13) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, one may show

that

Af := {A G On : iof(A*A) = 0} (3.19)

is a two-sided ideal of On. In particular, if On is simple (i.e., if On does not

contain any two-sided ideal except {0} and itself), then coJ(A*A) = 0 =4> A = 0.

In order to do computations and to prove theorems in a concrete setting, it is

useful to have a representation of On on a certain Hilbert space. This is provided by

the GNS (Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal) construction.

Assume there exists a countable subspace Ö C ön such that, VA G ön, there

exists a sequence {^4i}îN C Ö with the property that

\im uf((A-AiY{A-Ai)) = 0. (3.20)
i—>oo

GNS. The GNS construction associates to the data (ön, q^, uf) a Hilbert space

Tiß, a representation itß of On on Tiß, a vector riß E Tiß, which is cyclic for itßlO71],
and a continuous one-parameter group of unitary operators {e~lCt}t&n, where £ is

selfadjoint on Tiß, such that, for all A E On,

ojJ(A) = {Qß\7rß(A)Qß) ; (3.21)

TTßlaUA)) = eiC%[A]e~i£t ; (3.22)

CQß = 0
. (3.23)

To construct Tiß, Qß, TXß and C, let, for all A E ön, [A] := A modAf, where the

two-sided ideal jV has been defined in (3.19). Define on the linear quotient space

Ft := OnjM the scalar product
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{[A}\[B}):=uJ(A*B). (3.24)

The Hilbert space Tiß is the completion (the closure in the norm induced by the

scalar product defined in (3.24)) of Ft. Note that since O is countable, Tiß is separable.

Let riß := [1], and define nß : ön -* B(Tiß) by

7Tß(A)[B} := [AB] , (3.25)

which extends by continuity to Tiß. The one-parameter unitary group on Tiß is defined

by
e-iCt[A] := [aUA)} , (3.26)

for A E On. Unitarity follows from the fact that ufß is invariant under a^, and, by
Stone's theorem, the generator of the dynamics is selfadjoint because e~tCt is strongly

continuous on a separable Hilbert space.

Alodular operator and modular conjugation. Assume that Qß is separating for 7Tß(ö^)
(i.e., 7Tß(A)Clß = 0 =>- TTß(A) = 0), and define the unbounded antilinear operator S on

7Tß(ö°) such that

S(nß(A)Qß) := 7Tß(A*)Qß , (3.27)

for A E O0. We shall call this operator the modular operator, which is well-defined

since Qß is cyclic and separating for itß(ö°).
Moreover, define the modular conjugation operator J on TTß(ö°) such that

J(7T0(A)Q0) := SiXß(a^ß'2(A))CLß = 7r^(af2(A*))Qß , (3.28)

for A E Ö0. Some of the properties of the modular conjugation are the following.

(i) Je~tCt = e~lCtJ. Since Ö0 is dense in On, and Qß is cyclic, it suffices to show

that Je-iCt7Tß(A)Qß = e-iCtJnß{A)Qß, for A G ö°.

Je~iC%(A)Qß = J-Kß(atn(A))Qß

= SM^iß/2(A))Qß
= nß(at+^2(A*))Qß
= e-^ß(af2(A*))Qß
= e-iCtJirß(A)Qß .

(ii) (j7Tß(A)Qß\J7Tß(B)Qß) = (7Tß(B)Qß\7Tß(A)Qß) ,
for A, Be O0.
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(J*ß(A)Clß\ J*ß(B)Qß = {af2(A*)Qß\af/2(B*)Qß
= ^(a^2(A)*f2(B*))
= u,ftä*»2ma?"*(A))
= WJ(BM)
= (^(ß^M^fy) .

(iii) The dual representation defined by tv* = JnßJ commutes with irß (i.e., ir*(on) C

Kß(Ou)'). It is enough to look at ttJ^tt^B^C)^, for A,B,C E Ö0.

nf(A)7Tß(B)iTß(C)Qß = Jirß(A)Jnß(BC)Qß

= J7rß(A)nß(af2(C*B*))Qß
= Kß(af2(aniß/2(BC)A*))Qß
= -Kß(BCaiß'2(A*))Qß
= ^ß(B)J-Kß(A)i:ß(otff2(C*))Qß
= 7Tß(B)Trf(A)nß(C)Qß.

The claim follows by continuity. Note that, with our assumptions, one may

(iv) Note that

show that (tt^O*))" = (-ïït(On))' (see for example [HHW]).

J = SeßC/2 = e-ßCl2S.

The polar decomposition of S is

S = Je-ßC'2 = eßC'2 J
,

\S\=e-W2 and J = S\S\-1.

(v)
e^*(A)e-^ = 4(aUA)),

where A G ön. This follows from the definition of tt^* and (i).

(vi) Suppose that ip is an eigenvector of £ with eigenvalue A, and that JiJj = ip.
Then A = 0.

Xi) = Lxp = Ui) = -JLi> = - JXiP = -Xrp

and hence A + A = 0. However, A G R since £ is selfadjoint, and therefore

A = 0.

(vii) It follows from the definition of J and the fact that Qß = [1] that JQß = Qß.
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3.3 Return to equilibrium

Part of the zeroth law of thermodynamics is that equilibrium states of reservoirs are

stable under local perturbations, and that the system returns to equilibrium if the

perturbation is such that it satisfies some conditions (see chapters 5 and 6).
In the thermodynamic limit, the KMS state at inverse temperature ß of a quantum

mechanical system, assuming that it exists, corresponds to the simple zero eigenvalue
of the Liouvillean £, while the rest of the latter's spectrum is continuous (see, for

example [JP2]).t

Return to equilibrium

(i) Consider a state to normal to the equilibrium state ujß at inverse temperature

ß, and suppose that zero is a simple eigenvalue of the Liouvillian £, such that the

spectrum of £ away from zero is continuous. Then the system possesses the property

of return to equilibrium in the ergodic sense,

lim —
T^ooT

for A E O.

(ii) Moreover, if the spectrum of £ away from zero is absolutely continuous, then

the system possesses the property of return to equilibrium in the mixing sense

lim u)(a\A)) = uß(A) , (3.30)
t—>00

for AEÖ.

Proof. To a state u normal to uß, one associates a density matrix p = '^2inPn\'4,n) {ipn
such that YlnPn = 1 and ^n £ riß- Since any vector ij)n E Tiß can be approximated

by a sequence of vectors t}) — nß(A)Qß, A EÖ0, it is enough to prove

w - lim i / (nß(B)Qß\7Tß(at(A))nß(C)Qß) = ajß(B*C)ujß(A) , (3.31)
r-00 1 j0

for case (i), and

w - lim (nß(B)Qß\7rß(at(A))7Tß(C)Qß) = uß(B*C)uß(A) , (3.32)
t—>oo

for case (ii).
For the first case (i), we use the fact that

w- lim ^ f dte±tCt= \Qß)(üß\ , (3.33)
T-KX> 1 JQ

TThe Liouvillean C depends on the inverse temperature ß, but we suppress this dependence where

there is no confusion.
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and the KAIS condition,

hm i / dt(Kß(B)Qß\vß(at(A))-Kß(C)Qß)

= hm 1 / dt{nßMB')*ß{a\A))Kß{C)\Qß)
T->oo i Jq

= lim 1 / ^(^|7r/3(«-^(C))7r^(JB*)ei£%(A)|^)

= <n/î|7r/9(a-«,(C))7r^(B)|n/î>(n/î|7r/9(A)n/,)
= W/j(ß*C7H(4).

Case (ii) similarly follows using

w-\ime±iCt=\Qß){Qß\, (3.34)
t—»oo

and the KAIS condition.

D

We have reduced proving the property of return to equilibrium to showing that

zero is a simple eigenvalue of the standard Liouvillian £, while the rest of the spectrum

away from zero is continuous. Since Tiß is a Hilbert space, we can make use of the

available spectral methods to prove RTE.

3.4 Perturbation of the equilibrium state

In this section, we discuss perturbation of the KMS equilibrium state. To simplify the

discussion, we will consider bounded perturbations as in [Arl]. For the unbounded

case, look at the appendix, where the proof is based on the perturbation of W*-

dynamical systems, as discussed in [DJP].
Suppose the Hamiltonian of the system is perturbed by a local bounded pertur¬

bation V E Ö. The perturbed dynamics is given by the Dyson series expansion

av(A):=f]in f dh I' dt2--- f
'^

dtn[a^(V),-{ati(V),at(A)}- } , (3.35)
n=0

J° J° J°

for A G Ö. This defines a one-parameter group {a^lteri on ^> and ciy can be

unitarily implemented on the GNS representation

Kß[av(A)\ = eit(c+^vKß(A)e-it^+^v^ . (3.36)

Note that one may add to (£ + Kß(V) an element W G TTß(ö)#. Furthermore,

4\av(A)] = J^(aUA))J

= Je«(£-Hr^(V)+U')j7r#^Je-«(£-Hr^(V)+IV)J

= eit(C-x#{V)-JWJ)n#,Aje-it(C-n*(V)-JWJ) _
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Cv = C + irß(V)-4(V) + Z,

Imposing that the left representation and its dual have the same generator of dynamics

gives

where Z E (iiß(0)' D nf(ö)'). Without loss of generality, set Z = 0. The standard

Liouvillian is hence given by

£v = jC + 7Tß(V)-n*(V). (3.37)

Note that J£y = —£yJ. One may also find an expression for the perturbed (ay-, ß)-
KMS state, noting that Qß is in the domain of the unbounded operators e~^c+7V0^^2

and e"(/:+*^))/2.

The expectation value of an operator A E O in the perturbed equilibrium state is

o;J(A) := (Qvß\nß(A)QV) , (3.38)

where

Qßr := (ZjJ-ie"«^^)/^
OO Z-/3/2 /-ri /-Tn-l

- (Zj)-ï Y) / dn / dr2 • • / dr„7r^(aT-(V)) • -^(^(V))^
n=0

'

after Wick rotating (it —> r), and Zj := w^(e ß^+M*7))) is a normalization factor so

that (Qß \Qß) = 1. Note that we can also write

Qj = (Zlr)-hß(c-*t{v))/2Qß ; (3.39)

JQvß = Qlß , (3.40)

and £^0% = 0. (3.41)

3.5 Instantaneous equilibrium states

Now suppose the perturbation V = V(t) E O is time-dependent. We define the

instantaneous equilibrium states ufßt by

4À-) = ffl*)M-W(*)> > (3-42)

where

fij(i) := (Zl[t)-h-^c+^v^2Qß , (3.43)

and

Zlt := uß(e-^c+^v^) . (3.44)

Note that, for each t G R,

M*)n£t = o,

and

JlLß,t — "/?,*•
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These states will be useful in characterizing reversible isothermal processes (see chap¬

ter 7).

3.6 Appendix 1: Basics of operator algebras

3.6.1 Banach algebras

Consider an associative algebra U over a field T (which might be R or C), with a

norm || • || such that U is a Banach space. The algebra U is called a Banach algebra
if ||AB|| < ||A|| ||ß||, for any A,B EÎÂ. We say U is unital if it contains the unit

element 1. An example of a Banach algebra is the space of bounded operators on a

Banach space with the operator norm.

The spectrum of A E U is o(A) := {À G C : A — À1 is not invertible in U), and

its spectral radius is r(A) := sup{|A| : À G o~(A)} = lim^oo ||An||n = infn ||,4n||«.
In order to discuss C*-algebras, we need to introduce the notion of an adjoint

operator. An adjoint operator in an algebra over C is an anti-linear map A —> A*,

such that (A*)* = A and (AB)* = B*A*, for any A,B E U. A C*-algebra U is a

Banach algebra over C such that ||AM|| = ||A||2. In particular, \\A*\\ = \\A\\. If W

is a C*-algebra without the unit element, one can extend the algebraic structure by

adjoining the unit element, such that the norm on the extended algebra Uun := C\(&U

is given by ||al + ^4|| := supßeW ;||ß||=i ||a.B-r-AB||, where a G C and AeU. One may

also show that a C*-algebra U is isomorphic to an algebra Ö of bounded operators

on a complex Hilbert space Ti, such that Ö is selfadjoint (Ö* = Ö) and closed in the

operator norm topology. For all practical purposes, we will consider the latter to be

the definition of a C*-algebra.

3.6.2 Positive elements

An element A of a C*-algebra Ö is said to be positive (A > 0) if A = A* and a(A) > 0,

or equivalently, A = B*B for some B E O.

3.6.3 States

A continuous linear functional p on a C*-algebra Ö is a state if p > 0 (ie, for positive

AeO, p(A) > 0), and ||p|| = 1. If Ö is unital and p > 0, then ||p|| = 1 iff p(l) = 1.

A state on a C*-algebra Ö has a unique extension to a state on Oun. The set E(ö)
of all states on 0 is a convex subset of the dual of Ö. In particular, if Ö is unital,

E(ö) is compact in the io*-topology of the dual.
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3.6.4 Representations

A representation of a G*-algebra Ö is a pair (Ti,ir), where H is a complex Hilbert

space and 7r is a morphism of Ö to the C*-algebra B(Ti) of bounded operators on Ft.

The representation 7r is said to be faithful if, for A E Ö, n(A) = 0 => A — 0.

A cyclic representation of Ö is a triple (Ft,n, Q), where Q E Ft such that \\Q\\ = 1

and n(ö)Q is dense in Ft.

3.6.5 Groups of automorphisms

A morphism g : Ö —» Ö that has an inverse g~l is called an automorphism. We say

that a state p is invariant under a group of automorphisms G if p(gA) — p(A)ig E G

and AeO.

3.6.6 GNS construction

If (Ft, 7T, Q) is a cyclic representation of a G*-algebra Ö, then A —> p(A) := (fî|7r(.A)f2)
defines a state on Ö. The converse is also true, and it is known as the GNS construc¬

tion.

Let G be a group of automorphisms of the C*-algebra Ö and p a corresponding

G-invariant state on O. Then there is a cyclic representation (Tip, ixp, Qp) of Ö such

that

np(gA) = Up(g)Kp(A)Up(g)-1 , Up(g)Qp = Qp , (3.45)

for all g E G and A E Ö. The data (Tip, ttp, Qp) are unique up to unitary equivalence.

Proof. Assume Ö is unital (adjoin the unit element if necessary), and let J\f =

{AeO : p(A*A) = 0}, and [•] : O -> O/M, the quotient map. Using the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality, one may show that Af is a two-sided ideal in Ö. Define the scalar

product over OfAT by

{[A]\[B)) = p{A'B).

The Hilbert space Tip is the completion of O/Af with respect to this scalar product.

Moreover,

np(A)[B] := [AB] ;

Qp := [1] ;

Up(g)[A] := [gA] ,

for g E G and A,BeO.

3.6.7 Pure and ergodic states

Let Eq be the set of states which are G-invariant. It is a convex set. The extremal

points of this set are the so-called G-ergodic states. In particular, if G is reduced to
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the identity on Ö, Eg reduces to E, and its extremal points are pure states. Moreover,

p is ergodic iff the only bounded operators on Tip commuting with UP(G) are multiples

of the identity, ie, ttp(0) V UP(G) is irreducible.

3.6.8 von Neumann algebras

Commutant

Let B(Ti) be the algebra of all bounded operators on a complex Hilbert space Ft and 1

the identity operator on Ft. The commutant of a set U C B(Ti) is W :— {A E B(Ti) :

B E U =>- [A, B] = 0}. If the commutant W consists of multiples of the identity, then

U is irreducible. Let U" := (W)', the double commutant of U.

A selfadjoint algebra A4 of B(Ti) is a von Neumann algebra if it satisfies one of

the following equivalent conditions:

(1) 1 G A4 and A4 is closed in the strong operator topology.

(2) 1 E M and A4 is closed in the weak operator topology.

(3) A4 = A4".

For all practical purposes, it is useful to think of a von Neumann algebra A4 as a

unital C*-algebra on a Hilbert space. Let U be a selfadjoint subset of B(Ti). Then

W is a von Neumann algebra, and the double commutant U" is the smallest von

Neumann algebra containing U.

A von Neumann algebra A4 is called a factor if A4 fl A4' = Al, where A G C.

Factors are classified into three main types (I,II,III). We will not go into the discussion

of the classification of factors, because it is beyond this review appendix.

(A von Neumann algebra is called a concrete H/*-algebra. An equivalent, yet

abstract, definition of a Il/*-algebra is given by [Sa], whereby a IF*-algebra is a C*-

algebra with a predual (see following subsection).)

3.6.9 Predual and normal states

Let A4 be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space Ft. Linear functional u on A4

of the form A -> u(A) = J2n(ipn,Aipn), where ^Jl^nll2 < oo, ]T)Jl¥>n||2 < °°> form

a closed subspace A4* of the Banach dual A4* of A4. A4* is called the predual of A4.

The dual of A4* is A4 in the duality

(A,lo) G A4 x A4* -^uj(A) .

The predual of B(Ti) can be identified with the Banach space £1(7i) of trace-class

operators on Ft using the duality

(A,p) E B(Ft) x C\Ti) -> Tr(pA) .

States in the predual are called normal: A state uj on M is normal iff there is a density
matrix p (a positive trace-class operator with unit trace) such that to(-) = Tr-n(p-).
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Cyclic and separating vectors

Let A4 be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space Ft. A vector Q E Ft is cyclic if

AdQ is dense in Ft. One says that Q is separating if AQ = 0 =>• A = 0. Note that Q

cyclic for A4 is equivalent to Q separating for A4'.

Suppose that (?C7rw,fiw) is the GNS construction associated with a von Neu¬

mann algebra A4 and a state u). Then 7rw(A4) is again a von Neumann algebra.

Moreover, if u is faithful (ie, oj(A*A) — 0 =4> A = 0, for A E A4), then Q^ is separat¬

ing for 7rw(A4). In particular, ix^ is an isomorphism. IF*-algebras are *-isomorphism

classes of von Neumann algebras.

3.6.10 Tomita-Takesaki theory

Consider the von Neumann algebra A4, with cyclic and separating vector Q on A4.

Since A4" = A4, it follows that Q is also cyclic and separating for A4'. Define the

operators S and S' by

SAQ:=A*Q,AeM;

S'BQ:=B*Q,Be A4'.

Both S and 5" are closable, and denote their closures by the same symbols. One

can show that there is a unique positive operator, the modular operator A, and a

unique anti-linear operator, the modular conjugation operator J, such that S = JA1/2

and S' = JA"1/2.

The Tomita-Takesaki theorem says that

JA4J = A4', AitMA~it = A4
,

for t G R.

3.6.11 Modular automorphism group and the modular con¬

dition

Let a; be a faithful normal state on the von Neumann algebra A4, and (7^,7^,^)
the corresponding GNS representation. Moreover, let A be the modular operator

associated with the pair (7rw,fiw). (von Neumann algebras with a faithful state are

called CT-finite.) One may show that there is a a-weakly continuous one-parameter

group t —* af of *-automorphisms of A4 defined by

a^^TT^A^^A^).
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This is the modular automorphism group associated with (A4,w). The modular

condition is

(A1'2^(A)Q^\AXI2^(B)QJ) = (Jttw(A*)0,| J^(B*)QJ)
= MB'^MA*)^) .

The pair (a£, A4) is called a IF*-dynamical system. We will discuss perturbations
of JV*-dynamical systems in the following subsection.

3.6.12 Standard form of TF*-dynamical systems

A ir*-algebra in a standard form is a quadruple (A4, Ft, J, Ft+), where Ft is a Hilbert

space, A4 C B(Ti) is a concrete I1/*-algebra, J is an antiunitary involution on Ft, and

Ti+ is a self-dual cone in Ft such that

(1) JA4J-A4';

(2) JAJ = A* for A in the center of A4;

(3) Ji = fj) for ip E Ti+;

(4) AJATi+ C Ti+ for A E A4.

If A4 is an abstract n7*-algebra, and if 7r : A4 —> B(Ft) is an injective unital rep¬

resentation and (n(A4),Ft, J,Ti+) is a standard form, then we say that (tt,Ft, J,Ti+)
is its standard representation.

Suppose A4 has a faithful state u, 7r : A4 —> B(Ft) the corresponding GNS repre¬

sentation with cyclic vector Q, and Ti+ := {-ïï(A)J-k(A)Q : A E M}cl. Then Ti+ is a

self-dual cone and (ir,Ti, J,Ti+) is a standard representation of A4. Moreover, every

W/*-algebra A4 possesses at least one standard representation. If (7Ti,Ti\, J\,Ti\) and

(K2,Ti2,J2,Ti2) are two standard representations of A4, then there exists a unique

unitary operator \V : Ti\ —* Ti2 such that

\Vixl(A)=v2(A)\V ,

wnt = Ftt,

WJi = j2w .

(For a proof of these results, see for example [BR].)
From now on we will fix the standard form (A4,Ft, J,Ti+). For a vector Q E Ft,

we associate the corresponding state cjq such that

cvn(A) := (Q\AQ) ,

where A E A4. Note that uiq is a normal positive functional on A4. The following
hold.
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(1) The mapping Ti+ 3 Q —> u>n E A4+ is a bijection, where A4+ is the predual of

A4 formed of positive linear functionals.

(2) If *, <ï> G Ti+, then

II* - *||2 < ||W* — tt7*|| < ||* - $|| ||* + $|| •

(3) If Q E Ti+, then Q is cyclic 44> Q is separating & o-'n is faithful.

Suppose that t —> a* is a lV*-dynamics on A4 and let U(al) be the standard

unitary operator corresponding to a*. Then there exists a unique selfadjoint operator

£ such that U(al) = elCt and etCtFt+ C Ti+. This operator is called the standard

Liouvillean of a*. Furthermore, {a;$ : $ G Ti+ H KerC} = {u> G A4+ : a; is a'-

invariant }. It follows that

(1) dim KerC =1o there exists one normal a*-invariant state ;

(2) dim KerC — 0 & there are no normal aMnvariant states.

3.6.13 Perturbation of l^*-dynamical systems

Perturbation of the TF*-dynamics

Consider a U'*-algebra A4 C B(Ti) with TV*-dynamics implemented by a selfadjoint

operator £, and a Hamiltonian perturbation V, which is a selfadjoint operator affili¬

ated to A4. We will make the following sufficient assumptions to prove the existence

of the perturbed dynamics.

(Al) £+ V is essentially selfadjoint on £>(£) n V(V).

Proposition ALL Let a>y(A) := éW+V)Ae-n{c+v) for ^ E A4, and suppose (Al)
holds. Then

(i) ocy is a W/*-dynamics on A4 ;

(ii) if the perturbation V is bounded, then

û{t(.) = Y,in f t^oo. [• • • [atl(n «*(•)] • • • ]dh dtn.

n>0 </0<tn<-<ti<t

Since L and V are selfadjoint, and L + V is essentially selfadjoint on T>(L)C\V(V),
the proof of the above proposition follows from the Trotter product formula [RSI]

altA) = s - lim {étClnétV/n)n(A)(e-ac/ne-ltV/n)n ,

where A G A4. Since e±ttV/n G A4, ay-(yl) G A4. Therefore, av is a W*-dynamics.
Claim (ii) is nothing but a Dyson series expansion when the perturbation is bounded.
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Perturbation of the standard Liouvillean

Suppose that (A4, Ft, J, Ti+) is a standard form of a iy*-algebra, and define the stan¬

dard Liouvillean as Cy := £ + V — JVJ. We will make the following assumption.

(A2) Cy is essentially selfadjoint on £>(£) n V(V) n V(JVJ).

Proposition A1.2. Suppose that (Al) and (A2) hold. Then

(i) av(A) = éiCvAe-u^

(ii) e±iCvtTi+ C Ti+.

-V

Proof. Note first that eitJVJ = Je~itVJ E A4'. Since V(C) n V(V) C V(C + V), it

follows that V(C) n V(V) n £>(Jl^J) C £>(£ + V) n V(JVJ). Now, (i) follows from

the fact that £y is essentially selfadjoint on V(C + V) f) V(JVJ) and the Trotter

product formula eltCv = s — lim„_+00(e't(/:+v)/ne_tt,7yj/n)n. Moreover, since eltV and

e-iuvj commute, eit(v-JVJ) = eitvJeitvj_ Henc6) e«(v-jvj)W+ c n+ The latter

together with eitcTi+ C ft+ imply (ii). G

Relative entropy

Let A4 be a ir*-algebra, and ip, ip be two functionals in A4* with representation

vectors *, $ respectively. Before discussing relative entropy, we need to recall the

definition of the relative modular operator. Define the operator S$ty by S^^A^f :=

A*<&. The relative modular operator is A^ = S^^Sç,^.
Denote by Ent(ip\(p) the relative entropy of tp, <p as defined by Araki in [Ar2]. (We

will follow the sign convention as in [BR].)

a*(*l*)=(<*"ogA*'**>lfs'-*'
- (3-46)

—oo otherwise

Proposition Al.3.

Ent(ib\y) = limr^llA^*!!2 - ||*||2)
no

Proof. We will only sketch the main steps of the proof. The claim follows from

the spectral theorem, the monotone convergence theorem, and the fact that logx =

linifjoO^ — 1)) monotonically on the intervals x G [0,1], [1, oo).
Let A4i and A42 be two U/*-algebras. A map 7 : A4i —* A42 is a Schwartz map

iff 7(1) = 1 and -y(A*A) > -y(A*)i(A).
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Fheorem Al.3 (Uhlmanns monotinicity theorem).
Let tpi, tpi be normal states on A4i,i = 1,2, and 7 : A4i —> A42 a Schwartz map

such that ^2°7 = ^'1 and ^2 ° 7 = <£i• Then

EntfaM < £?ni(^i|vJi).(see [Uh,Do,Ar2])
Proof. We prove this result in a standard concrete setting (which is equivalent

to the abstract setting). Let (A4i, Tii, Jt,Ftt) be the standard form of A4*, i — 1,2,

7 : A4i —» A42 a Schwartz map, and ipi G A4/"„, i = 1,2 with corresponding represen¬

tation vectors ^ such that ^27 = V'l- Furthermore, let V\ = A4i^> + (A4i^/)"L, and

T :F>i —+ Ti2 a linear map defined by

T(^1 + G1):=7(A)*2,

for A G A4i,0i G (A4i^i)x. Since 7(1) = 1 and T$i = *2, T is well defined and

extends to a contraction from Tii to Ti2. The claim of the theorem follows from the

interpolation estimate for the relative modular operator

IIA^HIIA^^II.O^^l,

together with

£?nt(^) = lim(||Ai/^||-||^||2.
D

A direct corollary of this theorem is the following.

Corollary ALI.

Let N C A4 be IF*-algebras with common identity element, ip,<p G A4+, and |jV"
is the restriction to Af. Then Eiüm^'-p) < Ent(ib\N\4>\tf).

Perturbation of KMS states

Consider (A4,Ft, J,Ti+) a IF*-algebra in the standard form, a* a H/*-dynamics, and

u> a faithful (a*, /3)-KMS state, with ß > 0. In this subsection we discuss the existence

of the perturbed KMS state for a large class of unbounded perturbations.

We first prove its existence for bounded perturbations and then extend the proof

to unbounded perturbations.

Theorem Al.5 (Bounded perturbation).
Suppose V is a bounded perturbation. Then we have the following:

(i) Q G V(e~^c+vV2).

Let Qv := e~^c+vV2Q and uv(A) := (QV\AQV), for A G A4.

(ii) Qy G Ti+ and is cyclic and separating.

(iii) coy is an (ay,ß)-KMS state.
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(iv) The Peierls-Bogoliobov inequality holds

e-WQ>/2<||fV|l-

(v) The Golden-Thompson inequality holds

IISVII < \\e-ßv/2Q\\.

Sketch of the proof. Although these results have been obtained in [Arl], we follow the

proof of [DJP] which can be extended to unbounded perturbations. The first step is to

prove (i)-(v) for analytic perturbations, which approximate bounded perturbations,
and then extend the proof to bounded perturbations. Suppose V is analytic, and let

Ey(t) := ei<(£+v)e-«t£# The latter has an analytic continuation to an entire function

z -» Ev(z), and Q G V(elz{c+v)) for all z G C. In particular, Qv = Ev(iß/2)Q.

Furthermore, Ev(iß/2) = Ev(iß/'i)alßli(Ey(ißlA)*), and hence

Qv = Ev(iß/A)alßliEy(iß/AyQ
= Ey(iß/4)JEy(iß/A)Q .

Therefore, Qy G Ti+ for analytic V.

The relation SnEv(iß/2)*AQ = A*QV = SnVtÇiAQ, for A G A4, implies that the

relative modular operator

AqV!q = SqvQSqVjq
= Ey(iß/2)AQEv(iß/2)
_ e-ß(c+v)

_

Hence, logAnv,n = logAn - ßV. Let V := V + /TMog \\QV\\2, and Qv j=
Q^/||Q^||. Since logAn~,n = logAn - ßV, it follows that Ent(cü\iüy) = -ßuj(V).
The latter together with the inequality Ent(uj\uv) < 0 imply that e-ß^VQ)/2 < \\QV\\,
which is the Peierls-Bogoliubov inequality.

We still want to show the Golden-Thompson inequality in the case of analytic

perturbations. Consider A/ an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of A4 generated by
V.

log ||fV||2 = Ent(0Jy\uj) - ßüüy(V)
< Ent(tüy\x\u)\tf) - ßu)y(V) ,

where the last inequality follows from Uhlmann's monotinicity theorem. Using the es¬

timate Eïit(ip\tp) + ili(V) < \og((p(ev)) (which follows from the fact that ev commutes

with A^^ and logx < x — 1) and the last inequality, it follows that

log HQv'll2 < loguj(e-ßv) = log He-^^QII2 ,
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and hence \\QV\\ < \\e-ßV'2Q\\.
Now, extend the proof of the above statements to bounded operators. Suppose

V G A4 is selfadjoint, then there is a sequence of selfadjoint a-analytic elements Vn

such that Vn —» V strongly as n —» oo. As a consequence, C + Vn —> C + V and

Cyn — Cy in the strong resolvent sense, while e-ß(£+v»)/2 converges to e~ß^c+v^2 in

the weak sense.

The above theorem can be extended to unbounded perturbations, but we need to

make one additional assumption.

(A3) ||e-^/2Q|| < oo.

Theorem A 1.6.

Assume (Al), (A2) and (A3). Then

(i) Q G V(e-ß(c+vV2).

(ii) Qv G Ti+ and Qy is cyclic and separating,

(iii) u)y is a (ay, /?)-KMS state,

(iv) The Peierls-Bogoliubov inequality holds

e-/3<n|v^n>/2 < ||QV||.

(v) The Golden-Thompson inequality holds

\\Qv\\ < ||e-^2n||.

Proof. Consider the sequence of bounded operators Vn :— S[_fl)„](V)V, where

H[_n>n] is the spectral projection of V on the interval [—n, ri\. The proof holds for Vn

as in the bounded case. Moreover, C + Vn —-> C + V in the strong resolvent sense, and

so does Cyn —» Cy. The proof follows for V by taking the limit n —> oo.
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Chapter 4

A Zoo of models

In this chapter, we carefully list several physically relevant models that are paradigms
of thermodynamic systems. We study thermodynamic processes of these models in

the following chapters, so the reader may opt to skip this chapter only to return to

it when needed.

4.1 Model Ali a small quantum system coupled to

a reservoir of non-relativistic bosons

Consider a quantum mechanical system composed of a small system E, with a finite

dimensional Hilbert space, weakly coupled to a large infinitely extended reservoir Tt

of non-relativistic Bosons.

The Hilbert space of the small system is Fp = Cd, and the kinematical algebra
of observables is 0s = A4(Cd), the matrix algebra on Cd. Its dynamics is generated

by the Hamiltonian i7E, such that H^fa = Et<f>u(f)t G Fp,i = 0, ••• ,d— 1, and

Eo < Ei < • • < Ed-i. In the Heisenberg picture, the time-evolution of an operator

A G C*s is given by

af(A) := e^'Ae'1"^
,
t G R . (4.1)

For inverse temperature 0 < ß < oo, the (af ,/?)-KMS state is given by

s Tr(e-^s-)
u^''-= Tr(e-ßH*)

' ( }

where the trace is taken over Fp, assuming e~^H" is trace-class for ß > 0.

The large system Tt is infinitely extended and is described by a free non-relativistic

bosonic gas. Its state is taken to be the equilibrium state at inverse temperature

ß > 0. Let

L2 := L2(R3, d3k) n L2(R3, |A:|-2d3A;) , (4.3)
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and denote by W(Lq) the Weyl algebra over L2 (see Appendix 2). The latter is the

C*-algebra generated by the Weyl operators W(f), f G L2, which satisfy

W(f)W(g) = e-ïIm(f>9)\V(f + g) = e-iImU'9)W(g)W(f) , (4.4)

and W(f)* = W(-f),W(0) = 1, such that the brackets (•,•) denote the scalar

product on L2(H3,d3k). The state of the large system is described by the (a{,ß)-
KMS state ul on W(L2). It is quasi-free and completely determined by the two-point

function

Jß(a*(k)a(k>)) = ^^, (4.5)

where a and a* are the annihilation and creation operators satisfying the commutation

relations

[a*(k),a*(k')} = 0 (4.6)

[a(k),a*(k)} = 5(k-k'), (4.7)

oj(k) = k2 the non-relativistic dispersion relation, and 5 is the Dirac distribution.

The dynamics of the uncoupled reservoir is given by

a{(W(f)) = W(eu"f) . (4.8)

(Note that the latter is not norm continuous (see Appendix 1).)
Let

and

a(f) := Jd3kf(k)a(k) ,a*(f) := Jd3kf(k)a*(k) . (4.10)

According to [ArWo], the GNS representation of the free bosonic reservoir on the

Hilbert space T+ ® F+ is given by the following:

fl£ = Q®Q (4.11)

nfß(a(f)) := a(^/TT~pf) 0 1 + 1® a*(^pf) , (4.12)

(*i)#(«(/)) := a*(Vp/) 0 1 + 1® a-(VT+77) , (4-13)

where Q is the vacuum state in the bosonic Fock space J-+, Qß is the vector repre¬

sentation of u)ß, and (T) stands for complex conjugation. One may check by direct

computation that

(Qfß\irfß(a*(k)a(k'))Qfß) = (Qfß\(7rfß)*(a*(k)a(k'))Qfß) = p(k)6(k-k') = ufß(a*(k)a(k')) .

(4.14)
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The Liouvillean of the bosonic reservoir on T+ ® T+ is

Cf = fdku;(k)[7rfß(a*(k)a(k)) - (irfß)*(a*(k)a(k))] . (4.15)

Introduce the map Tß : Lq —> L2(R x S2, du x da) such that

(Tßf)(u,<x)={ Vr-2- K h ~

, (4.16)

where u = A;2 and / G L2 is represented in polar coordinates. The freedom in choosing
the phase 4> will be used to impose continuity at u = 0, as we shall see later. Now,

using the isomorphism between L2(R3) © L2(R3) and L2(R x S2) (the latter is the

so called glued Hilbert space), map F+(Ll) ® :F+(L2) —> .F+(L2(R x S2)), such that

Qß is mapped to the vacuum state of ,F+(L2(R x S2)) and & = dT(u), the second

quantization of the operator of multiplication by u G R (see Appendix 2 for the

construction of the glued Hilbert space).
One may specify the interaction between E and Tt in a representation-independent

way in terms of a suitable *-automorphism group a* on the C*-algebra B(Fp) ®

VV(Lq), where g is a perturbation parameter and let ocq := af®a{, the free dynamics

(see [FMI]). However, for the sake of simplicity, we specify the interaction directly
on the GNS Hilbert space. The (a£,/3)-KMS state is

u)0ß = u}]j®ufß, (4.17)

on the algebra U = B(Fp) ® W(L2). The representation Hilbert space is

Ti = FP®Fp®F+, (4.18)

such that !F+ = ^"+(L2(R x S12, du x da)) is the bosonic Fock space over L2(R x S2).
The cyclic vector in the GNS construction representing uj% in Ft is

f2° = fÇ®n£, (419)

where Qß is the vacuum vector in T+, and

0? = {Tr{e-'H*))-W£^''Vi ® <Pi , (4-20)
3=0

with <fj the eigenvector of //s corresponding to the eigenvalue Ej.
Let <p(h) = a*(h)^a(h\ for /i G L2(R x S2). The representation map nß : £(ftE) ®

W(L2) —> #(7i) is given by the product

TTß := 7TS ® TTfß , (4.21)
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with

7TE(4):= A® Is, (4.22)

4(W(f)) := e^f)
, (4.23)

for A G ß(ftE) and / G L2.

The interacting dynamics is generated by the standard Liouvillean, as seen in

Chapter 3, which is given by

Cg:=C0 + gI, (4.24)

where £0 := £s + £/, £E = #E ® Ie - Ie ® #E, £' = dr(u), u G R, g is a coupling

constant, and the interaction I is given by

I = ^{Ga ® Is ® <p(Tß(ga)) - l2 ® CEGaCE 0 ^(e"**/2^))} . (4.25)
a

Here Ga are bounded selfadjoint operators on Fp, ga G L2 are the form factors, and

CE is the antilinear operator of complex conjugation on Fp.

The corresponding interacting ir*-dynamics is defined by the one parameter group

of *-automorphisms (see Appendix 1)

a*(.) := ettc°(-)e-ttc' , (4.26)

on the von Neumann algebra

A4/3 := nß(BCH?) ® W(L2))" c B(Ti) , (4.27)

where " denotes the double-commutant (weak closure). The pair (A4ß,aß) defines a

U'*-dynamical system. Let Ar := c?r(l), the number operator. We will often make

use of the following relative bounds (see Appendix 2)

ll/^ + ir^iMKiv+i)-1/2/!! < c(i + i/ß), (4.28)

where G is a constant independent of the inverse temperature ß.

In order to prove the existence of the perturbed dynamics and KMS state (together
with the selfadjointness of Cg as a consequence of the Glimm-Jaffe-Nelson theorem;

see also Appendix 2) and to apply a suitable Virial theorem together with a PC

estimate to study the spectrum of the standard Liouvillian, we make the following

assumptions.

(Al.l) Smoothness of the form factors.

The form factors are given by ga(u, a) = upg~a(u, a), where p = 1/4, 3/4, 5/4 or

> 11/4, and g~a is such that, for fixed a and a, the map u —* ga(u,a) is C3 on

(0, oo), and

\\8u9a\\LHB.xS*) < oo
, (4.29)
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for i = 0,1,2,3. If p = 1/4,3/4 or 5/4, then the limits

3&(0,*) := lim dluga(u,a) (4.30)
u—»0+

exist for i = 0,1,2, and there exists <fo G R such that

e-^s^O, a) GR, 1 = 0,1,2. (4.31)

Furthermore, we assume that for p = 1/4,3/4, duga(Q, a) = 0. As mentioned

before, one may use the freedom in choosing the phase <^> (in the glued Hilbert

space) to impose continuity of g at u = 0. For p = 1/4, choose 4> = 20o + tt,

while for other admissible values of p, choose (j> = 2^o-

The physical relevance of this assumption will be apparent in chapter 5, when

we discuss proving the property of return to equilibrium for this model using

the positive commutator method and a suitable Virial theorem. The analysis in

chapter 5 involves estimating Wglfö+l)-1/2]], which depends on ß through the

interaction /. It turns out that one has to be careful in taking the limit ß —> oo

in the infra-red singular regime p = 1/4. Moreover, we will need to estimate

the norm of the difference between the interacting and the non-interacting KMS

states, and hence to find an upper bound on the expectation value of the number

operator N in the interacting KMS state Qß,g. In a suitable infra-red regime

P > 1/4, we expect the KMS-equilibrium states of the non-interacting and

interacting systems to be close to each other for small enough g, which will turn

out to be independent of ß for p > 1/4, but which will go to zero in the limit

ß —> oo for p = 1/4. Furthermore, we will need to control multiple commutators

of Cg with the dilatation generator Af = dF(idu) (defined in section 5.1) in order

to prove a suitable Virial theorem (Theorem 5.5, chapter 5). In particular, the

third commutator of the interaction / with Af needs to be well-defined and

relatively Arl/2-bounded. This is satisfied if

dirß(9a) ls continuous in u G R for j = 0,1, 2, and (4.32)

dirß(ga) G L2(R x S2) for j = 0,1, 2,3. (4.33)

One can verify that (4.32), (4.33) follow from (Al.l). Let p and 4>0 be as in

assumption (Al.l). Then, for p — 3/4, 5/4, p > 11/4, we choose cf> = 20o, while

for p = 1/4, we choose <f> — tt + 2(f>0.

(A 1.2) Fermi Golden Rule condition.

Assume that

min / da\J2(4>m,Ga(t)n)ga(\Em-En\,a)\2>0. (4.34)
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This assumption pertains to the positivity of the level-shift operator, and it can

be verified in specific physical models, such as a spin impurity interacting with

(free) magnons in a magnet (see Appendix 2). Physically, it guarantees that

the probability of absorption and emission processes of field quanta does not

vanish to second order in perturbation theory.

4.2 Model A2: spin impurity interacting with magnons
in a magnet

In this section we discuss a concrete physical model corresponding to the earlier

model.

Consider a ferromagnet, say a cubic lattice Z3, with lattice spacing a. Its Hamil¬

tonian is given by

H = Hspin + Hwave = -j"Y&iSj ~ Yi(*)5"o$ > (4-35)
(ij) i

where i G Z3, J > 0. The first term corresponds to the interaction between neigh¬

bouring spins, and the second term corresponds to the interaction between the spins

and a spin impurity. The spin operators satisfy the commutation relation

[S^S^^ie^SijS?, (4.36)

where a, ß, 7 = 1, 2, 3. One may write the Hamiltonian as

H=-jYi\^Èi + êrêî) + êiàj}-Il3(i){\(stSr , (4.37)

{ij) i

where Sf' = S} + iSf and Sf = S} — iSf are the raising and lowering operators

respectively. Using the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, one may write the above

expression in terms of bosonic creation and annihilation operators a*, a:

St = (2Sy/2(l - a^±fl2ai , (4.38)

Sr=,(2SY^(l-^2, (4.39)

S3 = S - a*ai , (4.40)

where S denotes the spin of the system. Regard a*ßj as a perturbation of S, such

that Sf « (2Sy/2ai and Sf « (2S')1/2a*. Substituting back in the total Hamiltonian,

H « -nNJS2-slj0AI+2JSnYa*iai-Y JS(aia*j+a*iaj)~J2^\J 2^a*i+S^a^ '

* {ij) i

(4.41)
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where AI = YliJiso(S ~ alai)> n the number of nearest neighbors (which is 6 in case

of a cubic lattice), N is the total number of spins, and j0 = YliJi-
For a cubic lattice, take the Fourier transform of the annihilation and creation

operators a» = -7= Ylk e~lklh and o- = -4= J2k elktK- One may check that as a direct

consequence of the commutation relations [af, a|j = 0 and [a», aj] = <5tj, [&*, 6*] = 0

and [bk,b*k,] = 5fcfc'-

The total Hamiltonian for a|fc| <C 1 becomes

fc » fe

and in the continuum limit ^k —» j^ja / ^3fc, Si ~^ VI ^x> wnere ^ ^s the volume

of the system,

H « -mVJS2 - sfoA/ + J^Jd^blh -^^Jd3k(j(k)s+bt+j(k)SG-bk)
(4.42)

= HPP + HC + I, (4.43)

where

j(k) = Jdxj(x)eikx ,

Hpp = -nNJSz - SqJoAI on C,

Hc = —T3 fd3kk\bk on T+;

1 = -J^y^j^kO(kWl+l{^ôbk) = Jd3k(G(k)b*(k) + G(k)b(k)) on C2 ® T+.

Using the Pauli matrices s0,i = 1,2,3, it follows that

Hpp = diag(-nNJS2-j0AI, -nNJS2+j0AI)

See remark after Proposition A2.2 for an explicit expression of the level-shift

operator for this model.

4.3 Model B: a quantum dot coupled to a reservoir

of non-relativistic fermions

Consider a quantum mechanical system, say a quantum dot, composed of a small

system E with a finite dimensional Hilbert space coupled to an infinitely extended
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reservoir Tt of free non-relativistic fermions.*

We assume that the small system can trap finitely many fermions. Its pure states

are given by vectors in Cd. Interpret (1,0, ••• ,0) as the ground state (no fermions

trapped by the quantum dot), (0,1, • • • ,0) as the first excited state (one fermion

trapped bv the quantum dot), and so on, and assume that the Hamiltonian is given

by
H^^diag(E0,E1,---,Ed_l). (4.44)

Introduce the raising and lowering operators (which are d x d matrices and which

correspond to adding or removing an electron in the quantum dot)

/0 0 ••• o\
1 0 ••• 0

0 1 0 •••

c+

v° 1 0

(4.45)

and

c_ = (c+Y . (4.46)

They raise and lower the energy level by one. For A G B(Cd), the dynamics is given

by

af(A) := étH*Ac-ltH*
. (4.47)

Initially, before the systems are coupled together, the state of the fermionic reser¬

voir is the KMS equilibrium state at inverse temperature ß G [ßo,ß*], 0 < ßo < ß*,
and chemical potential v G R.

Let h := L2(R3, d3x) be the Hilbert space of a single fermion with h its energy

operator on h. The fermionic creation and annihilation operators b*(f),b(f), f G h,

on the antisymmetric Fock space ^-(h) satisfy the CAR relations

{b*(f)<b*(g)} = 0, (4.48)

{b(f),b*(g)} = (f,g)l, (4.49)

f°r f,9 £ I/2(R3). Unlike in the bosonic case, it follows from the CAR relations that

b* are bounded, since ||6#(/)|| = ||/|| for / G h.

The kinematical algebra of the Fermi gas O? is the C*-algebra generated by the

operators {&*(/),/ G h} and the identity 1. The field operators are defined by

¥>(/) = ^W)+ &*(/))•
The dynamics of the reservoir is specified by the Hamiltonian H* — dF(h), the

second quantization of the energy operator h, such that

af(6#(/)) = étHîb#(f)e-*tHl = b*(elthf) , (4.50)

*Mesoscopically, electrons in a normal metal are satisfactorily described by the Landau-Fermi

liquid theory. This has been argued for heuristically and proven rigorously using renormalization

group analysis (see for example [CFS, FMRT, FLKT]).
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and h — u = k2 the non-relativistic dispersion relation.î

For each inverse temperature ß > 0 and chemical potential v G R, there exists a

unique KMS state ujß v
on 0?, which is a quasi-free, gauge-invariant state uniquely

determined by the two-point function

"UbV)b(f)) = (/, (e^ + l)-1/) • (4.51)

The C*-algebra of the combined system is the tensor product algebra Ö = (9s ®

Of, and the free dynamics is generated by the group of automorphisms a° = aE ® a{,
such that, for AGO,

a°t(A) = eitHoAe-iHo
, (4.52)

and H0 = #E ® 1/ + Ie <8> #'.

Introduce the interaction between E and Tt,

V = £{c_ ® &*(&») + c+ ® &(<&,)} , (4.53)
a

where ga G h are the form factors. Note that V is a bounded selfadjoint perturbation

(V GO and V = V*), and the perturbation is invariant under gauge transformations

of the first kind (ie, the total number of fermions is conserved, which is expected in

the nonrelativistic regime).
The dynamics of the coupled system is generated by the Hamiltonian

Hg:=H0 + gV, (4.54)

such that

(4(A) = eitH°Ae-itH°
, (4.55)

for AGO.

As in the bosonic case, we will work directly in a concrete GNS representation.

Let Qf be the Fock vacuum on ^"-(h), N the number operator, 9 = T(—1) = (—1)^,
and pßiU(u) := (l + e^"-^)-1. Moreover, let Tif = ^_(h)®^_(h) and Qf = Q/0%.

The Araki-Wyss representation ixß of Ö* on FU is defined by [ArWy]

MKf)) = b(jT=p~a~f)) ®lf + 6® b*(Jpß-u J) , (4.56)

4(b(f)) := b*(Jpp-f)e ® 9 + 1' ® 9b(s/l=p~ß~J) . (4.57)

The Liouvillean of the uncoupled system is

Co = £s + Cf
, (4.58)

^For non-zero chemical potential, an equivalent free dynamics of the reservoirs is generated by

dT(u — w), see for example [BR].
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where £E = #E ® Ie - Ie ® tfE and £' = i// ® l' - 1/ ® if/. The standard

Liouvillean of the coupled system is

Cg = C0 + gnß(V)-gnf(V). (4.59)

Associate to every function f(u,a) G h = L2(H+,S2) (in polar coordinates),
two functions fß(u,a), ff(u,a) G L2(H,S2), the glued Hilbert space (with chemical

potential v G R), such that

,, ,

Ul-Pß,v(u)^f(u,a),u>0
fß(u,a):=l -h|i/V4T, (4.60)

^(u-^/4 vVM^o
2 cosh1/2 (0(u-i/)/2)

" ^u'^' -"
/4fi1\

-—fi/a,,,,,
,—r^m

' J(—u,a) ,u < 0
. 2cosh1'2(/3(|u|-i>)/2)

' ' J v ' ' '

and

ja I
i\/P3iAu)x±7Tf(u,o~)

,u > 0

f*(u,a):= { V,
; v^^. 1/4^

-

4.62
ß { '

\Wl-PßA-u)^rf(-u, o),u<0
{ >

2co^r)/2)^/(u;a),n>0
_3_g«g^_|„|i/7(-u>a),U<0

(4.63)

= ie-ß^-^2fß(u,o) (4.64)

= ijß{-u,<r). (4.65)

Map Jr_(h)®^*_(h) -» .F_(L2(R, ,S2)) using the isomorphism between L2(R+, S2)®
L2(R+, S2) and L2(H, S2) (see Appendix 2 for a discussion of the glued Hilbert space

L2(R,S2)).
The perturbed Liouvillean acting on Ft = Fp ® Fp ® F-(L2(R, S2)) is given by

C = C* + Cf + gI, (4.66)

where £E is as before, Ü = dr(u), the second quantization of the operator of multi¬

plication by u G R,

/ = 5]{c_®lE®6*((/a,/3) + c+®lE®6(5a,/3)- (4.67)

- 1E ® C^c-C11 ® (i9b*(g#ß)) - Ie ® C*c+CB ® (i06(flf#,))} , (4.68)

and CE is the operator corresponding to complex conjugation on Fp.

Note that the perturbed Liouvillean is selfadjoint since the perturbation is bounded

and selfadjoint. Both the existence of the perturbed dynamics and the perturbed

KMS state follow from the latter fact (see Appendix 1, chapter 3). We will make the

following assumptions on the form factors.
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(B.l) Smoothness of the form factors. In order to apply the Virial theorem (see
Proposition 5.10, section 5.2) in the proof of RTE for this model, impose that

\imdiga>ß(u,a) = 0
, j = 0,1, 2, 3. (4.69)

u—>u

This condition is satisfied if ga(u,a) = upga(u,a), for g G C3 on (0, oo) and

p> 11/4.

(B.2) Fermi Golden Rule. This condition ensures that the small system is coupled to

the reservoirs,

min / \y"(<pm,Ga<Pn)ga(\En- Em\,o)\2 > 0
. (4.70)

a

This condition is translated to the positivity of the so called level-shift operator

(Appendix 2).

4.4 Model Cn: a 2 level system coupled to n fermionic

reservoirs

For the sake of concreteness, and without loss of generality, assume that the small

system E is a 2 level system (as described in section 4.3), coupled to n reservoirs of

free fermions,/^, • • •

, Ttn, in equilibrium at inverse temperatures ß\, • ,ßn G [ßo, ß*],
for fixed ßo,ß*, such that 0 < ßo < ß* < oo, and chemical potentials v\, •

, un. For

the sake of simplicity of exposion, we set all the chemical potentials of the reservoirs

equal to v G R.* We wall remark on how our results change if the chemical potentials

are different in due course.

The kinematical algebra of the small system E is ÖE = .A4(C2), the matrix algebra

over C2, and its Hamiltonian is Hs = cr3, where ax,% — 1,2,3 are the Pauli matrices.

Each dispersive and infinitely extended reservoir Fti, i = 1, • • •

,
n is formed of free

fermions, which are not necessarily non-relativistic. We make the assumption that the

Hilbert space of a single fermion is h = L2(R+; B), where B is some auxilliary Hilbert

space, and that the single particle Hamiltonian h is the operator of multiplication by

u G R+. (In the previous section, B = L2(S2) and u = k2.)
The kinematical algebra of the coupled system is ö = ÖE ® öUl ® • • • ® ön'1.

The interaction between the small system and the fermionic reservoirs is given by a

generally time-dependent perturbation

V(t) = Y2&- ® 6*(/>W) + CT+ ® b(fi(t))}, (4.71)
i

* We exclude the case when v = 2 so that the first nontrivial terms in perturbation theory for the

coupled system are second order in the coupling parameter.
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where t G R, o± = <7i ± ia2, the raising and lowering spin operators, and fi(t) G

h, i = 1, • • •

,
n are the form factors.^

The dynamics of the coupled system is generated by the Hamiltonian

Hg(t):=H0 + gV(t), (4.72)

where H0 = #E + HUl H \- HUn, such that

a?(il) = U(-t)AU(t) , (4.73)

for A G Ö and the propagator U(t) satisfies the initial value problem

dtU(t) = -iHg(t)U(t) ,

U(0) = 1.

(Note that since the perturbation is bounded in the fermionic case, the perturbed
time evolution can be expanded in a Dyson series (see [RS2]).)

The GNS representation of the system is similar to the one given in the previous

section (Model B). (In particular, each reservoir is represented using the Araki-Wyss

representation, and then mapping the latter to the glued Hilbert space representation;

see Appendix 2.)
For every function / G L2(R+; B), associate the functions fß, ff G L2(H; B) given

«v,1):jf»'^'' »*°, (4.74)
yyjpß,v(-u) f(-u,a,t) ,

u<0

and

f*(u,a,t) := J'V>>)/(».^);^0 (4.75)
\i\/l - pß,„(-u) f(-u, a, t), u < 0

= ifß(-u,a,t). (4.76)

The interacting standard Liouvillean acting on the Hilbert space Ft := Tip ®Fp ®

^i1}(L2(R; B)) ® • • • ® 5in)(L2(R; B)) is

Cg(t) = £E + Cß + gl(t) , (4.77)

where C0 = £E + £', £E = #E ® Ie - Is ® tfE, C* = £. dr(ut), and

n

i=l

- ilE ® a_ ® (-!)"•&•(/£,(*)) - ilS ® a+ ® (-1)*&U?A(*))}

§This form of interaction is invariant under gauge transformations of the first kind.
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Let

1(5) :={zGC: \Imz\ < 5} ; (4.78)

/-(<$) := {z G C : -5 < Imz < 0} . (4.79)

Moreover, for every function / G L(H+; B) associate the function f G B such that

f(u,a):=lf-^U-° (4.80)JK }

\f(\u\,a),u<0,
V '

and denote by H2(8,B) the Hardy class of all analytic functions g : 1(5) —» B, such

that

IMItf2(5.ß) := sup / \\g(u + i9)\\2Bdu < oo . (4.81)
\e\<SJR

In order to apply the method of complex translations, we make the following

assumptions on the interaction.

(Cn.l) Regularity of the form factors.

Assume that 35 > 0, independent of t and i G {1, • • •

, n], such that

Ji(t)GH2(5,B), (4.82)

the Hardy class of analytic functions.

(Cn.2) Fermi Golden Rule.

Assume that
_

Çll/i&OHflX), (4.83)
i

for almost all t G R, which is another way of saying that the small system is

coupled to at least one reservoir.

Note that for this model, a(£s) = {^}3=0, where EQ = Ex= 0,E2 = -2 and

Ez = 2.'

We make the following additional assumption which we will need in discussing
C-Liouvilleans in chapter 6.

(Cn.3) Stronger Regularity of the form factors.

Assume that 35 > 0, independent of t and i G {1, • • •

, n}, such that

e-ß*u*/2fi(t)GH2(5,B), (4.84)

^A concrete example where the above assumptions are satisfied is when h = L2(R3, cßk),h = k2.

In polar coordinates, B = L2(S2,dcr). If the form factor f(k) = |fc|1/,2e_^' ,
then both assumptions

(Cn.l) and (C„.2) are satisfied.
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the Hardy class of analytic functions. This assumption is stronger than (Cn.l),
and we shall need it in studying the spectrum of the so called C-Liouvillean

using complex deformation techniques. It implies that the mapping

R 3 r -» AirV(t)A~tr G M
, (4.85)

(where A = AE ® A^1 ® • • • ® A72" is the modular operator of the coupled

system,) has an analytic continuation to the strip 1(1/2) = {z G C : \Imz\ <

1/2}, which is bounded and continuous on its closure, Vi G R.

(CnA) The perturbation is constant for t < 0, V(t) = V(0), and then slowly changes

over a time interval r such that VT(t) = V(s), where 5 = i/r G [0,1] is the

rescaled time. We also assume that V(s) is twice differentiable in s G [0,1] as a

bounded operator, such that

R 3 r - AtrcVV(s)A~ir G M ,j = 0,1,2 (4.86)

has an analytic continuation to the strip {z G C : \Imz\ < 1/2}, which is

bounded and continuous on its closure. This follows if we assume that there

exists 5 > 0, independent of s and i G {1, • • •

, n}, such that

e-ß^/^Jl(s)GH2(5,B), (4.87)

the Hardy class of analytic functions, for j — 0,1, 2. This assumption is needed

to prove an adiabatic theorem for states close to NESS (chapter 8).

(Cn.h) The perturbation is constant for t < 0, V(t) = V(0), and then slowly changes

over a time interval r such that VT(t) — V(s), where s = tJT G [0,1] is the

rescaled time. We also assume that V(s) is twice differentiable in 5 G [0,1] as a

bounded operator. Moreover, we assume that there exists 5 > 0, independent
of s, i G {1, • • •

, n}, such that

cFjt(S)GH2(5,B), (4.88)

the Hardy class of analytic functions, for j = 0,1, 2. This assumption is needed

in studying an explicit example of the isothermal theorem (chapter 8).

(Cn.6) The perturbation is periodic with period r* < oo: V(t) = V(t + r*). This

assumption is needed to investigate cyclic thermodynamic processes (chapter
9).
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4.5 Appendix 2

4.5.1 Selfadjointness of Cg and some relative bounds for Model

A

Consider the positive operator A = dr(|u|) with domain V(A) = {ip G Ft : ||A-0|| <

oo} and the number operator
AT - dr(l) , (4.89)

with domain V(N) = {tp G Ft : \\N^\\ < oo}.
Without loss of generality, assume u(k) = k2.

Proposition A2.1 (Some Relative Bounds).
Let L2 = L2(R x S2), and 0 < ß0 < oo be a fixed number. Then the following

hold.

(i) If/ GL2, then \\a(f)N-^\\<\\f\\L2.

(ii) If |u|-V2/ g L2, then ||a(/)A"1/2!| < || \u\'l/2f\\L2.

(iii) For ip G V(Nll2) and ip G V(A1/2) respectively, we have the following bounds,

uniformly in ß > ßo:

wm2 < cj2\\Ga\\(\\N^\\2+\\n2),
a

wm2 < cy,\\g*\\(\\a^\\2+u\\2),
a

where C < C'(l + ßö1), and C is a constant independent of ß, ß0.

(iv) For ip G V(N1/2), any c > 0, and uniformly in ß > ßo, one has

K^^^l^cllA^^lp + ^^H^II2!!^!2 / (i + ßo^lgal'd'k.
c

a
J&

(v) For ip G V(All2), any c > 0, and uniformly in ß > ß0, one has

|(^,^)| ^cIlA^lp + ^^UGjni^ll2 / (l + ß-^u-^d'k.
c

a
J^ u

Proof. The proof is standard (see for example [BFS], [JP1,2]). As an illustration,

we present the proof of (iii). We know that

||7^||2 < ]T4||Ga||2 (||a*G7aM|2 + ||a(öa)^||2),
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and using the CCR [a*(f),a(g)] = (f,g), one gets

\\a*(gM\2 = (i!>,a(ga)a*(ga)ii;) = \\a(ga)ip\\2 + ||»a|lia||^||2,

and hence ||/^||2 < EQ8||Ga||2 (||a(^||2 + \\ga\\h\W\\2) (i) and (ii) give

war < le^iiGjni^iii.diivvv-f+^ii2),
a

||/^||2 < le^llGairilliii-^i^diAVVf + ii^f).
a

We show that H^alU2 < C and || |u|-1/2gra||i2 < C, uniformly in ß > ß0. Note

that 11 <7c« 11 x.2 = Jr3(1 + 2p)\9a(u, a)\2duda, where we represented ga in the integral in

spherical coordinates, and u(k) = k2. Since we have 1 + 2p — 1 + 2(6^" — 1)_1 <

l + 2ß~1u~1 < l + 2ß0~1u~1, uniformly in ß > ßo, one has the following uniform bound

in ß > ß0:

\\9a\\h < 2 / (1 + ß^u-l)\ga(k)\2d3k = C<oo. (4.90)

Similarly, || M-1^^!2^ < 2 JR3(1 + ßö1u~1)u~1\ga(u,a)\2d3k = C < oo, uniformly
in ß > ßo- It is clear from the last two estimates that C satisfies the bound indicated

in the proposition. D

These relative bounds and Nelson's commutator theorem (see [RS2]) yield essential

selfadjointness of the standard Liouvillian Cg. (Essential selfadjointness of Cg also

follows from the GJN Theorem, see Appendix 3, chapter 5.)

4.5.2 Glued Hilbert Space representation

Consider a reservoir of non-relativistic bosons (Model Al discussed in section 4.1).
We want to show that

f+(L2(R3, d3k)) ® F+(L2(B?, d3k)) ^ ^+(L2(R x S2, duda)) ,

where S2 is the unit sphere in three dimensions, da is the element of the solid angle,
and u = k2.

For bosonic creation/annihilation operators on ^-(^(R3,^3^)),

a*(f) := j' d3kf(k)a*(k) ,/ G L2(R3, d3*;),

define the creation/annihilation operators on T+(L2{R?,d3k)) ® .F+(L2(R3,d3/c)) as

a*(f):=a*(f)®l;

af(f):=l®a*(f),
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where • corresponds to complex conjugation. An isomorphism between ,F+(Z/2(R3, d3k))®
T+(L2(R3,d3k)) and T+(L2(R3,d3k) ®L2(R3,d3k)) follows by the identification

«f(/i)"-af(/m)affoi)---Ä

where the RHS acts on ^"+(L2(R3, d3k)®L2(R3, d3k)). Now we claim that .F+(L2(R3, d3k)&
L2(R3, d3k)) is isomorphic to f+(L2(Rx52, duda)). For </>, ^ G R, consider the map¬

ping

jM : L2(R3, d3k) © L2(R3, d3fc) 9 (/,g) -* h G L2(R x S2, duda) ,

such that

,/ ï (%uWf{u,<x),u>0
[u,a)'

lSH1/4#U),«<o
•

This mapping is an isometry, since

L2(RxS2,dudtT)
= II (/>flO IIL20L2

= / dudo-—\f(u,o)\ + / duda-—-\g(u,a)\
Jn+xs2 z Jr+xs2 l

= f dkdak2\f(k,a)\2+ f dkdak2\g(k,a)\2
Jr+xs2 Jr+xs2

L2(R3,d3fc) + HöllL2(R3,d3fc) >

where we have used the fact that u — k2 for the non-relativistic reservoir.

Moreover, the mapping j^, is an isomorphism, since, for given h G L2(R x

S2, duda), there exists a mapping j^ : h —> (/, g) G L2(R3, d3k) © L2(R3, d3k), such

that

\/2e~'"t>
/(M> a) : = i/Ä~h(u> °")' U > °

'

\/2e~^
#(u>°") :=

L1I/4
MM»g)>" < °

•

Using the Araki-Woods representation, section 4.1, and the mapping (4.16), one

may write the interaction term on L2(R x S2,duda) as given in (4.25).
Similarly, one may construct of the glued Hilbert space representation for fermionic

reservoirs, as in Models B and Cn, sections 4.3 and 4.4, except that one needs to use

the Araki-Wyss representation for fermionic reservoirs, section 4.3 (instead of the

Araki-Woods representation).

4.5.3 Feshbach map

Consider a closed operator A acting on a Hilbert space Ft, and a bounded (and not

necessarily orthogonal) projection P on Ft such that Ran(P) C F)(A). Let P :— l — P,
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and define

AP := PAP,

A¥ := PAP .

We will view Ap- as an operator on PTi. We will make the following assumptions.

(FI) z G p(Ap), where p(A-p) is the resolvent set of Ap (ie, (Ap — zl)"1 exists and

is bounded).

(F2) \\P(Ap - z)'lPAP\\ < oo and \\PAP(Ap - z)'^ < oo.

Define the Feshbach map

FpM) = (P(A ~ z)p ~ PAP(Ap - zr'PAP^Ra^p) , (4.91)

provided assumptions (Fl) and (F2) are satisfied.

Moreover, define

SP,Z :=P- P(Ap - z)-lPAP . (4.92)

Since P = (1 + P(Ap - z)~lPAP)SPiZ, it follows that

Ker(SPtZ) = Ker(P).

The following theorem establishes a very useful property of the Feshbach map,

which is its isospectrality (see, for example, [BFS,BFSS]). We will use this property

in discussing the level-shift operator, which is relevant in a rigorous treatment of Fermi

Golden Rule (for a review, see for example [DF1,2]), and in proving the property of

RTE in chapter 5.

Theorem A2.2 (Isospectrality of the Feshbach map)
Suppose (Fl) and (F2) hold. Then

z G a#(A) <* 0 G a#{FP,z(A)) , (4-93)

where o# — ac or ap (continuous or pure point spectrum). Moreover, the eigenfunc-
tions of (A — z) and Tp^z(A) are related by

Ker((A - z)SP,z) = Ker(FP>z(A)) , (4.94)

and

P Ker(A - z) = Ker(FP,z(A)) . (4.95)

These imply that

dim Ker(A — z) — dim Ker^p^A)) .
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Proof.

Using the second resolvent identity and the fact that

A = AP + Ap + PAP + PAP ,

we have the following identities

(A-z)Sp,z = Tp,z(A), (4.96)

and

P(A - z)~lP = (Tpz(A))~l (4.97)

on Ran(P), and

(A - ^r1 =(^(^1))-^ - (^P,z(A))-1PAP(Ap - z)-xP
- P(Ap - z)-lP~AP(Tp,z(A)Yl + P(Ap - z)-1!5

+ P(Ap - z^PAP^p^A^PA^Ap - z)~lP (4.98)

Now, (4.96) imply (4.94). Moreover, we claim that (4.96) and (4.97) imply (4.93).
If z G p(A) n p(Ap), then the LHS of (4.97) defines the inverse of Fp^A), and thus

0 G p(Tp,z(A)). Next suppose that z G p(Ap) and 0 G p(fP,z(A)). The RHS of (4.98)
defines the inverse of (A-z). Therefore, (4.96) and (4.97)'imply (4.93).

It remains to show (4.95). Let z G ap(A), and ip G Ker(A — z). Projecting

(A — z)ip = 0 on Ran(P) and Ra7i(P) gives

(AP-z)P4> + PÄPij) = 0, (4.99)

and

(yip - z)P~4> + ~PAPiP = 0
. (4.100)

Since z G p(Ap), it follows from (4.100) that

Pé = -(Ap - z^PAPé . (4.101)

Substituting (4.101) in (4.99) gives

Fp,z(A)Pr{> = 0
.

Therefore, P Ker(A - z) C Ker(FPtZ(A)). Conversely, if (p = Pip G Ker(Fpz(A)),
then SPtZ(p G Ker(A - z) by (4.99) and (4.100). Therefore,

PÔ = PSpz<p G P Ker(A - z).

D

A further property of the Feshbach map is

Tpx o^>2 = Tp1p2,

if[Pi,P2]=0.
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4.5.4 The Level-Shift Operator (LSO) and Fermi Golden Rule:

a formal motivation

In this subsection, we formally discuss the perturbation of the point spectrum of a

selfadjoint operator A (acting on a Hilbert space Ft) using the Feshbach map, and

we show how it relates to the so called level-shift operator (LSO) to second order in

perturbation theory. Specific examples will be dealt with rigorously in chapters 5 and

6.

Consider a finitely degenerate eigenvalue À G ap(A), with corresponding bounded

projection P. Add a bounded perturbation, gW, to A,

A9 = A + gW,

and assume that PWP = 0 (so that the first nontrivial perturbation of A is second

order in g). Since the Feshbach map is isospectral (Theorem A2.2), we can use it to

calculate the perturbation of A. To second order in g, this is related to the level-shift

operator.
Consider the Feshbach map

TP,x{A9) = P(A9 - X)P - PA9P(AL - X)~1PA9P

= -g2P\VP(AL - xytpWP

= -g2f(X) + 0(g3) ,

where f(A)_:= PWP(Ap-X)~xPWP is the level-shift operator (LSO). Since PWP =

PW and PWP = WP, it follows that

f(X):=PW(Ap-X)-lWP.

To second order in g, the real part of the shift of A is

-g2Ref(X) = -\g2 lim PW{(AT - A + ie)"1 + (Ap-X- ie)~l}WP
2 e—»0+

= -g2PWVV(Ap - X)~lWP ,

where W stands for the Cauchy principal value. Moreover, the imaginary part of

the perturbation of A to second order in g is

-g2ImV(A) = --g2 lim PW{(AT - A + ie)-1 -(Ap-X- iey^WP

= -g27rPW5(Ap-X)WP ,

where we have used the fact that lim^o jrrjz
= 5(x). This last term is related to the

Fermi Golden Rule for quantum resonances.

To make these arguments rigorous, one uses spectral methods such as complex

dilatation and RG analysis (see for example [BFS]) or complex translations (see for

example [JP1,2] and chapter 6).
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4.5.5 Explicit calculation of LSO

In this subsection we review some of the consequences of the Fermi Golden Rule

condition in proving RTE. For further details, see, for example [BFSS,BFS], and

previous subsection. In Models A1,A2 and B, the Liouvillean of the small system

£s = #s ® Ie - Is ® tfE has discrete spectrum a(C^) = {e = Et - Ej =: Etj :

Ei,Ej G a(HE)}. For each eigenvalue e G a(C^), the (imaginary part of the) level-

shift operator acting on RanP(Cs = e) C Tip ® Fp
,
is

r(e)= f m*(u,a)P(C*^e)5(C*-e + u)m(u,a), (4.102)
JRxS2

where

m(u,a) = ]T{Ga®ls® Tß(ga(u,a))-l*®C*GaC*® rß(e-ßul2ga(u,a))} . (4.103)
a

Without loss of generality, set a = 1, and let G®ls = Gt, 1S®CSGCS = Gr, Tß(g) =

9i,rß(e-~ßu^29) — 92- (The result can be easily generalized to arbitrary a G N.) Note

that r(e) is a non-negative selfadjoint operator. The Fermi Golden Rule condition

(assumptions A1.2 and B.2) is used to show the instability of embedded eigenvalues

away from zero:

for e^O, 7e := inf a (T(e) \ RanP(& = e)) > 0, (4.104)

while r(0) has a simple eigenvalue at zero, with corresponding eigenvector the Gibbs

state of the small system, HE. Physically, this means that the zero eigenvalue of Cq

survives the perturbation, but its degeneracy is lifted:

7o := inf a (V(0) \ RanP(C^ = Q)P£s) > 0. (4.105)

Here, Pqe is the projection onto CQE, and P^s = 1 — Pqe. In the following, we

consider Models Al,2, but the result holds when the large system consists of free

fermions (ie, for Model B) ;(see chapter 5).

Proposition A2.3

Assume (Al.2), and let TE(e) := P(£E = e)r(e)P(£E = e). Then the following
hold.

(i) Let e / 0. Then there is a non-negative number 5q (independent of ß, g) such

that

rs(e) > «Jo inf (|^| / dSfaa) |fl(|£y|,a)|2) P(£S = c) > 0.

{E^O} \ JS2 J
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(ii) Ts(0) has a simple eigenvalue at zero, with the Gibbs state f2E as eigenvector:

nE = zE(/?r1/2E z-ßEil\i ® w. (4-io6)

where Z^(ß) = Trn-z.(e~ßH ), and the spectrum of Ts(0) has a gap at zero:

(o,2sozs)na(rs(o)) = 0.

Proof.
For e ^ 0, let

A/;(i)

Af[j)
K

M

= {j|^-^ = e},

= {i|£j - üy = e},
= Ui A/"rw = {j\Ei -Ej = e for some i},

= Uj- Af[3) = {i\Ei -Ej = e for some j}.

Moreover, let Pi denote the rank-one projector onto dpi, where {fi}i=o, the eigen¬
vectors of /fE. For Af C N, put

P/S := E PF an<^ Pa/- := 0 if A/" is empty.

Let £",„„ := Em — £"„, and for e G <t(£e)\{0}, m G Afi and n G Afr, let

&» := info-(PjV-(-)GP^cGP^) \ P^m)j > 0,

<£ := infa(PAr(,l)GPJvfGPv(,1) [ P^)) > 0,

(4.107)

(4.108)

where c denotes the complement. If e = 0, then jtyj? = A/jc are empty, and <5TO, 5'n = 0.

Let <50 := infme.v({£m} + infneA^.{^}. Prom P(£2 = e) = Y,{i<j:Etf=ey Pi ® Pj, one has

rs(e) = E(1-^„e) E X) / ^Emn-e + u)Pijm* PmnmPkl.

m,n {i,j:Ejj=e} {k,l:EH=e}

(4.109)
We want to get a lower bound on (m, n) G Af x Af by summing only over a convenient

subset of Af xAf. Using (4.103),

PijTn* PmnmPki
= Pij (G{g1 - Grg2) Pmn (Gtgx - Grg2) Pkt

= PiGPmGPk ® Pn5jnSnl\gi\2 - PtGPm ® PuC^GC^PiSjJmkg^
-PmGPk ® PjC^GC^PJ^ràg^i + Pm® P,CEGCEPnCEGCEP/^mômfc|(/2|2.
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Summing over i, j and k, I gives

E X Pijin* Pmn7nPkl
{i,j:Eij=e} {k,l:Ekl=e}

= fap^GPm ® Pn - g2Pm ® P^C^GC^P^ • adjoint.

For (m, n) G M x A/"rc, one has P^w = 0 and P^Çm) ^ 0. For (m,?i) G Äff x jVr.

^V('l) ^ ^ anc* ^v(m) = ^- ^um on^ over ^ie disjoint union

(m, n) G JV, x Afrc Ù TV? x Afr-

After some calculation gives

rs(e) > inf ([ dSfaiEi^atf) Y, Pm®C*PN{m)G Px< GP^C1

+ inf (fdS MEij, a)\2) E PNin)G PN< GP^ ® P„.

neM

Moreover,

/ d5b1>2(Ey,a)|2>|ßy| / d%(|£y,a)|2,
Js2 ^s2

uniformly in ß > 1, and together with (4.107), (4.108), it gives

r=(c) > inf (|i$y| / d%(£7y,a)|2) f inf {5m} + inf R}) P(£E = e),

since £meAf( Pm ® P^») = £n6A/-r P^«) ® P„ = P(£s). This proves (i).

Consider now the case e = 0. An element of RanP(CE) is of the form <p =

Ei ciPi ® Vti with £\ |q|2 = 1, so

(0, T(0)(p) = ^ (1 - <J£mn>0) X^CJ / ^«»n + u) (fi ® Vi» rn*Pmnm(pj ® ipA .

The fact that (<^m,CEGCE(/?n) = (ipm,Gtpn), implies

<& r(0)$ = J] (1 - 5^„,o) | <J(£mn + u) \(<pnt Gipm)\2 \cn9l - CW72]2, (4.110)

and hence

/ 5(Emn + u)|c„^i - cnxg2\2

= / <^ 5(Emn + W) V1 + P°n9
~ VpCm9 + 0~(Emn - w) v/pCnö ~ \A+^Cm5' [ •
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Together with (4.110), this implies

eßEn
(<p,rm = 2 £ ^^G^i2-—-—

{m,n:i?m„<0}

x \e'ßE^2cn -e-^2^2 j5(Emn + u)\g\2, (4.111)

where we used 5(Emn+uj)p = 5(Emn+cu)(e~ßEmn — l)-1. Each term in the sum is zero

if one chooses cn = Z^e'^2. Furthermore, (fC,r(0)QE) - 0. Since T(0) > 0,

this implies that f2E is a zero eigenvector of T(0).
We still need to estimate the spectral gap at zero. Equation (4.111) imply

(<ß,T(0)4>) > 2g0 J2 \e-ßE"/2cn - e-^2^2
{m^-.Em^KO}

= 9,YJ\e~ßEml2^-^ßEnl2^\2
rn,n

= 90E (e^'lcnl2 + ^1U2 - e-ß^+E»»2(cnCm + c^))

= 9o(Zx(ß) + Zv(ß) - 2| J2 e-ßEm/2Cm\2)
m

= 25o^(/?)(l-|(nE,0)|2),
where we used J^n |c„|2 = 1. Therefore, we obtain on RanP^: T(0) > 2g0Z^(ß)-

ß

Remark. As an explicit illustration of the results of the previous Proposition,
consider Model A2 of a spin impurity interacting with magnons in a magnet. Recall

that

H » -nNJS2 - s3joM +^Jd3kk2b*kbk - J^y]/]Ç Jd3k(j(k)s+b*k +fabk)
(4.112)

= HPP + HC + I, (4.113)

where

j(k) = Jdxj(x)eik-x,
Hpp = -nNJS2 - s3j0M ,

1 = ~^tf{^j d3k(j(k)s+bl+]SQ-bk) =: Jd3k(G(k)b*(k) + G(k)b(k)) .

(2tt)3
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Using the Pauli matrices $0,i = 1,2, 3, it follows that

Hpp = diag(-nNJS2 - j0M, -nNJS2 +j0M),

and hence a(C^) = {—2j0AI,0,2joM}, with double degeneracy at 0. Direct compu¬

tation (although lengthy) gives the following result.

(1) For e = £oi = -2j0M,

(<fo®<Pi,n-lJoM)po®^) = -^?f:ij(-2joi\/)|2e_^^1 > 0
. (4.114)

(2) For For e = E10 = 2j0M,

(<Pi ® W), r(2j0il/)^1 ® p0) = ^-l?2||j(2JoM)|2-^^T > 0
. (4.115)

(3) For e = En = Eoo = 0,

m=(„JJoM .MM) , (4-116)
KaeßJ°M ae2ß»M)

'

where

47r|G0,1(2joA/)|2V2p7
ö

e2ßjoM _ I

The eigenvalues of T(0) are

Ao = 0, Al = 4^0,(2,0^1^(1 +e^)>0. (4m)
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Chapter 5

RTE for a small quantum system

coupled to non-relativistic

reservoirs: PC method

In this chapter, we investigate the property of return to equilibrium (RTE) for a class

of quantum systems composed of a small system with a finite dimensional Hilbert

space, weakly coupled to an infinitely extended and dispersive heat bath by studying
the spectrum of the corresponding standard Liouvillean. As discussed in chapter 2,

this property is part of the zeroth law of thermodynamics.
In [JP1,2], RTE is proven for a class of spin-boson system (by studying the spec¬

trum of the Liouvillian) using complex deformation techniques (see also [DJ]). The

proof is not uniform in temperature. A stronger result of RTE, which is uniform

in temperature, has been shown when a toy atom is coupled to the radiation field

using the Feshbach map, complex dilatation, and an operator theoretic renormaliza¬

tion group method in [BFS]. This has been revisited again in [FMI] using Mourre's

positive commutator method [Ml] and a suitable Virial theorem with an explicit zero

temperature limit. Similar methods have been used to investigate thermal ionization

in [FM2,FMS] and to prove the stability of Bose-Einstein condensates in [M2]. We

note that the approach of proving RTE using Liouvillians is based on the insights of

[HHW].
In this chapter, we extend the analysis of [FMI] to proving RTE for a class of

systems composed of a small system coupled to (free) non-relativistic bosonic and

fermionic reservoirs under suitable assumptions on the perturbation (particularly,
the form factors and Fermi golden rule), as discussed in chapter 4, Models Al,A2 and

B. A physical example of the first model is a spin impurity coupled to (free) magnons

in a magnet, while an example of the second is a quantum dot coupled to electrons

in a metal. The three essential elements that enter in our analysis are a concrete

representation of the free bosonic/fermionic reservoirs (Araki-Woods and Araki-Wyss

respectively), the positive commutator method with a suitable Virial theorem, and
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an estimate on the norm of the difference between the KMS-equilibrium states of the

non-interacting and the interacting systems (Appendix 2).

5.1 RTE for Models Al,2

The main result of this section is Theorem 5.2, which claims the property of return

to equilibrium for quantum mechanical system formed of a small system with a finite

dimensional Hilbert space coupled to a reservoir of free non-relativistic bosons. We

refer to Model Al in chapter 4 for relevant details and assumptions.

Proposition 5.1

Assume (Al.2) (specified in section 4.1). There is an Co > 0, independent of

ß > ßo (for any ß0 fixed), such that if 0 < e < e0 then

TlI-^—IU > r0n - Ce1/4, (5.1)

where C is a constant independent of the inverse temperature ß, Yl = PQ® Pnf, the

projection onto the kernel of £0, and r0 is a bounded operator on Ft = Fp ®Fp ®J:+,

acting trivially on the last factor, J:+, and leaving KerC-z invariant. Furthermore,

r0 restricted to KerC^ has zero as a simple eigenvalue, with Gibbs state QE as

eigenvector, and is strictly positive on the complement of Cf2E. There is a constant

7o > 0, independent of 0 < ß < oo, such that

ToWp >7o, (5-2)

where, Pns = 1 — PQs and Pqe is the projection onto CHE.

For a proof of this result (when the sum reduces to a single term and in the limit

of e —> 0) see Appendix 2, Proposition A2.2, which can be easily generalized. One

can show that,

To lßanPoS

^
. (Em-Em)?Tre-ßHz . ,

> nun ——

-Tp-:
/ da

Em^En \e~ßEm __

e-ßhn\
Js2

j

Js2
22 (<Pm, Gaifn) ga (\Em - En\, a)

and 7o in (5.2) is obtained by minimizing the RHS over 0 < ß < oo.

Theorem 5.2(RTE1)
Suppose (Al.l) and (Al.2) (see section 4.1). Then there is a constant gi > 0,

independent of ß > ß0, for any ß0 > 0 fixed, such that, for

0<M<5l((1 + Ios(1 + ^)"9/2 llP=l{A (5.3)
'•" \ 1 if p > 1/4,

v }
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the kernel of Cg is spanned by the interacting KMS vector £lß>g. (The system possesses

the property of return to equilibrium in the ergodic sense.)
Remark. The analysis involves estimating \\gI(N + 1)-1/2||, which depends on ß

since the interaction / does. As we shall see, one has to be careful in taking the limit

ß —> oo in the infra-red singular regime p — 1/4. Moreover, in order to estimate the

norm of the difference between the interacting and the non-interacting KMS states,

we need an upper bound on the expectation value of the number operator Ar in the

interacting KMS state ftß,g. In a suitable infra-red regime p > 1/4, we expect the

KMS-equilibrium states of the non-interacting and interacting systems to be close to

each other for small enough g, which will turn out to be independent of ß for p > 1/4,
but which will go to zero in the limit ß —> oo for p = 1/4.

Proposition 5.3

Suppose (Al.l) holds, and let Pçijg and Pnß0 denote the projections onto the

spans of the interacting and non-interacting KMS states, Qß>g and Clß>o, respectively.

Then, for any e > 0 there is a #i(e) > 0, which does not depend on ß > 0, such that

for

\,\<^){^l+ßF' ||P-l/4_ {6.4)

the following estimate holds,

|[P%,9-PnJ|<e. (5.5)

We discuss first the proof of Theorem 5.2. Define the conjugate operator to be

Af = dT(idu), the second quantization of the generator of energy translation, idu, on

F+ and let

Ao = iOg (Vi/P2 - P2/n) , (5.6)

where ÏÏ = P0 ® PQ/, Re = ÏÏPe, ÏÏ = 1 - n, Re = (C2Q + e2)'1'2, and 6, c > 0 are

parameters to be chosen later.

Note that .Ao is a bounded operator, and the commutator [£0,A0] extends to a

bounded operator with

\\[Cg,A0}\\<c(M + ?l). (5.7)

Let Af = rfr(l) be the number operator, and define on its domain V(N) the

operator
B = N + gh + i[Cg,Ao], (5.8)

where

h = Yl (G« ® lE ® <f(duTß(ga)) ~ Is ® C*GaC* ® ^(due-ßu'2Tß(ga))). (5.9)
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(B corresponds to the quadratic form i[Cg, Af+A0] in the sense of Kato and [&, Af] —

N; see [FM2].) Moreover, for any v > 1, let

Q3„ = {^ e V(N1'2) : II^H = 1, \\(N+ lf'2iP\\ < u}.

Theorem 5.4 (Positive commutator estimate)
Suppose (Al.l) and (Al.2) (see section 4.1). Then there is a choice of the param¬

eters e and 9, and a constant gi(rj) = gi > 0, independent of v and ß > ß0, such that,

for fixed r; and ß, and

min
vi+iog(i+/i)> (i+iog(i+/3))^ " P ~ V-i

(510)
1 if p > 1/4,

the following estimate holds,

Pnß,BP^g > \g\2-^3-^2l0P^g, (5.11)

in the sense of quadratic forms on RanE&(Cg) fl S^, where A is any interval around

the origin such that A fl a(C^) = {0}, E&(Cg) is the spectral projection, and where

7o is given in (5.2).
We will examine B as a quadratic form on 23„0 C V(N1/2). For p > 1/4, vQ is

independent of ß > ß0, while for p = 1/4, u0 diverges logarithmically for large ß.

Theorem 5.5 (Regularity of eigenvectors and the Virial Theorem)
Assume (Al.l) (in section 4.1), and let ipg be an eigenvector of Cg. Then there is

a constant C(p, ß) < oo, not depending on g, such that

\\N^g\\<C(P,ß)\g\\\iP9\\, (5.12)

and such that for all ß > ßo (for any ßo > 0 fixed),

C(p,«<clW{1 + bf+« |{J=$ , (5.13)

where C\ is independent of ß > ßo- Furthermore,

(B)i,g:=(iPg,B*Pg) = 0. (5.14)

Note that the constant C(p, ß) may be expressed as

\\h(N + l)-^2\\ < 2j2\\Ga\\ \\duTß(ga)\\Li =: C(p,ß).
a

We defer the technical proofs to Appendix 3. However, it is instructive at this

point to understand them at a formal level. Formally expanding the commutator

gives,

(i>g, [Cg, Af + Ao\ipg) = 2ilm (Lgibg, (Af + A0)i>g) = 0. (5.15)
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Hence

0 > <A%0 - <9h)*. > (N)*. ~ C(P,ß)\g\ W\ \\Nl'2iPg\\
1

..„
1

> ~{N),-^C(p,ß)2g2\\iPg\\2, (5-16)

which yields the bound (5.12).
We need to control multiple commutators of Cg with Af + A0 to make the above

statements rigorous. Particularly, the second and third commutator of / with the

dilatation generator Af need to be well-defined and relatively A^-bounded. This is

satisfied if

dlTß(9a) is continuous in u G R for j = 0,1,2, and (5-17)

d>uTß(ga) G L2(K x S2) for j = 0,1,2,3. (5.18)

One can verify that (5.17), (5.18) follow from (Al.l), section 4.1. Let p and (po be as

in assumption (Al.l); then, for p = 3/4, 5/4, p > 11/4, we choose <p = 2(po, while for

p = 1/4, we take <p = tv + 2<p0.

The proof Theorem 5.2 (RTE1) follows directly from Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 by

reductio ad absurdum, since, if for g satisfying (5.10), with v = u0, there were an

eigenvector ipg G RanPçi^ , orthogonal to £lßl3, then

0=(P),,9>b|2-X3-9??/27o, (5.19)

which is a contradiction, since the RHS is strictly positive. For p = 1/4 condition

(5.10), with v — Vq = C[l + log(l + ß)\, gives (5.3), independently of n.

Regarding Proposition 5.3, the high-temperature result for bounded perturbation
is relatively simple. For e > 0, 3r/(e) > 0 such that, if

ß\g\ < 77(e), (5.20)

then inequality (5.4) in Proposition 5.3 holds. A proof of this fact can be given by

using the explicit expression for the perturbed KMS state (chapter 3), and using the

Dyson series expansion to estimate \\Qß,g — &ß,o\\- Condition (5.20) comes from the

fact that the term of order gn in the Dyson series is given by an integral over an

n-simplex of size ß. This result is extended to lower temperatures and unbounded

perturbation by using the decay in (imaginary) time of the field propagators, chess¬

board estimates and the Holder and Peierls-Bogoliubov inequalities (see [Frö,DJP]
and Appendices 1 and 3).

As for Theorem 5.4 (PC Theorem), we want to show that dim i\er£s = 1. We

know that dim iver£3 > 1 since Qß^g G KerCg. To prove equality, we want to show

that

B + 5Pi^g>1, (5.21)
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for some 5 > 7 > 0. For A C R an interval around the origin not containing any

non-zero eigenvalue of the £E, we first prove (5.21) in the sense of quadratic forms

on the spectral subspace of £0 associated with the interval A. Using this, we then

show that

Po0,gBPçi,,g > \l~Pnß,g, (5.22)

in the sense of quadratic forms on RanE&i(Cg) D Q3„, where E^(Cg) is the spectral

projection of Cg associated to an interval A', an arbitrary interval properly contained

in A.

5.2 RTE for Model B

We discuss RTE for Model B in chapter 4, section 3, composed of a small quantum

system coupled to reservoir of non-relativistic fermions by using the PC method

discussed in the previous section. The result is not uniform in temperature since

there is a divergence in the derivative of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function at the

chemical potential when the temperature is zero. For a result which is uniform in

temperature, one may want to extend the RG analysis developed in [BFS] to this

case. Since all of the proofs are almost identical to the previous section (and those in

Appendix 3), we only sketch the main steps.

Proposition 5.6

Assume (B.2) (in section 4.3). There is an eo > 0, independent of ß > ß0 (for any

ßo fixed), such that if 0 < e < eo then

UI-^—IU > r0n - Ce1/4, (5.23)
Cl + e2

where C is a constant independent of the inverse temperature ß, U = P0 ® Pq;, the

projection onto the kernel of C0, and r0 is a bounded operator on Ft = Tip ®FP®T-,

acting trivially on the last factor, T-, and leaving lver£E invariant. Furthermore,

r0 restricted to KerC11 has zero as a simple eigenvalue, with Gibbs state QE as

eigenvector, and is strictly positive on the complement of CO». There is a constant

70 > 0, independent of 0 < ß < 00, such that

r0[fiQnp >7o, (5.24)

where, Pqs = 1 — Pqe and Pqe is the projection onto CQ5.

The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5.1. Explicitly,

lo \RanP.^

aßEn

I RanPns

> min —-zr^—-—r / duda5(Em — En — u) ^{<Pm,Ga(pn)ga(\u\,a)
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and 7o in (5.24) is obtained by minimizing the RHS.

The main result of this section is the following theorem, which says that Model B

(with the corresponding assumptions B.l and B.2) possesses the property of return

to equilibrium.

Theorem 5.7(RTE2)
Assume conditions (B.l) and (B.2) hold (see section 4.3). Then there is a constant

gi > 0, independent of ßo < ß < ßi, for any ß\ > ßQ > 0 fixed such that, for

0<\g\<gi, (5.25)

the kernel of Cg is spanned by the interacting KMS vector £lß,g, and the system has

the property of return to equilibrium.
The proof relies on the following three propositions.

Proposition 5.8

Suppose (B.l) holds, and let Pciß and Piy0 denote the projections onto the spans

of the interacting and non-interacting KMS states, Q.ß,g and üßyo, respectively. Then,

for any e > 0 there is a g\(e) > 0, which does not depend on ß, such that, for

\9\<9i{e), (5-26)

the following estimate holds

\\Puß,9 - PnßJ < e. (5.27)

Since we are only interested in strictly positive temperatures, the proof of this

statement follows directly from a Dyson series expansion (high-temperature result);

(see remark after Theorem 5.5).
Recall Ar = dT(l) is the number operator, and define on its domain V(N) the

operator
B = N + gh + i[Cg,Ao}, (5.28)

where

A = E (G« ® lS ® V(dugß,a) - ilS ® C*GaC* ® {-l)N<p(dug*a)). (5.29)

Proposition 5.9 (Positive commutator estimate)
Suppose (B.l) and (B.2) (in section 4.3). Then there is a choice of the parameters

e and 0, and a constant gi(n) = gi > 0, independent of v and ß G [/?o, A], such that,

for fixed r\ and ß, and

0 < \g\ < gi (5.30)
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the following estimate holds,

Poß,gBPnß,g > |#-V-9^Pn,,9, (5.31)

in the sense of quadratic forms on RanEA(Cg) (1 03^, where A is any interval around

the origin such that A fl ^(C11) = {0}, EA(Cg) is the spectral projection, and where

7o is given in (5.24).

Proposition 5.10 (Regularity of eigenvectors and the Virial Theorem)
Assume (B.l) (in section 4.3), and let tpg be an eigenvector of Cg. Then

(B)^g := (rPg, BiPg) = 0, (5.32)

where B has been defined in (5.28)
The proof of Theorem 5.7 follows from Propositions 5.9 and 5.10 by contradiction

(similar to the proof of Theorem 5.3). Moreover, the proof of Propositions 5.9 and

5.10 is very similar to the proof of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 (see Appendix 3).

5.3 Appendix 3

5.3.1 Proof of Theorem 5.4

Positive commutator estimate localized with respect to Cq.

Consider the decomposition

TiA := RanE\ = RanE°AU 6 RanEATl, (5.33)

where

n = P0®Pnr (5.34)

and where EA is the spectral projection of £0 associated with the interval A. First,

we to prove a lower bound on EAU(B + SPq^ g)UEA.
(Remark regarding the notation: C will denote a constant independent of g, 0,e,ß>

ßo > 0, and C(p, ß) will denote a constant independent of g, 0, e, satisfying the bound

given in (5.13).) We know that

\\E°An[Cg, A0}ÜE°A\\ < Ce-f , (5.35)

where n = P0 ® Pnf + Pnf (and notice that REAU C RanPnf). Hence,

E°AÜ(B + SP^JÜEl = EAÏÎN^2 (1 + N-^ghN-1'2) N^2ÜE°A

+EAn(i[Cg,A0}+5PQß3)ÜE0A

> ±EAÜ + EAm[Cg,Ao}ttEA

> i (l - c££) i&ÏÏ, (5.36)
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if
_ _

WPntN-WghN-WPaiW < C(p,ß)\g\ < 1/2, (5.37)

Choosing the parameters such that

Qa2
C\ < 1/2, (5.38)

ez

E°AU(B + 5PilßjUE°A > -E°AU. (5.39)

it follows that
1

4"

In order to proceed further, we apply the Feshbach map (as was done, for example,

in [BFS, BFSS]). The so called isospectrality of the Feshbach map is a very useful

property which is central for our application.*
Consider the Feshbach map (with the spectral parameter m < 1/8), applied to

EA(B + 5PQßjEA (5.40)

as an operator on the Hilbert space TiA:

Fu,m(E°A(B + 5PUßjEA) = Elu(B + 5P^g

-(B + 5PQßjEAU (B + 5PQß,g - m)'' ÜE°A(B + 5Pi}ßj) UE°A, (5.41)

(the barred operator is understood to be restricted to the subspace RanEAU C TiA).
Since UIiU = 0, it follows that

nßn = 20g2UIR2JU > 0. (5.42)

First, we want to show that the second term in (5.41) is smaller than nPn.

Using the fact that || (B + oPQßg -m)-11| < 8 for m < § and (5.39), ||£0#e|| < 1,

||P21| < e~2 and ÏÏi[Cg,Ao]U = 0XYÎCgR]m, it follows that

8IÄ/, + i[Cg, Ao] + 5PQßJH^H2
< i6öV||p£/n^f

+C^2\\ÜPnß,gU\\2 + C(p,ß)g2 + ^pj W. (5.43)

It follows that

(Fn,m(Ei(B + 5PQßJEA)),
/„^2,

> 20g2(i - so) (niRim) + 5\\pQß,nip\\2

-C°T (lc^ß) + °-é+ ^ÏÏP^M2) ll^ll2 > (5-44)

*see Appendix 2, chapter 4 for a discussion and proof of the isospectrality of the Feshbach map.
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for any ip G TiA. Moreover,

n/p2/n > - (r0 - Ce1/4),

if e < e0. Choose e and 6 such that

9 < 1/16, e < e0.

For ip G Ranîl,

^(^+^->^t(^ +^ - Ce"1
9

6g2
= To

e (i-c£"v7o)Wf+(^P!V.„- P^ß.o )
1 V_

since Pçpip = PcißQip f°r "0 £ Pann. We choose

o > To > -7-T0 =: T,
e 4e

and
e1/4
C— < 1/4.

To

(5.45)

(5.46)

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.49)

(5.50)

(5.51)

Now, from Proposition 5.3
, ||Pn;,iS - Pfy.oll < \ if

g satisfies condition (5.4) (with e = 1/4).

One may use this estimate to find a lower bound for the R.H.S. of (5.47)

^7o(3/4 - ||PnA, - Pn,J|) IHI2 > ^70 ll^ll2.

Furthermore,

||ÏÏPu/J,sH||2 = ||H(Pn,,9 - P^,0)n||2 < \\P^g - POßJ0f ,

and with suitable bounds on the parameters e, g, 0, one may choose them such that

C (jC(p,ß) + °-f + I*,) < 7o/4. (5.52)

Combining all of these estimates, we obtain

(Fn,m(E0A(B + SPq^EI))^ > ^70 \\if- (5.53)
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From the isospectrality of the Feshbach map (see [BFSS,BFS]), it follows

E°A(B + 5PQßJEA > min Q, ^7o) E°A = ^7oi5°. (5.54)

We will use the above estimate in the following.

Positive commutator estimate localized with respect to Cg
Denote by 0 < xa < 1 a smooth function with support inside the interval A such

that X'a(O) = 1, and let Xa
~ Xa(Cq) and xa = Xa(C9) the operators obtained from

the spectral theorem. We will show that any vector ip G RanPcißg fl Q3„, such that

Xa^P = ip, satisfies

On2

(B + 5PnßJi,t = (B^>j-1o, (5.55)

for appropriate bounds on the parameters g, e and 9. One estimate from functional

calculus that we use is

II(1-X0a)^II = II(xa-X0a)^II < C\g\\\I(N+l)^2\\\\(N+l)l/2ip\\
< Cu\g\, (5.56)

Decompose (B), into three terms, which we will estimate individually:

(B)* = (xA(B + 5PnßJxA)^ (5-57)

+ ((1-Xa)(P + ^J(1-Xa)>^ (5-58)

+2 Re <(1 - xl)(B + SPnJxDt • <5-59)

Using (5.54) and the fact that EAxA = Xa> the first term is bounded from below

(Xa(B + 5Pa0Jxi)i, * ^ollxUll2 > ^To(l - Cu\g\)W\\*. (5.60)

Since N + 5Puß > 0 is non-negative, the second term is also bounded from below by

(5.58) > -\((l-xl)(9h + i[£9,AoW-xl)\
> -\g\ ll(i-xMI IIMiV + i)-1/2!! \\(n + i)l^\\

-\\{C9,Ao}\\\\(1-XaW
2e92 fe„,_ ^ , i_i ,

92
>

-Cu*^-\^C(p,ß)
+ \g\ + 2-). (5.61)

As for the third term, since AT commutes (strongly) with x°a and ^ ^ RanPo,^ ,

it follows that

Re((l-x°A)(B + 5PnßJxA^
> 5((1- X°A)Pnß,g(x°A - 1))^ + Re <(1 - xl)(gh + i[Cg, A)])x°a>^
> -5|Kl-XA)0l|2-G(P,/3W2||^l|2-|<(l-XA)[^,^kA>v,|. (5-62)
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Moreover, (1 — Xa)^ ~ ® and ||(1 — Xa)j^-o
1

II ^ C> and nence the last term can be

estimated by

<(i-x0A)[£g^o]xA),

= %l
\ / V

/_2 \ /i_2 /\„\ \

(5.63)

r7^2 tt2. rf,

v(i - x0A)(5/n/p; - £9p;/h + gPe/n/)XA

< CuB\g\ (£ + |fl|) N|2 = Ci/^ (!fl + e) IHI2.

Substituting back,

<B)V. >

f7o (d - Cbl) - f (rfcfe « + HS| + 4 +
M

+ £)
To arrive at inequality (5.55), choose the parameters such that

Cu\g\ < 1/4 and — [Ac(p, ß) + v\g\ + v— +
^

+ ?\ < 1/4.
To V ^ e e /

Indeed,

(5.37), (5.38), (5.46), (5.48), (5.49), (5.50), (5.52), (5.65)

can be simultaneously satisfied: If we set

g = v~%l2g\

e = v~3\g'\e, some 0 < e < 1,

9 = \g'\\ some 0 < t < e < 1 such that t > 3e - 2,

ö = —To,
e

there is a gi > 0, depending on e, f, but not on v, ß > ßo, such that if

0<\g\< si min (C(p, /J)"1,lA'^Cfa ß)-ih) )

where r; = e — r- > 0, then conditions (5.66) are satisfied.

5.3.2 Proof of Proposition 5.3

First, we use the fact that the trace-norm majorizes the operator-norm,

||Pq,,9 - PnßJ2 < ||Pq,,9 - PnßJ22 = 2 (l - <^,3, P^Sl^))

< 2(nß,g,p^nßtg) + 2(nß,g,pQfnßt9),

(5.64)

(5.65)

(5.66)

(5.67)

(5.68)

(5.69)

(5.70)

(5.71)

(5.72)
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since 1 — Pnß0 < Pqs + Pçtr (Recall Qp is the vector corresponding to the Gibbs

state of S at inverse temperature ß ,
and Qf is the vacuum vector in Jr+.) We know

that
_

(Qß,g, PnQß.g) < HAr1/2fW|2 < c(p, ß)2\g\2, (5.73)

where c(p,ß) satisfies (5.13). There is a ßi(e) > ßo such that if ß > ßi(e) then

||PQs-P^0||<e/2, (5.74)

where <fo is the groundstate eigenvector of P/E and PV02>tp0 G B(Fp ® Fp) is the

projection onto the span of (fo ® (ßo- Hence

||Pn,,ff - PqJ|2 < 2 {Qß,g, PV0^0Qß.g) + e + 2c(p, ß)2\g\2, (5.75)

for ß > /?i(e). Let
_

Q = PVQ G B(hP) (5.76)

be the projection onto the orthogonal complement of the groundstate subspace of P/E

so that

P9o5Vo<Q®lS + lE®Q. (5-77)

Since (Qßi9, Q ® Ie Qßt9) = (Qß.g, Ie ® Q Qß,g) = ujßt9(Q),

\\Pnß,g ~ PqJI2 < 4uß.9(Q) + e + 2c(p,ß)2\g\2, (5.78)

for/?> A(e).
We claim that for any e > 0 there exist ß2(e) > 0 and fl^e) > 0 such that if

ß > ß2(e) and \g\ < 9l(e) then

Uß,9(Q) < e- (5-79)

The proof is given in a while. For now, we use (5.79) to prove Proposition 5.3. Set

ß3(e) := max(ßl(e),ß2(e)),

gQ(e) := mm [g^e), c(p, ß)'1 ^/e~ß,n(e)/ßz(e)) , (5.80)

When p > 1/4, c(p,ß) has an upper bound which is uniform in ß > ß0, and we take

go(e) to be the RHS of (5.80) with c(p, ß) replaced by this upper bound. For p — 1/4
we can find a go(e), independent of ß > 0, satisfying (1 + log(l + ß))~1g0(e) < g0(e).

Estimate (5.78) and (5.79) give

\\Pnß,9-PnßJ2<6e, (5.81)

for ß > ß3(e). If ß < ß3(e) then ß\X\ < 77(e), and (5.27) follows from the high-

temperature result mentioned above. This completes the proof of the theorem, given
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our claim (5.79).

We now turn to proving claim (5.79). Without loss of generality, we work with a

finite volume approximation

<,() = }e.SHi
'

. (5-82)

of the KMS state ußs, where A = [-L/2, L/2]3 C R3. The trace is taken over the

Hilbert space Ti2 ® f+(L2(A,d3x)). For n = (nun2,n3) Gl?, let

eA(x) = L-3/2e2—1\ EA = (f |n|)2 = (f)2(n2 + n\ + n2) (5.83)

denote the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the operator —A on L2(A,d3x) with peri¬

odic boundary conditions at d\. We identify the basis {e^} of L2(A3,d3x) with the

canonical basis of l2(7?), and define the finite-volume Hamiltonian by

HA = H^ + Hf + XvA, (5.84)

vA = £G« »pfoî), (5.85)
a

where gA G l2{fL3) is given by

s>H(?f{r(¥),:'o: <-)

and the operator

Hf = dr(h$), (5.87)

acting on ^.(^(Z3)), is the second quantization of the one-particle Hamiltonian

On the complement of the zero-mode subspace /i4 equals —A with periodic boundary
conditions. The thermodynamic limit isn't affected by changing the action of h'f on

finitely many modes assuming e~ßHf is trace-class. Similarly, we may modify the

definition of gA on finitely many modes without altering the thermodynamic limit.

The existence of the thermodynamic limit,

lim cüAg(A) = uß,g(A), (5.89)

can be proven by expanding e~/3H* into a Dyson (perturbation) series and using

Tr (e-ßH°A)
<^ =

Tre-ß^
(5-90)
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has the expected thermodynamic limit for quasi-local observables A.

We want to show that coAg(Q) < e, for Q given in (5.76), provided ß and g satisfy
the conditions given in our claim (5.79), uniformly m the size of A. We use the Holder

and Peierls-Bogoliubov inequalities. The Holder inequality (for traces) reads

^...Aiii^nii^iL,,
3=1

where 1 < pj < oo, ^jPJ1 = 1, and the norms are

\\A\\P = (Tr\A\p)1/p, tor p < oo, and H^H^ = \\A\\ (operator norm).

The Peierls-Bogoliubov inequality says that

Tr (eA+B)
TreB

> exp [Tr (AeB) /TreB] ,

which implies that

Tre-^Q

Tre-ßH£
< ^1^.0(^)1 = 1,

since, by (5.85), uJßfi(vA) = 0.

Using the Holder inequality,

Tr (e-(ß-2T^e-TH?Qe- tH$

<4M =

Tre~

<

Tr < (e~rHAQe tH*

Tre-W*

2r

ß

Tr Qe-éiH9Q\
2M

Tre-W

where we are choosing r s.t.

£
2t

= 2M, for some M G N.

Setting

vA(t) = e-tH"vAetHo

and using the Dyson series expansion one gets

(5.91)

(5.92)

(5.93)

(5.94)

(5.95)

(5.96)

(5.97)

Qe-H?Q = A + B, (5.98)
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where the selfadjoint operators A and B are given by

A = Qe-éiHoQ (5.99)

Qv9(tn) vA(t1)e-^H°Q dtx --dtn. (5.100)B = £(-</)" /
„>i

Jo<tn<...i

Substituting (5.98) into (5.95), and using the Holder inequality,

<,(<?) <
Tr (\A\2M)
Tre-

2ir

+
Tr (\B\2M)
Tre~ßHA

2 A/

(5.101)

Consider first the first term of (5.101). Let A = E\ — Eq > 0, the spectral gap of

P/E. Then

Tr (\A\2M) Trn* (Qe~ßHS) ££| e-^-^)
Tre-Wo TrHze-$HS l + £d~; e-ß(Ej-Eo)

d-i

j=i

~ ^ ~ U-Eo ß

-ßA

(5.102)

Taking into account (5.94) and (5.96), we obtain, for ß > 1,

'Tr(\A\2M)
Tre~ßHA

2A/

< 2e
-2tA

(5.103)

To make the RHS small, take r > A-1

Consider now the second term on the RHS of (5.101). From (5.94),

Expanding,

TV l\ C?j2JV/\

Tre-ßH£ ^,ove °|P| ;-wAo^e °P J (5.104)

(5.105)

where

(i)
T(fci, • •

•, ÄäA,) = (-A)fcl+"+fc^ /
'"

dt • • • / "1_1

Jo Jo

x/2M42)---/fc2_14?--- / ^r--/2M_1
72fr -^ «W-Usfr -W-i)^

d42M)
«2A/

X
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The time variables in the integrand are ordered,

0 < iff < • • • < t? < 42) < • • • < t{2M) < ß. (5.107)

We want to estimate an upper bound on \u)ß0(T(k\,..., k2^))\, sharp enough so that

J2 \^>0(T(h,...,k2M))\ (5.108)

converges, and to estimate the value of the series. The expectation value of the

integrand in the state ujßfi — o;E ® tob (see (5.90)) splits into a sum over products

E - E ^(Qa^)-Ga?m(tDQ
) „(2A/)

V 1 '

Y,,f>A(<nA (t{1h...,oA (42Af>\

ß \ ^a
{ fci ' ^a<2M) ^ ! '

1 ' ' kx 1 ' ' k2M

where

Ga(t) = e-tH*GaetH*

rf(0 = z-tHh(gkVH$ = a* (e-thfgA) + a (e<^)
Using the Holder inequality (5.91),

(5.109)

(5.110)

(5.111)

2JU

«$ QG*p(4?) • • • Gq(2m) (t{2M))Q < H ||Gaœ II • • • ||G »,||. (5.112)

Since u;{' is a quasi-free state we can estimate the second factor in (5.109) with the

help of Wick's theorem:

"fß'A«(h)---<N(t2N))=Y, n 4'A (<(tlX(tr))
V (l,r)£V

(5.113)

where the sum extends over all contraction schemes, i.e., decompositions of {1,..., 2N}
into N disjoint, ordered pairs (l,r), I <r. Applying the latter equation to

, ,m/,.A (A1U ,.A (f(2M)\\ (5.114)

one finds that all resulting terms can be organized in graphs Q, constructed in the

following way. (This can be done by partition the circle of circumference ß into 2ÄI

segments parametrized by the arc length Aj = [(j — 1)2a7'-^2a?]' ?' = l)--->2il/.

Putting kj "dots" into the interval Aj, each dot representing a time variable t. G Aj
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(increasing times are ordered according to increasing arc length). Pick any arbitrary
dot in any interval and pair it with an arbitrary different dot in any interval. Then

pick any unpaired dot (i.e., one not yet paired up) and pair it with any other unpaired
dot. Continue this procedure until all dots in all intervals are paired. The graph G

associated to such a pairing consists of all pairs - including multiplicity - of intervals

(A, A') with the property that some dot in A is paired with some dot in A'. "Including

multiplicity" means that if, say, three dots of A are paired with three dots in A', we

understand that G contains the pair (A, A') three times.) Denote the class of all

pairings V leading to a given graph G is by Cg, and let

(5.115)

denote the contribution to (5.113) corresponding to the pairing V. The value \G\
corresponding to a graph G is given by

iei = 2>
veCc

(5.116)

It follows from (5.113), (5.115) and (5.116) that

^./(^©•••^(ti2*0)) <£l0l- (5-117)
V kl x

/ g

In order to give an upper bound on the RHS of (5.117), one needs to estimate the

imaginary-time propagators (two-point functions)

4^{e-^fç(9AayHh-^^(gAr)e^)
_

Ix -(ß+tt-tr)hf_e_
ßhf eßhf

eßhj _ 1»ûI
+ /g^e-(u-m7^_^gt\ (5.118)

e^-l

where the gAir G l2(7?) are given in (5.86), and where ti G A/, tr G Ar s.t. 0 <ti <

tr < ß. Hence' the RHS of (5.118) is

'2V
£ [gar(2nn/L)gat(2nn/L)e-(ß^-t^

n^(0,0,0)

+gai(27rn/L)gar(27:n/L)e-^-t^
aßEX

e?Eî - 1

2tt
+ lT. ie

)"[•

-(ß+tl-tr) _|_ g-(tr-tl)}]
;/3_l'

(5.119)
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In the thermodynamic limit L —» oo, the sum in (5.119) converges to

d3k
it3

^(%a^K(m~tr)fc2 + gai(k)gaMe-{u-tl)k2
e^'2

For arbitrary A;, Ar and ti G A[, tr G Ar,

|fi-ir|>d_(A,,Ar)-
ß I °'

and

Define

if* = r

2M 1 |/-r|-l, iil^r

/9-|*z-tr|>d+(A,>Ar):=/9-^(|i-r| + l).

d(A, A') := min(eL(A, A'), d+(A, A')).

It follows from (5.118) and (5.120), and for L large enough,

(5.120)

(5.121)

(5.122)

(5.123)

OJr.

,-d(AhAr)k2
1/2

^204 i-e-ßki
3,

Given any two intervals A, A', let

'ttr'

,-d(A(,Ar)fc2

1 - e-^2

1/2

~9ar (5.124)

-d(A,A')fe2

C(A, A') := 4 max ( ga,
1 _ e_ßk3

ga (5.125)

For L >C, where C is some constant, (5.125) is a volume-independent upper bound

on the (finite-volume) two-point functions arising from contractions in the graph

expansion. We are now ready to give an upper bound on the RHS of (5.117). Start

the procedure of pairing dots in the interval with the highest order k. Let n be a

permutation of 2M objects, such that

^tt(I) > K(2) > ••• > kn(2M)-

(*(!))

(5.126)

There are k.^w) possibilities of pairing the dot t\ with some dot in an interval

A,(,r(i)). We associate to each such pairing the value
'i

fcjOr(i)) C(A^(i), Aj(ff(i))) < Jk„(i) Jk^nd)) C(A7r(1), Az^(i))), (5.127)

where we use (5.126). Next, we pair the dot labelled by 4 with a dot in A;(
and associate to this pairing the value

T(D)

Y^7r(l) aA'/W1» C(An(l),Al(n(i))). (5.128)
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We continue this procedure until all dots are paired. This gives

2Af

£isi<n(^'/2£ n c(a'a')- (s-129)
G j=l G (A,A')GÖ

Using that

\ga(k)\ < C\k\2p, (5.130)

for some constant C, and for all a, provided \k\ is small enough and p > —1/4, it

follows that

C(A A'Xcl d^ A'rf~2p, d(A>A') ï °
(5 isn

C(A'A}-C\ 1/^+1, d(A,A') = 0
{b-Ul)

Moreover, using (5.123) and (5.144),

£C(A, A<) < T := C (l + I
+ -Jj^ (|7)"2'"1'2) < oo, (5.132)

provided p > —1/4. Hence,

J2 IJ C(A,A')<rh+-+k. (5.133)
S (A,A')e6

Now carry out the integral over the simplex in (5.106), and using (5.109), (5.112),

(5.117), (5.129), (5.133),

(n
\ ki+-+k2l\l 2A/ ,, w-i/2

c'wni) II1^-' (5-134)

where C' = ^a II^qII) an<^ where the factor (2jj)kjtS is the- volume of the simplex

{t < tkj < • • < h < t + —r}. Therefore, (5.108) converges for all values of g and

ß > 0, and

Mo (W)]* < C|9|rAg (cWA)' <*+ü*. (5.135)

From (5.101), (5.103), (5.104), (5.139), (5.96), one obtauns, for L is large enough

H-i

W£,(Q) < 2e"2^ + C'birr£ (C|ff|rr)fc (^++1)1)2 (5.136)
fc>0

Choose ß2(e) > 1 such that e_Ä(e)A < e/2, and for /3 > /32(e), choose r =

ft(«0/2 < /5/2. From the definition of T, (5.142), and the relation ^ = 2r, see

(5.96), one obtains Tr < C(e), uniformly in ß > ß2(t). Therefore 3#i(e) > 0 such

that if |gr| < gx(e) then the second term on the RHS of (5.140) < e/2. This proves

our claim (5.79).ü
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5.3.3 The Virial Theorem

In this section, we state two Virial theorems proven in [FM2,FMS]. Since the Theo¬

rems are applied without any alteration or extension, we just sketch the main steps

of their proof.
We start by discussing the Glimm-Jaffe-Nelson condition. Consider a Hilbert

space Ft, a selfadjoint operator V > 1 with core V C V, and X a symmetric operator

on V. The triple (X, Y, V) satisfies the GJN (Glimm-Jaffe-Nelson) Condition, or

(X, Y, V) is a GJN-triple, if there is a constant k < oo, such that, for all ip G T>:

\\XiPW < k\\YiP\\ (5.137)

±i{(Xip,Yil))-(Yip,Xil>)} < k(ip,YiP). (5.138)

Since Y > 1, inequality (5.137) is equivalent to

WXipw^hWYihW + hWi

for some k\, k2 < oo.

Theorem A3.1 (GJN commutator theorem)
If (X, Y, V) satisfies the GJN Condition, then X determines a selfadjoint operator

(again denoted by X), such that V(X) D T>(Y). Moreover, X is essentially selfadjoint

on any core for Y, and (5.137) is valid for all ip G T>(Y).

Suppose one is given a selfadjoint operator A > 1 with core V C Ft, and operators

L, A, N, D, Cn, n = 0,1,2,3, all symmetric on T>, and satisfying

(y,DiP) = i{(L<p,NiP)-(N<p,LiP)} (5.139)

Co = L

(y,CniP) = i{(Cn^<f,AiP)-(Aip,Cn^iP)}, n=l,2,3, (5.140)

where ip, ip G V. Assume that

• (X, A, V) satisfies the GJN Condition, for A' = L, Ar, D, Cn. Consequently, all

these operators determine selfadjoint operators, which we denote by the same

letters.

• A is selfadjoint, V C V(A), and eltA leaves V(A) invariant.

Remark. From the invariance condition eltAV(K) C F>(A), it follows that for some

0 < k, k' < oo, and all ip G V(A),

\\AeltAiP\\ < kek'W\\AiP\\. (5.141)
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(A proof can be found in [ABG], Propositions 3.2.2 and 3.2.5.)

Theorem A3.2 (First Virial Theorem)
Assume that, in addition to (5.139), (5.140), we have, in the sense of Kato on V,

D < kN1/2, (5.142)

eitACie-itA < kek'{tlNp, some0<p<oo, (5.143)

eitACze-itA < fcgfc'ltljv1/2, (5.144)

for some 0 < k, k! < oo, and all ieR. Let ip be an eigenvector of L. Then there is a

one-parameter family {ipa} C F)(L) f]V(Ci), s.t. ipa —» ip, a —> 0, and

lim^a,CW>a) = 0. (5.145)
a—>0

Remark. Formally, C\ is the commutator i[L, A] = i(LA — AL), and (5.145) as

(ip,i[L,A]ip) = 0, which is a standard way of stating the virial theorem, see also

[ABG], and [GG].
The result of Theorem A3.2 is still valid if we add to the operator A a suitably

small perturbation Aq:

Theorem A3.3 (Second Virial Theorem)
Suppose that we are in the situation of Theorem A3.2 and that A0 is a bounded

operator on Ft such that RanA0 C V(L) fl RanP(N < n0), for some n0 < oo. Then

i[L, Aq] = i(LA0 — AQL) is well defined in the strong sense on V(L), and we have, for

the same family of approximating eigenvectors as in Theorem A3.2

lim (ipa, (d + i[L, AQ])iPa) = 0. (5.146)
a—»0

Theorem A3.4 (Regularity of eigenfunctions)
Suppose C is a symmetric operator on a domain V(C) such that, in the sense of

quadratic forms on V(C), we have that C > V — B, where V > 0 is a selfadjoint

operator, and B is a bounded (everywhere defined) operator. Let ipa be a family of

vectors in V(C), with ipa —> ip, as a —> 0, and s.t.

lim(iPa,Ci<a)=0. (5.147)
a—>0

Then (ip, Bip) >0,ipG V(V1/2), and

\\Vll2ip\\ < (ip,BiP)l/2. (5.148)
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Concrete setting of Virial Theorem

The Hilbert space is the GNS representation Ti = Fp®Fp®T+(L2(R x S2)). Let

V = C ® C0°° ® Vf, (5.149)

where

Vf = F(C%>(RxS2))nrQ,
and To denotes the finite-particle subspace of Fock space. The operator A is given by

A = AE®1E + 1E®AE + A/, (5.150)
AE = tfEP+(FE) + lE, (5.151)
A' = drry+lj + l/, (5.152)

P+(H^) is the projection onto the spectral interval R+ of #E. A is essentially self¬

adjoint on V, and A > 1. The operator L is the interacting Liouvillian Cg, and

N = dr(l) (5.153)

is the particle number operator in T+ = T+(L2(H x S2)). X = L,N are symmetric

operators on V, and the symmetric operator D on V is given by

D = 7j|l]{G'a®lS®(-0*(r/3(öa))+a(^(^)))
*

a

-Ie ® C*GaC* ® (-a*(e^l\(ga)) + a(e-ßul2Tß(ga))) }. (5.154)

The operator A is identified by A* = and AQ is given by i9g(UIRe —ReITl), as before.

Some functional analysis

In this section, we collect some results which are useful in the previous analysis,

particularly the first two theorems, whose proof can be found in [Frö].

Theorem A3.5 (Invariance of domain, [Frö])
Suppose (A", Y, V) satisfies the GJN Condition, (5.137), (5.138). Then the unitary

group, eltx, generated by the selfadjoint operator A' leaves F>(Y) invariant, and

\\YeitXip\\<em\\Yib\\, (5.155)

for some k > 0, and all ip G F)(Y).
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Theorem A3.6 (Commutator expansion, [Frö])

Suppose V is a core for the selfadjoint operator Y > 1. Let X, Z,ad^'(Z) be

symmetric operators on V, where

ad<?(Z) = Z,

(é,aàf(Z)ip) = i{(aà^-1)(Z)ip,Xip)-(Xip,aérl)(Z)ip)},
for all ip G V, n = 1,...,M. We suppose that the triples (a<r^'(Z),Y,T>), n =

0,1,..., Af, satisfy the GJN Condition (5.137), (5.138), and that X is selfadjoint,

with V C V(X), eltx leaves V(Y) invariant, and (5.155) holds. Then

euxZe-ux = z_Y/i-adi?(Z)
71=1

- I dtx--- dtMelt"xaàf)(Z)e-ltMX, (5.156)
Jo Jo

as operators on V(Y).
Two corollaries follows from (5.155).

Corollary A3.7

Suppose that the unitary group eltx leaves T>(Y) invariant, for some operator

Y, and that estimate (5.155) holds. For a function x on R- with Fourier transform

X G LX(R), we define x(X) = fKx(s)elsXds. If X nas compact support, then x(A)
leaves T>(Y) invariant, and, for ip G F>(Y),

\\YX(X)iP\\ < efcÄ||x|Ui(n) ||^||, (5.157)

for any R such that suppx C [-R, R}-

Corollary A3.8

Suppose (X, Y, V) satisfies the GJN Condition, and so do the triples (ad^+F), Y, T>),
for n = 1,..., M, and for some M > 1. Moreover, assume that, in the sense of Kato

on V(Y), ±adSJJ)(y) < kX, for some k > 0. For x G Cg°(R), a smooth function

with compact support, define x(A) = J*x(s)e*sX, where x 1S t^ie Fourier transform

of X- Then \(X) leaves T>(Y) invariant.

Lemma A3.9

Let x G Cg°(R), x = F2 > 0. Suppose (X,Y,V) satisfies the GJN condition.

Suppose F(X) leaves V(Y) invariant. Let Z be a symmetric operator on T> such

that, for some M > 1, and n — 0,1,..., M, the triples (ad_^ (Z),Y, T>) satisfy the

GJN condition. Moreover, assume that the multiple commutators, for n = 1,..., M,



are relatively A2p-bounded in the sense of Kato on T>, for some p > 0. In other words,
there is some A; < oo, s.t. Vip G V,

\\aàf(Z)iP\\<k(\\iP\\ + \\X2^ip\\), n=l,...,M.

Then the commutator [x(X), Z] — x(X)Z — Z\(X) is well defined on V and extends

to a bounded operator.

Lemma A3.10

Suppose (X,Y,V) is a GJN triple. Then the resolvent (A - z)~l leaves V(Y)
invariant, for all z G {C : \Imz\ > k}, for some A* > 0.

Proof of the Virial Theorems and regularity of eigenfunctions

Let g\ G Cq°((—1,1)) be a real valued function, such that g\{0) = 1, and g = g\ G

Cq°((—1,1)), g(0) = 1. Choose a real valued function / on R with the properties

that /(0) = 1 and fe C0X(R) (Fourier transform). Let

fi(x) = f f2(y)dy,
J —OO

so that f[(x) — f (x). Note that f\ has compact support, and is smooth except at

3 = 0, where it behaves like s~l; f[n' = (is)n/i G Cq°, for n > 1. Let a, v > 0 be two

parameters and define

Si,, = gi{uN)= [ gi{s)ewNds,
Jk

g» = g\v

fa = f(aA) = f f(sysaAds,
Jn

For i] > 0, define

f?,a = ^f dsh(s)éS«A = (fla)\

fia leaves V(A) invariant, and ||/^a|| < k/a, where A' is a constant

Suppose ip is an eigenfunction of L with eigenvalue e. ip = (L + i)~l<p, for some

ip G Ft. Let {<pn} C T)(A) be a sequence of vectors converging to ip. Then

ipn := (L + i)~V»i -> 'lP, n-> 00, (5.158)

and, ipn G F>(A). Assume that k = 1. We know that fa leaves V(A) invariant, and

gu leaves V(A) invariant (A commutes with Ar in the strong sense on T>). Hence, the

regularized eigenfunction
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satisfies tpa,v,n G ^(A), ^a,,,n -* Vs as a> ^ ~~> 0> n —* °°-

We claim

(ifl,a(L ~ C)>,„J ^ ^ (^+ °(n)) ' (5159)

where A- is some constant independent of ?/, a, ^, n. This follows from

\\{L - e)guipn\\ < k(^/ü+o(n)), (5.160)

which is proven as follows.

(L-e)guipn = gu(L-e)ipn (5.161)

+9iAL>9i,v]xPn (5.162)

+ [L, gx^g^ipn, (5.163)

and the RHS of (5.161) is o(n). Both (5.162) and (5.163) are bounded above by ky/ü,
uniformly in n. The commutator expansion of Theorem gives

giA^giA = v\ ds g\(s)eis»N f ds.e'^gi,„Deia^N, (5.164)
Jr Jo

as operators on V(A). We use that g\>v commutes with etsuN. From (5.142), <p G F>(A),

ll^i^^e ' 011 = sup
J-2

—
'-±

(pev.ip^o ||y||

Pgi.^ll IMI
. . Il^1/2gi,^ll n .„ . ,

1
,ul|

-
sup in -k sup —m—M -fc-HMI>

vev,tf^o HVll <pev,tpjto \\<P\\ vu

and hence,

ll<7i,*[JWMI < v ! ds\gx(s)\ [ ds.Wg^Dé^cPW
Jn Jo

< kyfi [ ds\sgi(s)\ \\<j>\\. (5.165)
Jr

Similarly for (5.163).This establishes (5.160).

Since f^a leaves V(A) invariant, [fia, L] is defined (in the strong sense) on V(A),
and the commutator theorem gives

= f dsf^sy^fsd+a^)
Jr\(-v,v) \ z J

+a2 f dsf^sy8^ [ ds! f1 ds2 f2dsz e-iS3aAC3eiS3aA.
Jn\(-n,rj) Jo Jo Jo

(5.166)
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For n > 1,

f[n)(aA) = [ ds^rMsy*^ = f ^(i5)'7i(^)e"aA - n„,n,
Jr JR\(-ri,rj)

where
rv

AsaAr ds (is)nh(s)t
J-rt

FL,hn = - \ ds(is)nU(s)é

satisfies 72.,,^ = (TZ^n)*, and ||7?.^,,x|| < knr], with a constant A-„ that does not depend

on a,r]. From (5.166)

\Jla,L\ = -i(f[(aA) + TZv,1)C1-^(f['(aA) + TZv,2)C2

+a2 f dsf^sy3^ f ds! flds2 I
'

*

dsz e~iSi(xACzeiS3aA.
Jr\(-w) Jo Jo Jo

(5.167)

Moreover,

-iflC, = -ifaCxfa

-ifa f dsf(s)ésaA (asC2 + a2 f dSl H ds2e'iS2aAC3eiS2aA

= -ifaCifa - afaf'aC2

-ia2fa [ dsf(s)eisaA f dSl [
*

ds2e~iS2aACzeiS2aA, (5.168)
Jr Jo Jo

where f'a = f'(aA). Since faf'a = \(f2)'(aA) = \f'J(aA), one has from (5.167),

(5.168):

[fla,L] = -ifaCJa-af?(c*A)C2-iTlv,1C1-^Tl71,2C2
+a2 [ ds%(s)eisaA [ ds! f

*

ds2 I"'' ds3 e-i83aAC3eia3aA
Jn\(-ti,ti) Jo Jo Jo

-ia2fa f dsf(s)eisaA [ dsl (
'

ds2e-iS2aAC3eiS2aA. (5.169)
Jr Jo Jo

Using (5.144), one obtains

W,- L^9^ = <C^,n ~ Reia </WM)^>^B + Re (T^id)^

-Ac i| (72,^)^ + 0^. (5.170)

-Re(iaf"(aA)C2)g^n
= -£ (i[f"(aA),C2})g^r

Note that

Unf"(nA\(7n\
,

=-
,„,, ,_,,„,,, ,

aA\
= r
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where (5.144) has been used again. Similarly,

Re i% (nv,2c2)g^ = -if <[7^,2, C2])g^ =
<^J,
^

and

<^i,iCi>„„. = e>—

(5.170) and (5.159) imply

v^ifW,.

By taking the limit n —» oo in (5.171)

For example, choose v = a3, r/ = a3p+5, for any 5 > 0, then

'Va,«'
< fc (VE +

®L
+ ^l

limfC^ 3=0.
a—>0 ^a,a°

This proves Theorem A3.2. To show Theorem A3.3, it is sufficient to

\\m(ipa,i[L,Ao]ipa) = 0,
a^O

where ipa = tpaAv=a3- Moreover,

\(iPa,i[L,A0]ipa)\ < 2\((L-e)iPa,A0iPa}\
< 2\\P(N<n0)(L-e)ïa\\ IIArtM-

We have

P(N < n0)(L - e)ipa,„ = lim P(N < n0)[L, fa}guipn
n—>oo

+ lim P(N<n0)fa[L,gu]ipn.

(5.171)

(5.172)

(5.173)

Note that ||P(AT < n0)[L, fa}gM\ < knoa and ||P(AT < n0)fa[L,g„]ipn\\ < kyfi. It

follows that \\P(N < n0)(L - e)ipa\\ < knoa.
We still need to prove the regularity of the eigenfunctions. Using the inequality

C >V — B, the continuity of B, and (5.147) one has, for any e > 0, an cto(e), such

that if a < ao(e) then

(iP>a,ViPa)<(iP,BiP) + e. (5.174)

Denote by /y^ be the spectral measure of V corresponding to some <p G Ft. Then

(ipa,Vipa) = pd^a(p) = Jim / Px(p<R)dmM,
Jr+ r-*°° Jr+
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where x(p < R) 1S the indicator of [0, R\. It follows from (5.174) that

|2
lim (ipa, x(V < R)ViPa) = lim \\x(V < R)V1/2ipa\\ < (iP, BiP)+e = k.

One has \\x(P < P)P1/2^|| < P1/2||^ - ipa\\ + Vk, and taking a -* 0 yields \\x(V <

R)F>l/2ip\\ < y/k, uniformly in R, so lim^oo JQ pd/j,^,(p) is finite (by the mono¬

tone convergence theorem). Since V(V1^2) = {ip |/0°°pd^(p) < oo}, one has ip G

V(V1'2), and ||P1/2^|| < (4>,Bip). D

5.3.4 Some operator calculus

For the sake of completeness, we very briefly review operator calculus for functions

of selfadjoint operators used in the previous sections. For a more detailed review, see

for example [HS].
Let / G Cq(R), k > 2, and define the compactly supported complex measure

dj(z) = -— (dx + idy) f(z)dxdy,

where z
—

x + iy and / is an almost analytic complex extension of / in the sense that

(dx + idu) f(z) = 0, zGR.

Then, for a selfadjoint operator A,

f(A) = JdJ(z)(A-z)-\
which is absolutely convergent. Given /, one can construct explicitely an almost

analytic extension / supported in a complex neighbourhood of the support of /, and

for p < k — 2,

r ~

k

/ df(z) \Imz\-^<Cj2\\f{J)h-P-u (5-175)

where ||/||n = Jdx(x)n\f(x)\, and (x) = (1 + x2)1/2. Moreover, the derivatives of

f(A) are given by

f^(A) = p\ JdJ(A)(A - z)-p~\ (5.176)

These results extend by a limiting argument to functions / that do not have compact

support, as long as the norms in the RHS of (5.175) are finite.
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Chapter 6

The Cn paradigm

The results of this chapter are an extension of the analysis in [JP1,2,3] to fermionic

reservoirs and to models with time-dependent interaction (since wre are interested

in thermodynamic processes). The analysis presented here is important for later

chapters, in particular, to prove an adiabatic theorem for NESS in chapter 8, section

2, and to apply the isothermal theorem to a concrete example in chapter 8, section

3. Moreover, the methods developed here are applied in chapter 9 to study the

spectrum of the so called Floquet Liouvillean, which we use to prove convergence to

time-periodic states in cyclic thermodynamic processes.

We first study the spectrum of the standard Liouvillean using complex deforma¬

tions (translations) for Model Cn introduced in chapter 4, section 4: a two level system

coupled to n free fermionic reservoirs. For the case n = 1, and for time-independent

interaction, wre show that the system possesses the property of RTE in the mixing

sense. We then introduce the C-Liouvillean of the coupled system, which is related

to non-equilibrium steady states, and we study its spectrum using complex deforma¬

tion techniques. Finally we establish the existence of the so called deformed time

evolution, which we use in chapter 8 to prove adiabatic theorems in NEQSM.

6.1 Complex translations and the spectrum of Lg

We recall the basic properties of complex translations, and how they relate to the

problem at hand. We are a bit pedantic in the presentation, so that the material is

self-contained as much as possible. A reader who is familiar with the method may

opt to skip this section in a first reading.
We work in the Araki-Wyss representation of the fermionic reservoirs for Model

Cn (see section 4.4 for a discussion of this model). Assume (Cn.l). For 9 G R,
let ut(8) be the unitary transformation generating translations in energy for the ith

reservoir, i = 1, • • ,n,

(u^/Ofa) = //%) = /,(«« + 0) , (6.1)
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and let Ui(0) = dT(ui(0)) the second quantization of ut(0),

UiidMfopii-e) = V(f$), (6.2)

üi(0)dr(Wi)W) = dT(ut) + A^ , (6.3)

where Ni is the number operator of the it/l-reservoir 7^. Let N — Ei A7», the total

number of particles, and U(0) = Ie ® Ie ® C/i(é?) ® • • • ® £/„(#). It follows that the

deformed standard Liouvillean is

Cg(t, 0) := U(9)C9(t)U(-8) = Co + N0 + Vgtot(t, 0) , (6.4)

where CQ = £E + E* £K*> ^ = ^(m*), i = 1, • • •

, n, and

V^M) = gVto%0)^gJ2W-^^®b*(flel(t)) + a+®l^®b(fl%(t))
»=i

- ilE ® cx_ ® (-l)^6*(/^(*)) " *ls ® ^+ ® (-1)^6(^(0)} •

Explicitly, t/j(0) = eî>lK«e,i = 1, • • • ,n, where A-r. — dY(idUi), the second quanti¬

zation of the energy translations in the ith reservoir.

The follwoing lemmas are needed for applying complex deformation techniques.

Lemma 6.1

The following holds for 0 < 5' < 5.

(i) If / G H2(5, B), the Hardy class of analytic functions as defined in section 4.4,

then /' G H2(Ô',B), where the prime stands for differentiation with respect to

u. Furthermore, the following inequality holds

||/'||tf2(S',ß) < ^—j;||/||jj2($,b) • (6.5)

(ii) If / G H2(6,B). then the map 1(5) 3 0 -> /W G L2(R;B) is analytic in 0,

where the strip 1(5) has been defined in chapter 4. Moreover, ^- = f^e\

(iii) If 0\,92 G 1(5'), then, for any / G H2(5, B), one has the following estimate

||/(Sl) -/(*2)HlW) < %?f^ll/llw) • (6-6)

Proof. Since / G H2(5, B), this implies that / : 1(5) —» B is analytic. We will prove

the boundedness of /' by looking at its Fourier transform. Denote by f G L2(R;B)
the Fourier transform of /, then

/oo \\f(u + ir/)\\2Bdu = sup ||e*7(r)||.
oo \e\<6
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Therefore,

ll/'HWß) = sup \\reref\\

<sup|re-(d"-5')lrl|sup||e^5-^H/|
reR \9\<5'

< -J-r- SUD
lle|Ör|

<

TT—^sup||e'*V||
e(à - 5') m<5

^ 1
llfll

which implies claim (i).
Assume that | Jm0| < 5' < 5, then for small enough e G C,

<
sup|e-/m(?r-<5'|r|(ei£r

- 1 -ier)|||e*'|r|/||
r6R

||/(^) _ fW _ e/W|| = ||e*r(e<* _ t _ ir)f

<sup\e-Imer's'lrl
reR

<0(e)\\f\\H2(6,B),

as e —» 0. This implies (ii).
It follows from (ii) that

Jo

'o

<|0i-02| sup ||(/')(^+^i-^))|
0<t<l

<\0l-02\\\f\\H*{6>rB)

<
0i-92

5-5'
H2(5',B),

which is (iii).
For 9 G 1(5), it follows from (Cn.l) and (6.4) that the perturbed standard Liou¬

villean is well-defined on the domain V := V(N)_f\ V(CKl) D • • n V(LUn). As an

operator on V, Vgtot(9) satisfies V*0*^)* D V±ot(0), and Vgtot(0) is closable for each

(g, 0) G C x /(£). We will denote the closure of operators by the same symbol.

Lemma 6.2

For 0 G C, the following hold:

(i) For any ip GT>, one has

||£0Wf = ||£o(Pe^||2 + |/m0|2||iVV||2 . (6.7)
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(ii) If Im0 f^ 0, then Cq(9) is a normal operator satisfying

/Zo(0)* = Co(0) , (6.8)

and V(CQ(0)) = V.

(iii) The spectrum of Co(0) is

a(Co(0)) = {n0 + s:nGN and s G R} U a(£E) . (6.9)

Proof. The first claim follows directly by looking at the sector Ar — n, since Cq(0)
restricted to this sector is reduced to

C%(0) = £E + 5! + • • • + sn + n0
.

Since V = {ip = {ip(n)} : ip{n) G V(Öon)(0)) and EJl4'l)W(n)ll < oo}, it

follows that Cq(0) is a closed normal operator on V. Claims (ii) and (iii) follow from

the corresponding statements on C0n'(ô).
Note that Vgot(0) is bounded as a consequence of assumption (Cn.l).

Lemma 6.3

Assume that (g,8) G C x I~(5), then

(i) V(C9(t,0)) = V and Cg(t,0)* = C9(t,0).

(ii) The spectrum of Cg(t,0) satisfies

a(C9(t, 0))g{zgC: Imz < C(g, 0)} , (6.10)

where

C'(fl,l?):=8up{J^|/mö|1/2 + |7^||/mÖ|-1/2}X;il/«A(0II^B)- (6-H)
teR o ~ lmg

Furthermore, it Imz > C(g,0), then

(iii) The map (g,0) —* C9(t,9) from C x I~(5) to the set of closed operators on Ft

is an analytic family in each variable separately; (see [Kal], chapter V, section

3.2).
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Proof. The first claim (i) follows from the fact that V^ot(t,0) is infinitesimally
small with respect to £o(9) for 0 G 1(5). To establish the second assertion, let

C(t,g,9) := sup Im(n(Cg(t, 0)), where 7)(£g(t,9)) is the numerical range of Cg(t,0).
We know that a(Cg(t,0)) C n(Cg(t,9)), and that \\(C9(t,9) - z)-l\\ < dtst(zJCg(tm
for z G C\n(Cg(t,6)) (see [Hu]). One may readily check that C(t,g,9) < C(g,0)
from Lemma 6.1 and (6.4). This suffices to prove the second claim. Since \\Cg(t,9 +

e) - C9(t,0) - e^H = 0(E, ||/Sr} - /$ - e/fSlI), " follows that the map

(g,0) —> C9(t,0) is analytic in 0. Analyticity in g is obvious from definition (6.4).
D

Denote by

E(n) := {zGC: Imz > n},

which is an open half-plane.

Proposition 6.4

Suppose (Cn.l) and (Cn.2). Then there is a constant gi > 0, independent of

ßi £ [ßo, ß*],i = 1, • • •

, n, 0 < ßo < ß* < 00 fixed, such that the following hold.

(i) If \g\ < g±\lm0\, then the spectrum of the operator Cg(t,9) in the half-plane

E(Im9 + ^1) is purely discrete and independent of 0.

(ii) If \g\ < \gi\lm0\, then the spectral projection Pg(t,9) associated to the spec

lg(t,
9)in

the
half-planeE(Im9+

gtrum of Cg(t,
9)in

the
half-planeE(Im9+

^) is analytic in g and satisfies the

estimate

m

gi\Ini9\

•Pg(t,0)-Po\\<-1^L-.. (6.13)

Proof. The resolvent formula

(Cg(t, 0) - z)-1 = (CQ(0) - z)-\l + Vgtot(t, 0)(£o(0) - z)'1)-1 , (6.14)

holds for small g, as long as z belongs to the cone {z G C : 0 < C\ < \z\ < c2Imz),
since Vgtot(t, 9) is infinitesimally small with respect to Co(0) for 9 G 1(5). The strategy

of the proof is as follows: We extend the domain of validity of (6.14) by refining the

estimate on Vgtot(t,O)(CO(0) — z)~l, and then use analytic perturbation theory as

developed in [HP].
Note that

\\Vgtot(t,O)(Co(0)-z)-l\\ <gY,\\kßXt)\\HH5ß)\\(i:o(9)-z)-1\\. (6.15)
i

Since N and Co(0) are commuting operators, one may apply the spectral theorem

to evaluate the norm of A(z) := Vtot(t, 9)(Co(9) - z)~x. On the sector N = 0,

||/1(0)(2)||
=

||(£E
-

a)"1 ||
=

,, ,

l

,„^
.

(6.16)
" v ;" llv ' "

dist(z,o(£?))
v '
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Without loss of generality, assume that Im9 =: —/* < 0, ie, 9 G I (5). On the sector

N = n>0,

lUMMl
=

II
Vn+1

11 w' "
(£s + 5l + • • • + sn + nRe9 - Rez) - i(np + Imz)

" V ;

_

y/n + 1

|n/y + 7mz|

Since ||^)|| =supn>0 \\A^(z)\\,

(6.18)

dtst(z,<r(£o(0))) ' f-1 < Jr?n2 < ^

\\A(z)\\<r^T°ya,\^hnz (6-19)

Let

91 := sup
iv- il f ^ll ' (6"2°)

and G(9,e) := {z G C : Imz > Im9;dist(z,a(C0(9)) > e)}. It follows from (6.19)
and (6.20) that, for e < ß,

sup \\Vtgot(t,9)(Co(9)-z)~x\\ < M. (6.21)
z£G(9,t) git

If \g\ < gie, the resolvent formula (6.14) holds on G(0, e), and for Ar > 0,

sup IKä-^C*,«))-1-^^-^^))-1^^«)^-^))-1)^! < i^p.

For small enough |g|, it follows that

E(Im0)\o-(J2*) = (J G(0, e) C p(£,(t, 9)) , (6.22)
e>0

where p(Cg(t,0)) is the resolvent set of Cg(t,0). Therefore, the discrete spectrum of

Cg(t,0) is stable, and one may apply analytic perturbation theory. We still need to

prove the independence of (i) from 0 G I~(5). Fix (go,0o) G C x I~(5) such that

|<7o| < gi\lm0\. The discrete eigenvalues of Cgo(t,9) are analytic functions with at

most algebraic singularities in the neighbourhood of 0O, since Cgo(t,0) is analytic in

0. Moreover, since Cgo(t,0o) and Cgo(t,0) are unitarily equivalent if (0 — 0O) G R, it

follows that the discrete spectrum of Cgo(t,0) is independent of 0.

To prove (ii), assume that 2e < |7m0| and \g\ < gie, and let the contour 7 =

7+ — 7_, where 7± := {z G C : Imz = ±Im9/2}. At the formal level (for now!), let

P9^):=j>^-(z-Cg(t,0))-\ (6.23)
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which is the spectral projection onto the discrete spectrum of Cg(t, 9).
Iterating the resolvent identity (6.14), one obtains

Pg(t, 9) = P0 + Uf\t, 9) + Uf\t, 9) , (6.24)

where

PQ = Po(ß), (6-25)

^(t, 0) = j ^(Co(0) - z)-1^, 0)(Co(9) - z)'1 , (6.26)

n?>M) = - j ^o(0) - z)-lVgt0% 9)(C9(t, 9) - z)-lVf*{t, 9)(Co(9) - s)"1 .

(6.27)

Applying the spectral theorem (with respect to C0(9), which is normal),

/oo e~^esds, (6.28)
oo

where

{p<
piCosytotp-iCos e «-- n

r tf r
(6-29)

Since ||0S|| < J^ ,
we have the following estimate

l|n?)M)l1-^' (6-30)

uniformly in t G R.

We still need to estimate the norm of Ug. Consider two vectors ip,ip G Ft. By

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

|(^,nfiP)\ <s^\\Vgto%0)(Cg(t,0)-zylVgto\t,9)\\u(^)u(iP) , (6.31)

where v(-) := {/ |^||(£o(0) - z)~l • ||2}1/2- By the spectral theorem,

v(<p) < V2//y|MI ,

and

sup \\Vgtot(t, 0)(CO(0) - z)-lV?{t, 0)11 <§£ •
ylytoti

zej'"
9 ' "

gin

Again using the resolvent of the identity and the previous estimates,

sup \\\f\t,9)(Cg(t,9)-z)-lVgt0%0)\\ < ^(i-M)-i.
ze-r giß git
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Optimizing the latter equation with respect to e gives e = /j/2, and hence

^(M^Äl-*)"1, (6-32)
<?iV

'

5i/'

uniformly in t G R.

Estimates (6.30) and (6.32) imply that

\[Pg(t,0)-Po\\<x(\±^), (6.33)

with x = -JjL < 1/2, independent of t G R.

Proposition 6.4 allows one to apply reduction theory to the discrete spectrum of

resonances as developed in [HP,JP1,2,3], and to construct a quasi-Liouvillean acting

on FtT,®Ti? by transforming the reduced Liouvillean Cg := PgCgPg from Ran(Pg(9))
toftE®WE.

If \g\ < ^ estimate (6.33) implies that \\Pg(t,9) - P0\\ < 1. It follows that the

maps

P0 : Ran(Pg(t, 9)) -> ftE ® Tip ;

Pg(t, 9) : FF ® Ff -> Ran(Pg(t, 9))

are isomorphisms for each fixed t.

Let Tg(t):=PoPg(t,0)Po, then

Sg(t, 0) := T^ty^PoP^t, 0) : Ran(Pg(t, 0)) -> ftE ® WE (6.34)

has an inverse

S^i, 0) := P9(t, 0)PoTgl'2(t) : WE ® 7YE -> Ran(Pg(t, 0)). (6.35)

Let

A/S(i) := PoP9M)£9M)P5(t,0)Po , (6.36)

and define the quasi-Liouvillean

Eg(t) := Sg(t,0)Pg(t,9)Cg(t,0)P9(t,O)S;1(t,0) = T;'l2(t)Mg(t)Tl'2(t) , (6.37)

which is nothing but the mapping of the reduced Liouvillean £3 from Ran(Pg) to

HE®ftE.[HP,JPl,2,3]
Since U(0)Po = P0U(0) = P0 ,V0 G C, the operators T9(i) and Mg(t) are inde¬

pendent of 0 for |f/| < 2i*i.
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Proposition 6.5

Suppose assumptions (Cn.l) and (Cn.2) hold, and that \g\ < ^. Then, for each

fixed time t, the quasi-Liouvillean £3(£) defined in (6.37) depends analytically on g,

and has a Taylor expansion of the form

oo

Xg(t) = £Z + ^Tg2jrt2jK (6.38)
3=1

The first non-trivial coefficient in (6.38) is

E(2)(^ = \ j Èi{K{t>z){z ~ £S)_1 + {z ~ c^~lR^ *)) > (6-39)

where K(t, z) = PQVgtot(t, 9)(z - A^))"1^(*, 9)P0.
Proof. Fix the time t G R. Analyticity of Tg directly follows from the previous

proposition and the definition of Tg. Since ||T5 — 1|| < 1 for \g\ < ®f-, Tg
' is also

analytic in g. Inserting the Neumann series for the resolvent of Cg(t, 9), gives

oo

Tg = l + J2gJT{j) , (6.40)
i=i

with

T^(t) = j ^(z - &yPoVtot(t,9)((z - Co(0)ylVtot(t,0)y-lPo(z - C*)'1 .

(6.41)
Similarly,

oo

A/9(rO = £S + X>'Mü), (6-42)

with

MU\t) = f^z(z - C*ylPoVtot(t,0)((z - Co(0))-1Vtot(t,6))j-1Po(z - £E)": .

(6.43)
The odd terms in the above two expansions are zero due to the fact that Po

projects onto the N = 0 sector. The first non-trivial coefficient in the Taylor series

of Es is

£<2)(£) = M(t) - ^(T^(t)CE + £pT^(t)) (6.44)

1 f dz

j^(K(t, z)(z - £E)"1 + (z- &YlK(t, z)) , (6.45)

with K(t,z) = P0Vgtot(t,9)(z - Co(0))-1Vgtot(t,0)Po. D
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Up until now we have assumed that Im9 ^ 0. The following lemma asserts that

under certain assumptions, one can take the limit Im9 | 0 in the resolvent.

Lemma 6.6

Suppose that assumptions (Cn.l) and (Cn.2) hold. Then, for g G R and Imz

large enough,
s - lim (Cg(t, 0) - z)'1 = (Cg(t, Re0) - z)'1 , (6.46)

ImQ\0

for each fixed time t G R.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that Re9 = 0. Since (Cg(t,0) — z)'1
is uniformly bounded as Im0 ] 0 for g G R and Imz large enough, it is enough to

prove (6.48) on a dense subspace. Let Bv := {ip G Ft : Nip < v}, the subspace of

finite particle vectors and let Vv := {(Cg(0) — z)ip : ip G Bv}. For iç G Dv,

[(Cg(t,9) ~ Z)'' - (Cg(t) ~ g)'1]?
= (cg(t) - zy^Cgit) - c9(t, 0))(cg(t, 0) - zyl<p
= (C9(t)-z)-l(Vgtot(t) - V<°%9) - N9)(Cg(t,9) - *)"V •

Using this and the fact that Vv is dense in T> = V(N) DV(jCo), it follows that

\\[(£g(t,9)-zy-(J2g(t)-z)-l}(N+iyi\\

<7~(l + ^^Ell/!AWIIWß))ll(A7+l)(^,Ö)-^)-1(^+l)-1||.
i=i

Moreover, since (N + l)(Cg(t, 9) — z)_1(N + 1)_1 is uniformly bounded as Im9 j 0,

it follows that

lim ||[(£,M) - .-)-1 - (C9(t) -z)-1)(N+ iy\\ = 0
. (6.47)

ImdJO

D

Recall that for model Cn, we set all the chemical potentials equal to u G R. The

result can be generalized to arbitrary chemical potentials (see remark after Theorem

6.7).

Fheorem 6.7 (Spectrum of the standard Liouvillean of Cn)
Suppose assumptions (Cn.l) and (Cn.2) hold. Then there is a constant gi inde¬

pendent of ßt G [ßo, ß*}, 0 < ßo < ß* < oo, i = 1, • • •

, n, such that the following holds

for \g\ < gi and fixed t.

(i) If there are at least two reservoirs to which the small system is connected with

different temperatures (ie, 3i,j G 1, ••• ,n such that ßt ^ ß}) *, then the

spectrum of Cg(t) is absolutely continuous for all t G R. All the eigenvalues of

Cg become resonances in this case.

K(or different chemical potentials vt ^ vy, see remark after Theorem G.7)
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(ii) If there is only one reservoir at inverse temperature ß and chemical potential

v, then dim KerCg(t) = 1. In particular, if the coupling of the small system S

to the reservoir 7£ is time-independent, ie, V(t) = V, then the system possesses

the property of return to equilibrium. For all states p G Af, the set of states

normal to the initial state

u) = o;E 0 cJß,

we have

lim p(al(A)) = ußlV,g(A) , (6.48)
t—>oo a

where A G Ö = ö11 ® On and u^,,,^ is the (ag, ß, z/)-KMS state of the coupled

system. The limit is exponentially fast, in the sense that 3j(g) > 0, a set of

states Afo dense in J\f, and a norm-dense subalgebra ö0 C O, such that for all

p G Mo, AG Oo, and t > 0,

\p{ag{A))-uß^{A)\<C(A,ßtg)e-

and ußig is analytic in the coupling g.

Proof. The proof relies on the method of complex translations as developed in

[JP1,2,3]. Fix t G R, and choose k such that 0 < k < min(j-,"- ,j-,5), where

ßui = 1, • • •

, n, are the inverse temperatures of the reservoirs and 5 appears in as¬

sumption (Cn.l), chapter 4. Recall that

Cg(t, 0) := U(0)Cg(t)U(-0) = £0 + N0 + Vgtct(t, 0) . (6.50)

The function I~(k) <g> C 3 (9,g) — Cg(t,0) with values in the closed operators

on Ft, is an analytic family of type A in each variable separately (see for example

[Kal]). The spectrum of Cq(0) consists of two simple eigenvalues E2 — —2 and

E3 = 2, a doubly degenerate eigenvalue at 0, E0 = E\ = 0, and a sequence of lines

{inIm0 + R: nG N+}.
Let C(5,ßt) := sup|/m^<5 |1 + e-&(*->>)\-Wt which is finite. Then

n

C:= sup \\V(t°t\t,0)\\<2V2TC(k,ßt)\\kßXt)\\H>(k)<, (6-51)
eei-(k) ^7

due to (Cn.l). Choose gi such that g\C < (k—fx)/A, where yu = \Im0\. Then, for \g\ <

gi and —k < Im0 < —(k + fj,)/2, the essential spectrum aess(Cg(t,0)) is contained

in the half-plane {z G C : Imz < —/y}. The location of the discrete spectrum

of Cg(t,0) inside the half-plane E(—/x) can be computed using regular perturbation

theory. Taking gi small enough, the discrete spectrum of £g(t,0) consists of four

points (resonances) {£"fc(</)}|=0) sucn that E0(t,g),Ei(t,g) are localized near 0, while

E2(t,g),E3(t,g) are localized near +2 respectively.

(6.49)
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From Proposition 6.5, we know that

S(2) =\ j Êd{PoVt0t{t'e){z " £oW)~Vtot(^ °)P^Z ~ £E)_1 (6-52)

+ (z- £pylPoVtot(t, 0)(z - Co(9))-lVtot(t, 9)PQ} . (6.53)

We now apply regular perturbation theory to compute the shift of the eigenvalues
of Cg(0) to second order in g. Let Pk, k = 0, • • •

,
3 be the spectral projection corre¬

sponding to the eigenvalues Ek of £E (recall that E0 = E\ = 0, E2 = —2;E3 — 2),
and let

V{2)(t):=PkYP\t)Pk. (6.54)

To compute the shift in E3 = 2, look at T32)(i) = P3S(2>(t)P3. Applying the

Cauchy integration formula to (6.53) gives

r?}(*) =\{P*P&+ ® 1E ® 6(//S(*))(2 " Co(0))~la_ ® Ie ® b*(f^(t))PoP3

+ P3P01E ® cx+ ® 5(/J(t))(2 - £0(Ö))-4E ® a_ ® 6*(/^e)(t))P0P3} .

Using the fact that

lim Re = VV-
,

«\o x — ie x

Mm Im = iir5(x)
,

e\o x -ie
'

where VV stands for the Cauchy principal value, it follows that

Pe-rf = J2VV
[ dulUitK-ul]B

> (6-55)v
-

^vv

[ dJk0'Mr
Jr 2-w

W du\\fiA(n,t)\\2B5(u-2) = -ttJ^Ua^MI (6-56)ImT\Z) = -it

i=\
Jlt i=l

Similarly,

R^2] = -j^VV f dJfi^uMl
, (6.57)

2-M

ImT{2) = -tt^ /duR||/iA(^M)||^-2) = -7r^||/iA(2,0H23.(6.58)
i=l

^
t=l

We need to apply degenerate perturbation theory for the zero eigenvalue of £E.

Using the definition of fiyßt, f*ß% and /; given in section 4.4,

ReTo2} = 0, (6.59)

rn,r<*> -y 11^(2^)111 (e^-^2 -i \
,fifift,

/mr-
=

-7r^2cosh(A(2-I,)/2)i -1 e--"»')- {6M)
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Therefore, to second order in the coupling g,

^.s^cj) ^ ±(2+^^^ / rf"^—èiiAA(«^)ni)-^2èiiA^(2'i)i^+o^4)
-

JR A u
i=i i=i

(6.61)
Note that ImE2,3(t,g) < 0. Furthermore,

E0,i(t,g) = g2ao,i(t) + 0(gA), (6.62)

where ao,i(0 are the eigenvalues of the 2x2 matrix

y- fe*)IIS (e^2-^2 -1 \
,ßß„.

~mLic0sh{ßl{2-u)/2)\ -1 e--»'*)- (6-63)

(i) If Bßi ^ ßj, for i,j G {1, • • • ,n}, it follows from (6.63) that ImE0A(t,g) < 0,
and together with Lemma 6.6, it follows that all the eigenvalues of the Cg(t) are

pushed to the lower half-plane, ie, they all become resonances, and the spectrum

of Cg(t) is purely absolutely continuous.

(ii) Suppose there is only one reservoir at inverse temperature /3(or equivalently
several reservoirs with the same temperature), then Qy(t) G KerCg(t) (see

chapter 3). It follows from (6.63) that ImE^t) = -7r#2||/(2,r0||l + 0(gA) < 0,
/e-/9(2-i/)/4\

while E0(t, g) = 0 with ipß = (
ßi2-v)/\ ) the corresponding eigenvector of Trg

(which is consistent with KerCg > 1). Together with Lemma 6.6, this implies
that 0 is a simple eigenvalue of Cg(t), and that the spectrum of the Liouvillean

away from zero is absolutely continuous, cr(£g(i))\{0} = aac(Cg(t)).

In particular, if the perturbation is time-independent (V(t) = V), the system

possesses the property of return to equilibrium in the mixing sense; (see chapter

3), with an explicit rate of convergence to the perturbed equilibrium state u}ßil/<g

as t —» oo.

Let

£CF-(L2(R;B))

be the set of entire functions for the group U(0), ie, for ip G J--(L2(R;B)),
U(0)ip has an entire extension. Denote by C := Ft11 ® Ft^ ® £, which is dense

in Ft. For <ï>, 'i' G C,g G R, and Imz large enough, the function

0 -> h(0) = (U(0~y, (Cg(0) - z)-1U(9)^) (6.64)

is analytic on I~(k), and continuous on I~(k) U R due to Lemma 6.6. Hence,
the map

z -> (U(0y, (JZg(9) - z)-1U(0y) , (6.65)
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D

provides the meromorphic extension to the half-plane E(Im9 + —). To see the

exponential convergence to the perturbed equilibrium state, define

f(t):=($,e-iC^). (6.66)

For Imz > 0, the transform (Fourier-Laplace)

/•oo

/>):=/ f(t)éztdt = -i(^,(Cg-z)-1^) (6.67)
Jo

is well-defined, with inverse

1 f°° -

/(*) = ÏÏ" / /(" + iv)e-i{u+i,})tdu , (6.68)

where t, n > 0. Rewriting (6.68),

m = éff{z)e~izt+h r/(u "i{ß - t'))e~i(u~iUl~e'))tdu> (6-69)

where the contour 7 is as before, ß = \Im9\ and /y > e' > e. The first term in

(6.69) is

i- ^ f(z)e~iztdz = (U(9y, S;l(O)e-i^tSg(0)U(0)^) , (6.70)

which converges to the (ag,ß, i/)-KMS state with a life-time t-ji = 0(#~2). The

second term in (6.69) is of order 0(e~^'~£ )), for /y > e" > e; (see, for example,
Theorem 19.2 in [Rud]).

Remark. One may show using a similar computation that if all the temperatures

of the reservoirs are equal, but the chemical potential of at least two reservoirs are

different, the spectrum of the Liouvillean is absolutely continuous.

The fact that the kernel of the standard Liouvillean is empty if at least two

reservoirs have different temperatures (or chemical potentials) is consistent with ex¬

pectation that the property of return to equilibrium does not hold if one starts with

asymmetric boundary conditions. This motivates the introduction of the so-called

C-Liouvillean, which has a non-trivial kernel even when one starts with asymmet¬

ric initial conditions, for the study of non-equilibrium steady states (NESS). The

C-Liouvillean was introduced for the first time in [JP3].
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6.2 NESS and the C-Liouvillean

Consider the Model Cn,n > 1, such that the unperturbed initial state of the system

is

Q = nD®Q01 ® Qßn , (6.71)

where, without loss of generality, QE is the vector in 7iE ® Ft11 corresponding to the

trace state, and Qßt the vacuum of .p!^(L2(R; B))ß Construct the Banach space

C(Ö,Q), which is the vector space ÖQ = {AQ, : A G 0} with norm ||j4Œ||oo = Mil-
There is a Banach space isomorphism,

O 3 A -h. AQ G C(0, Q) . (6.72)

Under the isomorphism (6.72), the time evolution from time t' to t is mapped to

atf(A)-^Üg(t',t)AQ, (6.73)

such that Ug(t', t)Q = Q. Let Lg be the generator of Ug, such that

dtÜg(t,t') = -iLg(t)Üg(t,t') (6.74)

Üg(t,t) = l. (6.75)

Differentiating both sides of the equation

atf(A)Q = Ug(t',t)AQ

with respect to t and setting t = t' gives

[(£0 + gV(t))A - A(C0 + gV(t))]Q = [(£0 + gV(t))A - (V(t)A*y]Q

= (Co + gV(t) - gJA1/2V(t)A~1/2J)AQ
= Lg(t)AQ,

where J = JE ® JKl ® • • • ® JKn and A = Ie ® A^1 ® • • • ® A^" are the modular

conjugation and the modular operator of the Model Cn.
We define the C-Liouvillean to be

Lg(t) := Co + gV(t) - gJA^2V(t)A-^2J . (6.76)

Assumption (Cn.3) on the perturbation is sufficient to show that Lg(t) satisfy the

conditions of the Yosida-Hille-Phillips Theorem, and Theorem X.70 in [RS2], and

hence Ug = Ug(t,0) can be extended to a strongly continuous group on the Banach

space C(0,Q).

tThe results of this section hold for initial states that are normal to Q.
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We will show later in this chapter that when the perturbation is time-independent,
the state of the coupled system converges to a non-equilibrium steady state. The

NESS is related to the zero energy resonance of the adjoint of the C-Liouvillean.

Before doing so, we study the spectrum of Lg(t), which is generally time-dependent.

(As an application of the latter, we will prove a novel adiabatic theorem for states

close to NESS in chapter 8.)
The results of the previous section regarding complex deformations are directly

translated to this case.

6.3 Spectrum of the C-Liouvillean for Cn

We study the spectrum of the (adjoint of the) C-Liouvillean for Model Cn in the

time-dependent case using the method of complex deformations as developed earlier

in this chapter; (see also [JP1,2,3]). The deformed adjoint of the C-Liouvillean is

L*g(t, 0) := U(9)L*g(t)U(-9) = C0 + NO + gVM(t, 0) , (6.77)

where £0 = £E + Ei £**. ^ = dT(ui), i = 1, • • •

, n, and

V<°\t,0) = Ckä^äk/Swj + o--®!2®^/^))
i

- ilE ® a+ ® (-l)^(e-^-^2^(i)) - il2 ® a_ ® (-l)Nib*(e^Ui-^2f*ß^)}
Let

P*M) := /2^("'" L^9))'1 ' (6J8)

where the contour 7 as in section 6.1, and T'(t) := P0Pg(t, 6)P0, and

S'g(t, 0) := (T'g(t)yll2PoP'g(t, 0) : Ran(Pg(t, 0)) -.7?®^ (6.79)

which we will show has an inverse

(S'gy\t,9) := P'g(t,0)Po(F'gyV2(t) : Ti* ® WE -» Ran(P'g(t,0)) . (6.80)

Moreover, let

M'g(t) := PoP'g(t, 0)Lg(t, 0)P'g(t, 0)PQ , (6.81)

and define the quasi-C-Liouvillean

Ej(t) := S'g(t,0)P^(t,9)L;(t,0)P'g(t,0)(S'gy%0) = (Fg]yV2(t)AIg(t)(T'gy2(t) ,

_

(6.82)
which is nothing but the mapping of the reduced C-Liouvillean Lg = PgLgPg from

Ran(P'g) to Fts ® FtE.

Fheorem 6.8

Suppose (Cn.2) and (C„.3) (see section 4.4). Then there is a constant g± > 0 such

that the following holds.
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(i) Assume that (g,0) GCxI~(5), thenV(L*g(t,0)) = V and (L*g(t,0))* = Lg(t,9).
Moreover, the spectrum of L*(t, 9) satisfies

<j(L*g(t, 9))c{zgC: Imz < C(g, 9)} , (6.83)

where

C(g,0) := sup{2-^L|/mÖ|1/2 + \Img\\Im9\-^2}x
teR 5 - lmg

x £{||./W*)IIW) + \\e^{u'~^2fiA(t)\\HH5,B)} •

Furthermore, if Imz > C(g,0), then

KW-v-'r'^iw-cw (a84)

and the map (g, 0) —->• L*g(t, 9) from C x I~(5) to the set of closed operators on

Ft is an analytic family in each variable separately.

(ii) If \g\ < gi\Im9\, then the spectrum of the operator L*g(t,9) in the half-plane

E(Im9 + ^) is purely discrete and independent of 9. If \g\ < \g\[Im9\, then

the spectral projection P'g(t,9) associated to the spectrum of L*(t,9) in the

half-plane E(Im9 + jp) is analytic in g and satisfies the estimate
Si

«« *>-*«< Af M5)

(iii) If \g\ < 9l' 4m , then, for each fixed time f, the quasi-C-Liouvillean E' (t) defined

in (6.82) depends analytically on g, and has a Taylor expansion of the form

oo

Zg(t) = C* + Y,92J(Z'fJ)- (6-86)
3=1

The first non-trivial coefficient in (6.86) is

(S')(2)(0 = \ l~{PoVt°t(0,t)(z-Co(0)ylVt°t(0,t)Po(z-C*yl+

+ (z- C*ylPoVtot(0,t)(z - Co(0)ylVtot(0,t)Po} .

(iv) For g G R and Imz large enough,

s - 7lim(L;(i, 0) - z)'1 = (L*g(t, Re0) - z)'1 , (6.87)

for each fixed time t G R.
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The proof of the claims of Theorem 6.8 are very similar to those in section 6.1:

the proof of claim (i) is similar to that of Lemma 6.3, of claim (ii) to Proposition 6.4,

of claim (iii) to Proposition 6.5 and of claim (iv) to Lemma 6.6. In order to avoid

redundancy, we will not repeat the proofs.
We are interested in the spectrum of the adjoint of the C-Liouvillean in order to

prove convergence to NESS and an adiabatic theorem for states close to NESS. Let

k = min(JL, • • •

, j-, 5), where 5 appears in assumption (Cn.3), and choose 0 G I~(k).

Proposition 6.9 (Spectrum of L*(0))
Assume (Cn.2) and (C„.3), choose 0 G I~(k) and fix t G R. Then there exists

a constant fifi > 0 independent of t and 9, such that, for 0 < \g\ < gi, the essential

spectrum of L*(9,t), aess(Lg(9,t)) G C\E(—/.i), where /y = \ImO\, and the discrete

spectrum cr^sc(L*(ö)) G E(—/y), with all eigenvalues in the lower half-plane except îov

one eigenvalue at zero.

Proof. Since we assumed (Cn.2) and (C„.3), the results of Theorem 6.8 hold.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.7, the essential spectrum a(L*(9,t)) G C\E(—/x)
for |£71 < gi. The perturbation of the discrete spectrum can be studied by mapping

the reduced operator Pg(9,t)L*(9,t)Pg(9,t) to the quasi-C-Liouvillean %g(t), defined

in (6.76), which acts on Tip ® Tip, as in Theorem 6.7, section 6.7.

The remaining discussion is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.7. Let

(r')f(i):=Pfc(E'f(^- (6-88)

Applying the Cauchy integration formula to (6.88) gives

(HfW = l^{PzPoo-+ ® Is ® b(tfl(t))(2 - £0(Ö))-V_ ® Ie ® b*(fi%(t))P0P3

+ P3P01E ® a+ ® b(e-ß^-^2f*ß^(t))(2 - Co(9)yll* ®a_® b*(eß^-^2f^\t))P0P3}

It follows that

Pe(T'){2) = j^VV ! dJk^uM2ß
, (6.89)

,=i
J*- 2 u

/m(r')i2) = -tt^ f du\\flA(u,t)\\2B5(u-2) = -7T^||/îA(2,t)|||.(6.90)
t=i

Jr
*=i

-/\(2)
_

V^-m/ f ,jJI/»,ft(M)llg

Similarly,

Re(r'){2) =

-J^VV ( du"Jl^"nw , (6.91)
i=i

Jn
2 u

n « ii

Im(Y'f2) = -tt^ /C?uri||/jAK0l|23^-2) = -7rX;il/^(2,i)llß.(6.92)
1=1

J
x=\
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Now apply degenerate perturbation theory for the zero eigenvalue. Using the

definition of fttßt and /t ^ given in section 4.4,

Pe(r')g = 0, (6.93)

/m(r)« = "*^ cosfc(A(2 - i/)/2) (,-e-A(2-)/2 e-A(2-,)/2j • (6-94)

Therefore, to second order in the coupling g,

E'2^9) = ±(2+52PK / du-^èll^(«.*)lli)-^2èll/.A(2,0lll+O(ff'1) ,

(6.95)
while

E'o,,(g,t) = g2al,2(t) + O(g"), (6.96)

where «1,2(0 are the eigenvalues of the matrix

•
A \WMl ( e^2-^2 -e^2~^2\

_l^ 2cosh(A(2 - i/)/2) V-e-A«2-")/2 e~^~^) ' (5J7j

Since Q is an eigenvector corresponding to the isolated zero eigenvalue of Lg(0,t)
(by construction, Lg(t,0)Q — 0), then zero is also an isolated eigenvalue of L*(0,t).

(One way of seeing this is to take the adjoint of the spectral projection of Lg(0,t)
corresponding to Q, which is defined using the resolvent and functional calculus.) In

fact, ip = I J is the eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of ÇE'g)2(t).

Hence,

E'0(g,t)=0, (6.98)

E[(g,t) = -ing2J2\\l(2,t)\\2B + 0(gi) . (6.99)
i=i

Moreover, we know from Theorem 6.8, (iv), that 5 — MmImQi0(z — L*(0,t))~l = (z —

L*g(Re0,t)y1 for Imz big enough, and hence the claim of this proposition. D

The following corollary says that when the interaction is time-independent, V(t) =

V, the coupled system converges to a non-equilibrium steady-state exponentially fast.

This result has been proven in [JP3], but we mention it for the sake of completeness.
The NESS will correspond to the zero energy resonance of L*. This provides some of

the background for stating and proving a novel adiabatic theorem for states close to

NESS in chapter 8.

Let D be a positive bounded operator on Ft such that Ran(D) is dense in Ft and

DQ = Q.
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Corollary 6.10 (NESS)
Suppose assumptions (Cn.2) and (Cn.3), and that the perturbation V(t) = V is

time-indepe7ident. Then there exists g\ > 0 such that, for \g\ < g\ and a G V(D~l),
the following limit exists,

lim (Q, al(a)Q) = (Qg, D^aQ) , (6.100)
t—>oo

y

where Q5 corresponds to the zero-energy resonance of L*g, and of is the perturbed

dynamics. This limit is exponentially fast, with relaxation time tr = 0(g~2).
Proof. Choose k — min( j-,

• • • ,j-,5), where 5 appears in assumption (Cn.3), and

let 0 G I~(k). We already know the spectrum of L*(0) from Proposition 6.9. Let

D := Ie ® Ie ® e~kÄni ® • • • ® e~kAn-
, (6.101)

where Ani = dY(Jp2 + 1), and pj — idUj is the generator of energy translations

for the TZj reservoir, j = 1, • • • ,n. Moreover, let \\test = D(ekV^+^)y and Otest =

T-(\xtest), which is dense in .P_(L2(R; B)). For a G Os ® Ofs* ® • • • ö%st,

lim (Q, al(a)Q) = lim (fî, eitL'ae-itLafy (6.102)
t—»oo y £—»00

= Mm(e-itL*Q,aQ) (6.103)
t—»oo

= Mm(e-itL^e)Q,a(0)Q) (6.104)
t—»oo

1 f°° -

= lim -^( / du(u + ir/ - L!^))-^-^"^^^^)^ , (6.105)
t-*oo2m J^oo

for rj > 0. One may decompose the last integral into two parts (as in the proof of

Theorem 6.7,(ii)). The first part is

lim ^-(idz(z- L*Q(0)yle-iztQ,a(0)Q) = (Qg,D-laQ) , (6.106)
t-+oo 2tu J7

a

where the zero energy resonance is

Qg := DU(-0)P'g(0)U(0)DQ = DU(-0)P'g(0)Q . (6.107)

The second term converges to zero exponentially fast as t —» oo, since

1 f00 -

--( / (u - i(fi - e) - L'my^-^-^-^Q, a(0)Q) = O^^) , (6.108)
27T2 J_00

where 0 < e' < e < \Im0\ = /x.

D
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6.4 Existence of the deformed time evolution

In the following we let

A(t) := C0 + gVtot(t) (6.109)

where Ytot(t) equals V(t) - JV(t)J or V(t) - JA-l'2V(t)All2J, ie, A(t) = Cg(t) or

L*(t). We also make the following assumption.

(Cn.7) Assume (Cn.l) if A(t) = Cg, and assume (Cn.3) if A(t) = L*. (see section 4.4)

Let U(i) be the propagator generated by A(t), and which satisfies the initial value

problem

dt\J(t) = -iA(t)U(t) , U(t = 0) = 1
, (6.110)

ie, U(t) = Ug(t) itA(t) = Cg(t), and U(t) = ÎJg(t) lîA(t) = L*g(t). (Remark regarding

the notation: In the previous section, Ug was generated by Lg, but it will denote the

propagator generated by L*g here.)
Choose 0 G I~(5), wrhere 5 appears in assumption (Cn.7), and let A(t,0) :=

U(0)A(t)U(—9). The deformed time evolution is given by the propagator XJ(t,t',0)
which satisfies the initial value problem

dtXJ(t,t',0) = -iA(t,0)XJ(t,t',9) ,XJ(t,t,9) = l. (6.111)

The following two Lemmas guarantee the existence of U(f, t', 9). Let Si C Jr1^i(L2(R; B))
the set of entire states for Ui(9), C = Ft* ® Fp ® (D(Cni) n£x) ® • • • ® (D(Cnn) nn),
and

C:=sup sup ||Vtot(r.,0)|| . (6.112)
teR6ei-(5)

Lemma 6.11

Assume (Cn.7), choose 9 G I~(5)UR and \g\ < g\, and fix t G R. Then

(i) A(t,0) with domain T> generates a contraction semi-group e~taA^'e\a > 0 on

Ft, such that

\\(i.A(t,0)-zy1\\ < iPeOs + COr1 , (6.113)

for Rez < 0.

(ii) The B(Ft)-valued function e-iaA^^ is analytic in 0 G I~(5). For 0' G R and

0 6/"(<*) UR,
U(9')e-iaA^U(-0') = e-^(W> . (6.114)
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Proof. Claim (i) follows from Phillip's Theorem for the perturbation of semigroups

(see [Kal] chapter IX). Analyticity of e-jaA(t,6) an(j (6+14) follow from assumption

(Cn.7), the resolvent equation

(A(t,0)-z)-1 = (Co(0) -z)-\l + Vtot(t,0)(Co(0) -z)-1)'1 ,

U(9')A(t, 0)U(-0') = A(t, 9 + 9') ,

and the fact that

e-i*A(t,e) = _L f e'az(iA(t, 9) - Zyxdz ,

2-Ki Jv

where Y is a contour encircling the spectrum of A(t).

Lemma 6.12

Assume (Cn.7) and let 9 G I~(5) U R, \g\ < g\. Then (6.111) generates a unique

propagator U(f, t', 9) such that the following hold.

(i) U(f, t', 0)U(t', t", 9) = U(i, t", 9) for t > t' > t".

(ii) \J(t,t',9)T> C V, and for ip G V, U(t,t',0)ip is differentiable in t and t' such

that

dt\J(t, t', 0)ip = -iA(t, 0)U(t, t', 0)ip , (6.115)

dt.U(t, t', 0)ip = i\J(t, t', 9)A(t', 9)ip . (6.116)

(iii) For 9' G R,

U(9')\J(t, t', 9)U(-9') = XJ(t, if, 9 + 9'). (6.117)

Moreover, XJ(t,t',0) is analytic in 0 G I~(5).

Proof. Claims (i) and (ii) are consequences of Kato's Theorem [Ka2], to which we

refer the reader. Without loss of generality, rescale time such that t = ts,s G [0,1],
and let An(sr, 0) = A(r^, 9) for n G N+ and 5 G g, *±i], k = 0, • • •

,
n- 1. Moreover,

define Un(rs,rs',0) = e-iT^-^A'1^^ if £ < s' < s < ijl, and XJn(TS,Ts',9) =

Un(rs, ts", 9)Un(Ts", ts', 9) if 0 < s' < s" < s < 1. It follows from Lemma 6.11 that,

for 0' G R,

U(0')Vh(ts, ts', 9)U(-0) = Un(rs, ts', 0 + 0'),

and that \Jh(ts,ts',0) is analytic in 0 G I~(5), wrhere 5 appears in (Cn.7). Claim

(iii) follows by taking the n —> 00 limit.
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Chapter 7

Isothermal theorem and

(reversible) isothermal processes

In this chapter, we investigate isothermal processes of a finitely extended, driven

quantum system E in contact with an infinite heat bath P. at inverse temperature

ß from the point of view of quantum statistical mechanics. A theorem characteriz¬

ing reversible isothermal processes as quasi-static processes (''"isothermal theorem")
is described, which is an adiabatic theorem for states close to thermal equilibrium
at constant temperature. We also discuss corollaries of this theorem and their phys¬
ical significance pertaining to the changes of entropy and free energy in reversible

isothermal processes and on the 0th law of thermodynamics.
As discussed in chapter 2, the dynamics of a system composed of a small system

E with a finite dimensional Hilbert space coupled to an infinitely extended disper¬
sive reservoir is generated by a (generally time-dependent) thermal Hamiltonian, or

standard Liouvillean,

Cg(t):=Co(t) + g(t)I, (7.1)

where

C0(t) = (1®1)®CJ + (Hf(t) ® 1) ® 1 - (1 ® H^t)) ® 1 (7.2)

is the Liouvillean of the uncoupled system, £^ is the Liouvillean of the heat bath,

PE(£) is the Hamiltonian of the small system, and where g(t)I is a spatially localized

term describing the interactions between P and E, with a time-dependent coupling
constant g(t).

We will only consider heat baths with a unique equilibrium Q^ state at each

temperature (ie, with no phase coexistence). We have seen in chapters 3 that if

Co(t) = Co and g(t) = g are independent of t, for t > U, "return to equilibrium"
holds true if we can prove that Cg has a simple eigenvalue at 0 and that the spectrum,

o-(Cg), of Cg is purely continuous away from 0. The eigenvector, Qß = Q^V1Z, of Cg
corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 is the thermal equilibrium state of the coupled

system E V P at temperature (kßß)~l- Under suitable hypotheses on P and E, we

have shown the property of RTE in the mixing case is described by an exponential
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law involving a finite relaxation time, t-jz; (see chapters 5 and 6 where the property

of RTE has been verified for physical models).
If the interacting Liouvillean Cg(t) of E V P depends on time t, but with the

property that, for all times t, Cg(t) has a simple eigenvalue at 0 corresponding to

an eigenvector Qß(t), then Qß(t) can be viewed as an instantaneous equilibrium (or

reference) state, and T-ji(t) is called instantaneous relaxation time of E V P. Let r be

the time scale over which Cg(t) changes appreciably. Assuming that, at some time f0,

the state
, \f/(£o), of EVP is given by Qß(to), it is natural to compare the state ty(t) of

E VP at a later time t with the instantaneous equilibrium state Qß(t) and to estimate

the norm of the difference ty(t) — Qß(t). One would expect that if r ^> suptTTi(t),
then

*(*) ^ nß(t)

In this chapter, we prove an adiabatic theorem for states close to thermal equilib¬

rium, which we call "isothermal theorem", saying that

¥(*) TA°° Qß(t) , (7.3)

for all times i > tV The physical consequences of this theorem have been sketched

in chapter 2; e.g., to show that quasi-static (t —> oo) isothermal processes are re¬

versible and that, in the quasi-static limit, a variant of the 0th law holds. We propose

general definitions of heat flux and of entropy for trajectories of states of E VP sam¬

pled in arbitrary isothermal processes and use the isothermal theorem to relate these

definitions to more common ones from equilibrium statistical mechanics.

7.1 An adiabatic theorem

In this section we carefully state and prove an adiabatic theorem, which is a slight

improvement of results in [AE,Te] concerning adiabatic theorems for Hamiltonians

without spectral gaps. Our simplest result follows from those in [AE,Te] merely by

eliminating the superfluous hypothesis of semiboundedness of the generator of time

evolution.

Let Ft be a separable Hilbert space, and let {L(s)}se/, with / C R a compact

interval, be a family of selfadjoint operators on Ft with the following properties:

(H7.1) The operators L(s), s G I, are selfadjoint on a common domain, V, of definition

dense in Ft.

(H7.2) The resolvent R(i, s) := (L(s) — i)~1 is bounded and differentiable, and L(s)R(i, s)
is bounded uniformly in s G I, where ( ) denotes the derivative with respect to

s.
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Lemma 1.1 (Existence of time evolution). If assumptions (H7.1) and (H7.2) hold then

there exist unitary operators {U(s, s')\s,s' G 1} with the properties:

For all s, s', s" in I,

U(s, s) = 1
, U(s, s')U(s', s") = U(s, s") ,

U(s, s') is strongly continuous in s and s', and

i-Ë-U(s,s'y = L(s)U(s,s')$>, (7.4)

for arbitrary ^ G V, s, s' in /; (U is called a "propagator").
Proof. Note that A(s) := iL(s) + 1 is a generator of a contraction semigroup,

which follows from the fact that A(s) satisfies the conditions of the Yosida-Hille

theorem: (-oo,0] G p(A(s)) and ||(A + ^(3))-1|| <
j

for all A > 0 and every

s G I, where p(A(s)) is the resolvent of A(s) (see, for example, Theorem X.47 in

[RS2]). Furthermore, 0 G p(A(s)), for s,s' G I, A(s')A(s)-1 is bounded by the

closed graph theorem and (H7.1), and for small \s — s'\, \\(s' — s)A(s')~1A(s) — 1|| =

lli-^s)^^)!! + o(\s - s'\) is bounded due to (H7.2). Hence, by Theorem X.70 in

[RS2] (or Theorem 2 in Clip XIV [Yo], section 4), UT(s, s'), which satisfies the initial

value problem
_ „ „

dsU(s,s') = -tA(s)U(s,s') ; U(s,s) = 1
,

exists uniformly in s,s' G I and 5' < 5. The existence of the unitary evolution U(s, s')
follows by noting that U(s, s') = JJ(s, s')e(s_s')T'.

In order to prove an adiabatic theorem, one must require some additional assump¬

tions on the operators L(s).

(H7.3) We assume that L(s) has an eigenvalue X(s), that {P(s)} is a family of finite

rank projections such that L(s)P(s) = A(s)P(s), P(s) is twice continuously
differentiable in s with bounded first and second derivatives, for all s G I, and

that P(s) is the spectral projection of L(s) corresponding to the eigenvalue X(s)
for almost all s G I.

We consider a quantum system whose time evolution is generated by a family of

operators

LT(t):=L(-), -=:sel, (7.5)
T T

where {L(s)}s!=i satisfies assumptions (H7.1)-(H7.3). The propagator of the system

is denoted by UT(t,t'). We define

U{T)(s,s'):=Ur(TS,Ts') (7.6)

and note that t/^(s,s') solves the equation

i^-U{T)(s, s')y = tL(s)U^t)(s, s')V ,^GV, (7.7)
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and t/M (s, s) = 1.

Next, we define

La(s):=L(s) + ^[P(s),P(s)) (7.8)

and the corresponding propagator, Ua (s,s'), which solves the equation

i-^U^^s')* = TLa(s)UiT\s,s')*, VGV, (7.9)

and Ua (s,s) = 1. The propagator Ud describes what one calls the adiabatic time

evolution. (Note that the operators La(s),s G I, satisfy (H7.1) and (H7.2), since, by

(H7.3), ~[P(s),P(s)] are bounded, selfadjoint operators with bounded derivative in

s.)

Fheorem 7.2 (Adiabatic Theorem).
If assumptions (H7.1)-(H7.3) hold then

(i) Uy(s',s)P(s)U^\s,s') = P(s') (intertwining property) ,

for arbitrary s, s' in /, and

(ii) lim sup \\U(T)(s,s')-U^(s,s')\\=0.
T^°° s,s'ei

Proof. The proof essentially follows that of [Te].

(i) Equality trivially holds when s = s'. Moreover, the derivative of the LHS with

respect to s is zero

ds[U(T)(s',s)P(s)U^(s,s')}
= ifV, s)P(s)U^(s, s') + U^(s', s)P(s)U^(s, s') + UP(s', s)P(s)Ù^(s, s')

= -U^(s',s)[P(s)P(s) + P(s)P(s)]UP(s,s') + U^(s',s)P(s)Uy(s,s')
= 0,

using equations (7.7) and (7.9), assumption (H7.3) and the fact that P(s)P(s) +

P(s)P = P(s) (the latter follows from differentiating P2(s) = P(s)).

(ii) We will use Cook's argument and an extension of Kato's commutator equation
for cases when there is no spectral gap.

Consider ip G T>. Using the Duhamel formula,

(U^(s,s') - U^(s,s'))iP = - f dudu(U^(s,u)UiT\u,s'))ip
J S

= - JSiduU^(s,u)[P(u),P(u)]U^(u,s'y .
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Since V is dense in Ft, it follows that

\\U^(s,s')-U^(s,s')\\ = || f duU^(s,u)[P(u),P(u)}U^(u,s')\\ .

Js'

Now, using the commutator equation

[P(u),P(u)\ = [L(u),Xt(u)}+ieXe(u) ,

where Xe(u) = R(X(u) — ie,u)P(u)P(u) + P(u)P(u)R(X(u) + ie,u), one can

write the integrand as a total derivative plus a remainder. One may check that

the commutator equation is satisfied by direct substitution.

We claim that there is a constant C < oo such that, for small enough e,

(o)||A»||<|,
(6)||A»||<|,
(cW/2||A>)||=0.

e—»0

Inequality (a) is a direct consequence of assumptions (H7.1) and (H7.3),

||Ä(A(u)-te,u)P(u)P(ii)|| < ||Ä(A(u)-te,u)||||P(ti)P(u)||
C

< — .

e

To prove inequality (b), note that, using the resolution of the identity,

R(X(u) — ie, u) = —R(X(u) — ie, u)(L(u) — X(u))R(X(u) — ie, u)

— —R(i,u)(L(s) - i - A(u) + X(u) - ie + ie)x

x R(X(u) — ie, u)(L(u) - X(u))R(X(u) — ie, u)

= -R(i, u)(L(u) - X(u))R(X(u) - ie, u)-

— (X(u) — ie — i)R(i,u)R(X(u) — ie,u)(L(u) — X(u))R(X(u) — ie,u) ,

and that X(u) = TriptJ)) 1S continuously differentiable since P(u) and L(u)
are differentiable.

Inequality (b) now follows from assumptions (H7.1)-(H7.3) for small enough e.

In order to prove (c), consider ip G T>, and let <p(u) := P(u)P(u)ip. Since

P(u)P(u)P(u) = 0, it follows that

P(u)p(u) = P(u)(l - P(u))P(u)P(u)ip = 0
.
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Now, using the spectral theorem,

lim \\e1/2Xe(u)ip\\2 - lim2e(P(A(u) - ie, u)ip(u), R(X(u) - ie,u)<p(u)}
el/2^0 e—>0

= lim 2e(ip(u), R(X(u) + ie, u)R(X(u) — ie, u)ip(u))
e—»0

lim 2 / dß^u^n)-
e_*U Ja(L(u)) Inm) t{pmyu(v-x(uy + e*

= 2/V(«)(A(u)) = 0,

since ip(u) G Ker{P(s)}.

Furthermore, using (7.7) and (7.9),

|| f duU^(s,u)[L(u),Xe(u)]U^(u,s')\\ < isup{(2||P(S)P(5)||+l)||X£(5)|| + ||A>e(5)||}
Js> T s

(7.10)

From (H7.3), equation (7.1), and estimates (a) — (c),(7.10), it follows that

\\UT(s, s') - U:(s, 3?)\\<± + JL + e'2C(e) , (7.11)

where A, B < oo are constants independent of e, and lime^0 C(e) = 0. The

second claim in the Theorem follows if we choose e such that e —» 0 and re2 —» oo

as r —> oo.

Remarks.

(1) We note that U^(s',s) = U^(s,s')*.
(2) With more precise knowledge about the nature of the spectrum of {L(s)}, one

can obtain information about the speed of convergence in (ii), as r —> oo; see chapter
8.

(3) Adiabatic Theorem for Resonances. This result resembles the adiabatic the¬

orem described above, but eigenstates of L(s) are replaced by resonance states, and

one must require the adiabatic time scale r to be small as compared to the life time,

rres(s), of a resonance of L(s), uniformly in s G I. (For shape resonances, the tech¬

niques in [FP] are useful; see [A-SF1].)

7.2 The isothermal theorem

In this section, we turn to the study of isothermal processes of "small" driven quantum

systems, E, in diathermal contact with a heat bath, P, at a fixed temperature (kß)_1.
Let CTg(t) := Cg(^:) denote the Liouvillian of the coupled system E V P, where

{Cg(s)}sei is as in eqs.(7.1) and (7.2) of section 7.1 and satisfies assumptions (H7.1)
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and (H7.2) of section 7.2. The interval

IT = {t | - G I C R}
r

is the time interval during which an isothermal process of E V P is studied.

We assume that E is driven "slowly", i.e., that r is large as compared to the

relaxation time t-ji = maxse/rK(s) of E V P.

Assumption (H7.3) of section 7.2 is supplemented with the following more specific

assumption.

(H7.4) For all s G I = [so,Si], the operator Cg(s) has a single, simple eigenvalue

X(s) = 0, the spectrum, <t(£9(s))\{0}, of Cg(s) being purely continuous away

from 0. It is also assumed that, for s < s0, Cg(s) = Cg is independent of s and

has spectral properties sufficient to prove return to equilibrium, as discussed in

chapters 5 and 6.

Let Qß(s) G Ft denote the eigenvector of Cg(s) corresponding to the eigenvalue 0,

for s < si- Then Qß(-) is the instantaneous equilibrium state of E VP at time i. Let

Pg(s) = \Qß(s))(Qß(s)\ (7.12)

denote the orthogonal projection onto Qß(s); Pg(s) is assumed to satisfy (H7.3).
Let $>(t) be the "true" state of E V P at time t; in particular

y(t) = uT(t,t'y(tf),

where UT(t,t') is the propagator corresponding to {LT(t)}; see eqs.(7.5)-(7.7), section

7.2. By the property of return to equilibrium and assumption (H7.4),

V(t) = Q0 ,t < tso , (7.13)

for an arbitrary initial condition ^>(—oo) G Ft at t = —oo.

We set

#M(s) = V(ts) , (7.14)

and note that,

^(s) = U^(s,sQ)Qß, (7.15)

for s G I.

Theorem 7.3 (Isothermal Theorem). Suppose that Cg(s) and Pg(s) satisfy assump¬

tions (H7.1)-(H7.4). Then

lim sup \\¥T)(s) -Qß(s)\\ = 0.
T-+0O seI
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Proof. This follows readily from equations (7)-(9), (12) and (15), and the Adia¬

batic Theorem (Theorem 7.2) of Sect.7.2. D

Remarks

(1) We define the expectation values (states)

co?(a):=(Qß(-),aQß(-)} (7.16)
r r

and

ft(a) :=<*(*), <**(*)>, (7.17)

where a is an arbitrary bounded operator on Ft = TiPyn. Then the isothermal

theorem says that

pt(a)=Jt(a) + et)(a), (7.18)

where

lim KLM = 0
, (7.19)

T-^oo ||a||

for all times t G IT.

(2) In chapter 8, we show that if the complex spectral deformation techniques, as

developed in chapter 6, are applicable to the analysis of the coupled system E V P

then

kfVyl^tOllall; (7.20)

(3) All the assumptions (H7.1)-(H7.4), are admissible for the classes of systems

for which RTE has been established, such as a quantum dot interacting with electrons

in a metal or a spin impurity interacting with magnons in a magnet; see chapters 5

and 6. For example, suppose that, for a system which is at equilibrium at s — 0, the

perturbation Hamiltonian V(s) is such that

(a) mp.l\\V(8)-V(0)\\<Oot

(b) V(s) and V(s) are bounded
,

(c) V(s) is such that the system possesses the property of RTE at each fixed s G I,

then all the assumptions are satisfied.

(i) Assumption (H7.1) trivially follows from (a), since the perturbation is bounded,

(ii) Assumption (H7.2) follows from (a) and (b) and the resolvent equation

(Cg - i)-1 = (Co - i)-'(l + gI(C0 - i)-1)'1 .

(iii) Assumptions (H7.3) and (H7.4) follow from (b), (c), (7.12) and the Dyson ex¬

pansion of the instantaneous equilibrium state when the perturbation has finite

norm (see chapter 3).
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7.3 (Reversible) isothermal processes

In this section, we study general isothermal processes and use the so called isothermal

theorem to characterize reversible isothermal processes.

It will be convenient to view the heat bath P as the thermodynamic limit of an

increasing family of quantum systems confined to compact subsets of physical space,

as discussed in [Rul,BR] and in chapter 3. The pure states of a quantum mechanical

system confined to a bounded region of physical space are unit rays in a separable
Hilbert space, while its mixed states are described by density matrices, which are

positive trace-class operators with unit trace. Before passing to the thermodynamic
limit of the heat bath, the dynamics of the coupled system, E V P, is generated by a

family of time-dependent Hamiltonians

H(t) = PEV7^) := PE(i) + H71, (7.21)

where

H*(t) = H$(t) + g(t)W , (7.22)

PE(i) is as in section 7.1, and W is the interaction Hamiltonian (as opposed to the

interaction Liouvillian, / = adw, introduced in section 7.1).
Let P(t) denote the density matrix describing the state of the coupled system,

E VP, at time t, (before the thermodynamic limit for P is taken). Then P(t) satisfies

the Liouville equation

P(t) = -i[H(t),P(t)]. (7.23)

The instantaneous equilibrium-, or reference state of the coupled system is given,
in the canonical ensemble, by the density matrix

Pa(t) = Z0®-^-*311® , (7.24)

where

Zß(t) = Tr(e-ßH®) (7.25)

is the partition function, and Tr denotes the trace. We assume that the thermody¬
namic limits

Pt(.) = TDMmTr(P(t)(.)) (7.26)

^() = TDMmTr(Pß(t)(.)) (7.27)

exist on a suitable kinematical algebra of operators describing E V P.

The equilibrium state and partition function of a finitely extended heat bath are

given by

P£ = (Zj)-^-^, (7.28)

4 = Tr(e-?Hl1), (7.29)
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respectively.

Next, we introduce thermodynamic potentials for the small system E: The internal

energy of E in the "true" state, pt, of E V P at time t is defined by

C/E(0 := pt(H*(t)) (7.30)

and the entropy of E in the state pt at time t by

S*(t) := -k TDMmTr(P(t)[lnP(t) - lnP3n\) . (7.31)

Note that we here define S^(t) as a relative entropy (with the aim of subtracting the

divergent contribution of the heat bath to the total entropy). It follows from a general

inequality for traces that*

S*(t) < 0
. (7.36)

The free energy of E in an instantaneous equilibrium state, u;f, of E VP is defined

by

PE(t) := -kT TD hm ln(^-) . (7.37)

* Lemma. Consider / a real convex function on R, and A and B selfadjoint operators on a Hubert

space H with discrete spectrum such that f(A) and f(B) are trace-class. Then

Tr(f(B) - f(A)) > Tr(f'(A)(B - A)) .

If / is strictly convex, equality holds only when A = B.

Proof. Let {ipJ}'^LQ be an eigenbasis of B, such that Bipj = b^j. Moreover, for ip G V., let

Cj := (il)},ip). Then

(iP,f(B)iP) = $>//(&,) (7.32)
3

> /(Elc/èjHm^)), (7.33)
j

where we have used the convexity of / in the last line. Convexity of / also gives

/«</>, B$)) > f((ip, Aii>)) + /'«<&, A$))(iP, (B - A)il>) . (7.34)

When ij) is an eigenvector of A, the RHS of the above inequality becomes

mf(A) + f'(A)(B-A))ip). (7.35)

Summing over an eigenbasis of A gives

Tr(f(B) - f(A)) > Tr(f'(A)(B - A)) .

In particular, for f(x) — x log(a;) and A > 0, B > 0, we have

Tr(A\ogA - A log B) > Tr(A - B).
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Next, we define quantities associated not with states but with the thermodynamic

process carried out by E V P: the heat flux into E and the work rate, or power, of E.

Let 5 denote the so called inexact differential. Then

^(t):=TD^-±Tr{rW*), (7.38)

and
5AE

^L(i) := pt(H^t)) . (7.39)

We are now prepared to summarize our main results on isothermal processes.

The first two results are general and concern the first law of thermodynamics and

the relationship between the rate of change of entropy and the heat flux into E.

The remaining three results are corollaries pertaining to free energy and changes of

entropy in reversible isothermal processes, i.e., processes in which states are sampled

at equilibrium, and on the zeroth law of thermodynamics.

(1) From definitions (7.28), (7.32) and (7.33) and the Liouville equation (7.21) it

follows that

^«) = ^w+^w- <7-40>

which is the first law of thermodynamics.

(2) Note that, by the unitarity of time evolution and the cyclic invariance of the

trace,

JTr(P(t)lnP(t)) = 0
,

and

±Tr(P(t)lnZi) = jlnZi = 0
.

Together with definitions (7.26), (7.29) and (7.32), this implies that

S*(t) = ^(t) , (7.41)

for arbitrary isothermal processes at temperature T = (kß)~l.
(3) Next, we consider an isothermal process of E VP during a finite time interval

IT = [tsq,tsi], with So and Si fixed. The initial state pTSQ of E V P is assumed to

be an equilibrium state tü0SQ of the Liouvillian Lt(tso) = L(sq). We are interested

in the properties of such a process when r becomes large, i.e., when the process is

quasi-static.

Result. Quasi-static isothermal processes are reversible (in the sense that all in¬

termediate states pt of E V P, t G IT, converge in norm to instantaneous equilibrium

states u;0, as r —> oo).
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This result is an immediate consequence of the isothermal theorem. It means

that, for all practical purposes, an isothermal process with time scale r is reversible

if t > ttz = maxier Tn(s).
(4) For reversible isothermal processes, the usual equilibrium definitions of internal

energy and entropy of the small system E can be used:

Ufev(t) := 4(PE(i)) , (7.42)

S?ev(t) := -k TDMmTr(P0(t)[lnP0(t) - lnPn}) = ^(Ufev(t) - PE(*)) , (7.43)

where the free energy PE(i) has been defined in (7.31), and the second equation in

(7.37) follows from (7.22), (7.26), (7.31) and (7.36). Eqs.(7.37) and (7.31) then imply
that

ä?eÄt) = ^fy>?mt))-4(H*(t))).
Recalling (7.34) and (7.35), and applying the isothermal theorem, we find that

5E(i) -» S?ev(t) , (7.44)

/>4E

°—(t) -> F*(t) , (7.45)

as r —» oo.

(5) We conclude this chapter by considering a quasi-static isothermal process of

E V P with PE(s) —> Hq, g(s) —> 0, as s /" s\, i.e., the interactions between P and

E are SAvitched off at the end of the process. Then the isothermal theorem implies
that

lim lim pTS = wf ® a£
, (7-46)

T—»OO S/Sl

where w^(-) = TDMmn(Z0iy1Tr(e-0H'1-), see (7.26), and

u;g(.) = (Zg-1Tr(e-/3HoE.) (7.47)

is the Gibbs state of the small system E at the temperature (kß)'1 of the heat bath,

independently of the properties of the diathermal contact (i.e., of the interaction

Hamiltonian W), assuming that (H7.1)-(H7.4) hold for s < s\.

This result is part of the zeroth law of thermodynamics, as discussed in chapter

2.
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Chapter 8

Adiabatic theorems in

nonequilibrium quantum statistical

mechanics

In this chapter, we prove a novel adiabatic theorem which is general enough to handle

generators of time evolution that are not necessarily normal or bounded. We discuss

two applications of this theorem in non-equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics: an

adiabatic theorem for states close to non-equilibrium steady states, and an isothermal

theorem with an explicit rate of convergence to the instantaneous equilibrium state

in the quasi-static limit.

8.1 A general adiabatic theorem for (non-)normal
and (un)bounded generators of time evolution

Consider a family of closed operators {A(t)},t G R acting on a Hilbert space Ft.

We make the following assumptions on A(t) in order to prove the existence of a time

evolution and to prove an adiabatic theorem. Alloî these assumptions will be verified

in the applications we consider later in this chapter.

(H8.1) A(t) is a generator of a contraction semi-group for all t G R.

(118.2) A(t) have a common dense domain V G Ft for all t G R.

(H8.3) For z G p(A(t)), the resolvent set of A(t), let R(z,t) := (z - j4(£))_1. Assume

that R(—l,t) is bounded and differentiable as a bounded operator on Ft, and

that A(t)R(—1, t) is bounded, where the Q stands for differentiation with respect

to t. Moreover, assume that for every e > 0, —e G p(A(t)).

Let U(t) be the propagator that satisfies

dtU(t)iP = -A(t)U(t)iP , U(t = 0) = 1
, ip G V

, (8.1)
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for t > 0.

Lemma 8.1

Suppose that assumptions (H8.1)-(H8.3) hold. Then the propagator U(t) satisfy¬

ing (8.1) exists and is unique, and ||£/(r.)0|| < ||^>||.
Proof. For t, t' G R, ^4(i')A(t)_1 is bounded by the closed graph theorem and

(H8.2) (see [RS2]). Moreover, forsmall \t-t'\, \\(t'-t)A(t'y1A{t)-l\\ = {[À^^A^y
o(\t -1'\), which is bounded due to (H8.3).By Theorem X.70 in [RS2] (or Theorem 2

in Chp XIV [Yo], section 4), this implies, together with (H8.1), that U(t) exists and

is unique. Furthermore, choose e > 0 and let U(t) be the propagator generated by

Aft) + e. Then from (H8.3), 0 G p(A(t) + e), and hence by Theorem X.70 in [RS2],

U(t) is a contraction semigroup for t > 0. In particular, ||l7(£)^|| < 1 (for ||^|| = 1).
We also have \\U(t)\\ = eet||c7(r.)||. Taking the limit e -> 0 gives \\U(t)ip\\ < 1.

Assume that A(t) = A(0) for t < 0, and that it is perturbed slowly over a time

r such that A^(t) = A(s), where s :— - G [0,1] is the reduced time. The following
two assumptions are needed to prove an adiabatic theorem.

(H8.4) The eigenvalue X(s) G a(A(s)) is isolated and simple, such that

dist(X(s),a(A(s))\{X(s)}) > 5,

where 5 > 0 is a constant independent of s G [0,1], and X(s) is continuously
differentiable in s G [0,1].

(H8.5) The projection onto X(s),

Px(s) :=-^ <f R(z,s)dz, (8.2)
2nl Jix(s)

where 7a(s) is a contour enclosing X(s) only, is twice differentiable as a bounded

operator.

Note that, since X(s) is simple, the resolvent of A(s) in a neighborhood Af of X(s)
contained in a ball B(A(s),r) centered at X(s) with radius r < 5 is

R(z, s) = ^TT + Ranalytic(z, s) , (8.3)
z — 'H'-'/

where Ranaiytic(z, s) is analytic in Af. We list some useful properties of the resolvent

and the spectral projection P\(s).

(i) It follows by direct application of the contour integration formula that

(Px(s))2 = Px(s) , (8.4)

and hence

Px(s)Px(s)Px(s) = 0
. (8.5)
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(")
A(s)Px(s) = Px(s)A(s) = X(s)Px(s) . (8.6)

Proof.

A(s)Px(s) = ^-.i (A(s) -z + z)(z- A(s))~1dz

If f zPx(s)
= 7T~{~ 9 dz+ & (

"

+ zRanalytic)dz}
2

J^(s) Jlx(s) z-X(s)

= X(s)Px(s),

and similarly, Px(s)A(s) = X(s)Px(s).

(iii) It follows from (8.3) and (H8.4) that, for n G C and § < |??| < 5, there exists a

constant C < 00, independent of n, such that

||P(A(5) + r/,5)||<C, (8.7)

uniformly in s G [0,1]. Moreover, since (X(s) + 77) G p(A(s)), it follows by
the spectral mapping theorem (see for example [Yo], Chp. VIII, section 7) and

(118.3) that R(X(s) + 77, s) is twice differentiable as a bounded operator.*

We nowT discuss our general adiabatic theorem. Let UT(s,s') be the propagator

satisfying

dsUT(s, s') = -tA(s)Ut(s, s') , Ur(s, s) = l, (8.8)

for s > s'. Moreover, define the generator of the adiabatic time evolution,

Aa(s):=A(s)-^[Px(s),Px(s)}, (8.9)

with the corresponding propagator Ua(s, s') which satisfies

dsUa(s,s') = -TAa(s)Ua(s,s');Ua(s,s) = 1
, (8.10)

for s > s'.

By Lemma 8.1 and (H8.1)-(H8.3) and (H8.5), both propagators UT(s,s') and

Ua(s,s') exist and are unique, and ||E/r(s, s')||, ||[/a(s, s')|| < C for s > s', where

C is a finite constant independent of s, s' G [0,1].
We are in a position to state our adiabatic theorem.

Theorem 8.2 (A general adiabatic theorem)
Assume (H8.1)-(H8.5). Then the following holds.

*This follows from the fact that, for z,u) e p{A),

(z - A)-1 = (1 + (z - W)(W - A)-1)-1^ ~ A)'1.
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(i)
Px(s)Ua(s, 0) = Ua(s, 0)PA(0) , (8.11)

for s > 0 (the intertwining property).

(ii) supse[0)1] \\UT(s,0) - Ua(s,0)\\ = 0(t~1) as r -^ oo.

Proof.

(i) Equality holds trivially for s = 0, since Ua(s, s) = 1. Let

h(s,s') := Ua(s,s')Px(s')Ua(s',0) , (8.12)

for 0 < s' < s, and

g(s):=Ua(s,0)Px(0), (8.13)

for 0 < s.

Using (8.6), (8.10) ,
the definition of Aa(s) and the fact that Px(s)Px(s) +

P\(s)Px(s) = Px(s), it follows that

ds,h(s,s') = ds,(Ua(s,s')Px(s')Ua(s\0))

= TUa(s, s'){Aa(s')Px(s') - Px(s')Aa(s')}Ua(s', 0) + Ua(s, s')Px(s')Ua(s', 0)

= Ua(s, s'){-Px(s')Px(s') - Px(s')Px(s') + Px(s')}Ua(sf, 0)
= 0.

Note also that ds'g(s) = 0 and h(s, s' — 0) = g(s). Furthermore,

dsh(s,s') = -rAah(s,s'), (8.14)

dsg(s) = -rAag(s) , (8.15)

h(s = 0,s' = 0) = g(s = 0). (8.16)

Together with assumptions (H8.1)-(H8.3) and (H8.5), it follows that

h(s, s') = g(s) .

In particular, when s' = s,

Px(s)Ua(s,0) = Ua(s,0)Px(0). (8.17)

(ii) Consider ip G F), where the dense domain T> appears in assumption (H8.2).
We are interested in estimating the norm of the difference (UT(s) — Ua(s))ip as

r —* oo. Using (8.8), (8.10) and the Duhamel formula,

(UT(s,0)-Ua(s,0))iP= - [Sds'ds,(UT(s,s')Ua(s',0))iP (8.18)
Jo

= f ds'(UT(s,s')[Px(s'),Px(s')}Ua(s',0))iP . (8.19)
Jo
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Let

X(s):=—J> dzR(z,s)Px(s)R(z,s) , (8.20)

where "fX(s) is a contour of radius 5/2 centered at X(s), and where 5 appears in

(H8.4). Then

[X(aM(s)] = ^-.i dz[z-A(s),X(s)\ (8.21)

= Px(s)Px(s) - Px(s)Px(s) = [Px(s), Px(s)] . (8.22)

Assumptions (H8.3),(H8.4) and the spectral mapping theorem imply that, for

z G 7a(s) C p(A(s)),R(z,s) is differentiable as a bounded operator. Together
with (H8.5), this implies that,

\\X(s)\\ < d, (8.23)

\\X(s)\\ < C2, (8.24)

where C\ and C2 are finite constants independent of s G [0,1]. Moreover,

Ur(s,s')[X(s'),A(s')\Ua(s',0) = -{-d$lUT(s,s')X(s')Ua(s',0)
T

+ UT(s,s')(X(s')[Px(s'),Px(s')})Ua(s',0) + UT(s,s')X(s')Ua(s',0)} .

Together with (8.22), one may write the integrand in (8.18) as a total derivative

plus a remainder term. Using the fact that V is dense in Ti and (H8.5),

||L7T(5,0) - Ua(s,0)\\ < -[Ci\\X(s)\\ + C2\\X(s)\\] , (8.25)
r

where Ci, % — 1, 2 are finite constants independent of s G [0,1].

Together with (8.23) and (8.24), this implies

||c/T(S,0)-c7a(S,0)||<-, (8.26)
r

as t —> oo, where C < oo is independent of 5 G [0,1]. Ü

Remarks.

(1) One may improve the results of Theorem 8.2 (also to cover the case of eigen¬
value crossing) by making further smoothness assumptions on A(s) and applying
methods developed, for example in [J,Ne].

(2) An application of Theorem 8.2 other than in NEQSM is an adiabatic theorem

for quantum resonances. [A-SF1]
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8.2 Application 1: an adiabatic theorem for non¬

equilibrium steady states (NESS)

In this section, we consider again the Cn paradigm of a two level system coupled to n

fermionic reservoirs (see chapter 4, section 4). It is important to note that the result

can be generalized to bosonic reservoirs, but the analysis will be technically more

cumbersome since the interaction in the bosonic case is unbounded.

Together with assumptions (Cn.2), we assume (CnA), ie, that VT(t) = V(s), where

3 G [0,1] is the rescaled time with sufficient smoothness properties to apply Theorem

8.2. From Proposition 6.9, we know the spectrum of the deformed adjoint of the

C-Liouvillean L*g(t,9) = U(9)L*g(t)U(-9) for 6 G I~(k) = {z G C : -k < Imz < 0},
where k = min(j-, • • • ,4-, 5), and 5 appears in assumption (Cn.5). Let 70 be a

contour only enclosing the zero eigenvalue of L*(s, 9), for all s G [0,1], and

P'9{e,s):=j ^L(Z - L*g(s,6)y\ (8.27)

the spectral projection onto the state corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of L*g(s, 8),
and let D be the positive operator as defined in Corollary 6.10, section 6.3 (ie, RanD
dense in Ft and DQ = Q)

D := Ie ® Ie ® t~kA^ ®-..® e-kAli»
, (8.28)

where An} = dY(Jp2 + 1), and p} = idU] is the generator of energy translations for

the P; reservoir, j — 1, • •

,
n.

Let htest = y9(efcV^+ï), and On'test be the algebra generated by b*(f),f G htest

and ln. Note that Qn'test is dense in O. Define

C := CE ® Onutest ® ® 0^-*esi
, (8.29)

which is dense in ön. We will make the following additional assumption.

(H8.6) The perturbation of the Hamiltonian V(s) G Cîor s G [0,1].

In order to characterize the quasi-static evolution of nonequilibrium steady states,

we introduce the new notion of instantaneous NESS. Define the instantaneous NESS

vector to be

Qg(s) := DU(-d)P'g(s, 0)U(9)DQ . (8.30)

It is important to note that introducing the operator D is needed so that one can

remove the complex deformation.

We have the following Theorem, which effectively says that if a system, which is

initially in a NESS, is perturbed slowly over a time scale r 3> tr, where tr is some
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generic time scale (tr = max^^i] Tr(s), where tr(s) is the relaxation time to a NESS,

see Corollary 6.10), then the real state of the system is infinitesimally close to the

instantaneous NESS, and the difference of the two states is bounded form above by
a term of order 0(t~1).

Theorem 8.3 (Adiabatic Theorem for NESS)
Suppose (Cn.2), (CnA), as specified in section 4.4, and (H8.6). Then there exists

g\ > 0, independent of 5 G [0,1], such that, for o G C, s G [0,1], and \g\ < g\, the

following estimate holds

sup \(Qg(0),D-1aTgs(a)Q) - (Qg(s),D'1aQ)\ = 0(t~1) , (8.31)
se [o,i]

as r —» oo.

Proof. The proof is reduced to mainly showing that the assumptions of Theorem

8.2 are satisfied. Choose 9 G I~(k). It follows from assumption (CnA) and Lemmas

6.11 and 6.12 in chapter 6, section 3, that the deformed C-Liouvillean L*(s,9) with

common dense domain V = V(C0) H T>(D~1) C C(0, Q) generates the propagator

Ug(s, s', 9), s' < s which satisfied the initial value problem

dsÜ^T)(s,s',8) = -iTL*g(s,9)Ü(T)(s,s',9) ,
for s' < s;Ü{t\s,s,9) = 1. (8.32)

This implies that (H8.1) and (H8.2) are satisfied. Furthermore, (H8.3) follows from

the second resolvent identity

(L*g(s,8) - z)-1 = (C0(9) - zy1(l + gVtot(s,9)(Co(9) - z)'1)'1 , (8.33)

where Vtot has been defined in section 6.3, and assumption (CnA). The results of

Proposition 6.9 (section 6.3) follow from (Cn.2) and (CnA), and hence we know that

zero is an isolated simple eigenvalue of L*(s, 9) such that dist(0, a(L*(s, #))\{0}) > 5,
where 5 > 0 is a constant independent of s G [0,1]. This implies that assump¬

tion (H8.4) holds. Again using the resolvent equation (8.33) and assumption (CnA),

P'g(s, 8) defined in (8.27) is twice differentiable as a bounded operator for all s G [0,1],
which imply (H8.5). Since (H8.1)-(H8.5) are satisfied, the result of Theorem 8.2 holds.

P'g(s,9)Üy(s,0,6) = Üy(s,0,9)P'g(0,0) , (8.34)

and

sup \\U^(s,0,9) - Uy(s,0,9)\\ = 0(t~1) , (8.35)
se[o,i]

as r —»• oo, where Ua (s, s', 9) is the propagator of the deformed adiabatic evolution

satisfying

dsÜP(s,9) = -iTL*a(s,8)Üy(s,s',9) for s' < s;Ü£\s,s,9) = 1
, (8.36)
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and

L*a(s,8) = L;(s,9) + ^(s,8),P^(s,8)} . (8.37)

(Here, the () stands for differentiation with respect to s.)
For h the single particle Hamiltonian of the free fermions (see section AA),e%ht

leaves D(ekvP2+1) invariant. Therefore, for a G C, al(a) G C, where q0 corresponds
to the free time evolution. Moreover, together with assumption (H8.6) and the bound¬

edness of V, this implies (using a Dyson series expansion) that a"(a) G C = V(D~1).
Now, applying the time evolution on C(ö, Q), and remembering that DQ = Q,

U(9)Q = Q, the fact that U(9) and D commute, and the definition of the instanta¬

neous NESS,

(Qg(0),D-la^s\a)Q) = (Ü^(s,0,8)P'g(0,8)Q,a(8)Q) . (8.38)

Using the results of Theorem 8.2, it follows that

(Ü^(s,0,8)P^(0,8)Q,a(8)Q)
= (U^ (s, 0,0)P9'(0,0)Q, a(8)Q) + 0(t~1)

= (P^(s,9)ÛP(s,0,9)Q,a(9)Q) + O(r-1)

= (P^(s,9)Ü^(s,0,9)Q,a(9)Q) + O(T-1) .

The fact that (Ü^t)(s,0,9))*Q = Q implies that

DP'g(s, 9)U^(s, 0,8) = \Qg(s, 8)) (Q\U^(s, 0,9)

^\Qg(s,9))((Ü^(s,0,9)YQ\
= \Qg(s,9))(Q\ = DP^(s,9).

It follows that

(Qg(0),D-1a(gTS\a)Q) = (Qg(s), D~laQ) + 0(t~1) ,

for large r.

Remark.

A weaker adiabatic theorem for states close to NESS using scattering theory can be

proven using the approach developed in [Ru2,3] and extending the adiabatic theorem

in [NT]. However, this theorem relies on the rather strong assumption of asymptotic
abelianness. For further details about adiabatic theorems in NEQSM, see [A-S].
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8.3 Application 2: a concrete example of the isother¬

mal theorem

As a second application of Theorem 8.2, we consider in this section a concrete example
of an isothermal process for model Cn (see section 4.4), and calculate an explicit rate

of convergence (0(r-1)) between the instantaneous equilibrium state and real state

of the system in the quasi-static limit r —-> oo; (see chapter 7 for our notation and

the relevant definitions).

Theorem 8.4 (Isothermal Theorem revisited) Suppose (Cn.2), (Cn.5), as specified in

section 4.4, and (H8.6). Then there exists a constant gi > 0 such that, for a G V(D~1)
and \g\ < gi, the following estimate holds

\pr.(a) - <4,{a)\ = Oir-1) , (8.39)

as r —> oo, where pTS is the real state of the system at time t = ts, and u^ is the

instantaneous equilibrium state defined in chapter 7.

Proof. Choose 8 G I~(k). It follows from assumption (Cn.5) and Lemmas 6.11 and

6.12 in section 6.3 that the deformed Liouvillean Cg(s, 8) with common dense domain

V = V(Co)r\V(D~l) C C(0, Q) generates the propagator U{gr) (s, s', 8) which satisfied

the initial value problem

daU^(s,s',6) = -iTCg(s,8)U^(s,s',8);U^(s.s,8) = 1, (8.40)

which implies (H8.1) and (H8.2). Moreover (H8.3) follows from the second resolvent

identity

(Cg(s, 8) - z)-1 = (Co(8) - z)-\l + gVtot(s, 8)(C0(8) - z)'1)'1 , (8.41)

and assumption (Cn.5). The results of Theorem 6.7 follow from (Cn.2) and (Cn.5),
and hence we know that zero is an isolated simple eigenvalue of Cg(s,8) such that

dist(0,a(Cg(s,8))\{0}) > 5', where 5' > 0 is a constant independent of 5 G [0,1].
This implies assumption (H8.4). Using the resolvent equation (8.41) and assumption

(Cn.5), Pg(s,8) := 2^7/ dz(z — £9(s,0))_1 is twice differentiable as a bounded op¬

erator for all s G [0,1], which implies (H8.5). Since (H8.1)-(H8.5) are satisfied, the

result of Theorem 8.2 holds.

P9(s,8)Uy(s,0,8) = Uy(s,0,8)Pg(0,8) ; (8.42)

sup \\Uf\s,0,8) - Uy(s,0,8)\\ = 0(t'1) , (8.43)
se[o,i]

as r —> 00, where Ua (s, s', 8) is the propagator which satisfies

dsUiT\s, s', 8) = -iTCa(s, 8)Uy(s, s',8) fors' < s ; U^s, st0) = l, (8.44)
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and

Ca(s,8) = Cg(s,9) + ^[Pg(s,9), Pg(s,9)} . (8.45)

Assumption (H8.6) implies that, for a G C, a"(a) G C.

Using the fact that U(+8)\Q) = \Q) and the results of Theorem 8.2, it follows

that

U(8)U^(s,0)\Q) = U^(s,0,8)Pg(0,8)\Q)
= Uy(s,0,8)Pg(0,8)\Q) + O(T-1)
= Pg(s,6)Ua(s,0,8)\Q) + O(T-1)
= P9(S,Ö)t/s(S,0,ö)|Q) + O(r-1).

We know that Pg(s, 8)Ug(s, 0,8)\Q) = c\Q(s, 8)), where Q(s, 8) is the vector corrspond-

ing to the instantaneous equilibrium state and c G C. Since

(Pg(s,8)UP(s,0,8)Q,Pg(s,8)U^(s,0,9)Q) = (U^(s,0)Q,U^(s,0)Q) +0(r~l)
= 1 + 0(t-'),

and

(Q(s,9),Q(s,9)) = l,

it follows that c is a phase up to an error of order 0(t~x). Therefore,

pTS(a) = (Q,U^(0,s)aU^(s,0)Q) = (Q(s),aQ(s)) + 0(r~l) . (8.46)

Note that unlike in the proof of Theorem 8.3, zero is an eigenvalue of the unde-

formed Liouvillean Cg(s), which is selfadjoint, and hence Pg(s) is well-defined as a

spectral projection by the spectral theorem.
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Chapter 9

Cyclic thermodynamic processes

and Floquet theory

In this chapter, we study cyclic thermodynamic processes of a small quantum system

coupled to n fermionic reservoirs by extending Floquet theory for quantum mechani¬

cal systems that are driven by periodic forcing. We introduce a new operator, which

we call the Floquet Liouvillean, and we show that under certain assumptions, the

time-periodic state to which the coupled system converges is related to the zero-

energy resonance of the adjoint of the Floquet Liouvillean. We study the spectrum of

the Floquet operator using complex deformation techniques, as developed in chapter

6; (see also [JP1,2,3]). Although technically more complicated, since the perturba¬

tion will be unbounded
,
the analysis is in principle applicable to the case when

the reservoirs are bosonic. On the mathematical side, it is interesting to extend the

strong spectral methods developed in [BFS] based on operator theoretic renormaliza¬

tion group or the positive commutator method developed in [Ml, M2, FMl](see also

chapter 5) to study the spectrum of the Floquet operator.

One result that follows from our analysis is that one can compute entropy produc¬

tion per cycle and the degree of efficiency 7/ to arbitrary orders in the weak coupling

(see remark after Theorem 9.3).
We again consider the same paradigm: Model Cn of a two level system coupled

to 7î-fermionic reservoirs that are not necessarily at the same temperature. Together
with assumptions (Cn.2) and (Cn.3), chapter 4, section 4, we assume (Cn.6), which

pertains to the periodicity of the perturbation, V(t + r*) = V(t), r* < 00.

Assume further that the initial state of the system is

Q = QE ® QUl ® • • • ® QKn
,

where Qn\ i = 1, • • • ,11 are the KMS-states of the uncoupled reservoirs, and, without

loss of generality, QP is the vector in Tip ®TiP corresponding to the trace state on E.

The C-Liouvillean of the coupled system Lg(t), which has been introduced in chapter

6, generates the dynamics on the Banach space C(ö, Q). It is obviously time-periodic
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with period r* if assumption (Cn.6) holds. By construction,

Lg(t)Q = 0
.

Now denote by Ug(t,t') the propagator generated by L*(t) (note the change in nota¬

tion), which satisfies the initial value problem

dtUg(t,t') = -iLl(t)Ug(t,t') ;Ug(t,t) = 1
.

The existence of Ug follows from assumption (C„.3), section 4.4, and the Yosida-Hille-

Phillips Theorem, as discussed in chapter 6, section 4.

9.1 The Floquet Liouvillean

Introduce the Floquet Liouvillean

ICg := -idt + Lg(ty , (9.1)

acting on Ft = P2([0, rJ) ®Ft, where the GNS Hilbert space Ti for Model Cn has been

defined in section 4.4, with periodic boundary conditions in t. Note that under the

previous assumptions, K* is a closable operator (since the perturbation is bounded),
and we denote its closure by the same symbol^

Let uj :— H. By Fourier transformation, Ti is isomorphic to U^zi^*) ® 7~t =

LUz h<»> ® Ti.

According to Floquet theory of quantum mechanical systems driven by periodic

perturbation [Ho,Yal,Ya2], the semi-group generated by A'* is given by

(e-^f)(t) = Ug(t,t-a)(f)(t-a) , (9.2)

where f GTi and a G R. Relation (9.2) can be seen by differentiating both sides with

respect to a and setting a = 0 (see [Ho]). (Alternatively, use the Trotter product

formula.[RSI]) Note that if

ICg<P(t) - XcP(t) ,

for <p(t) G Ti and À G C, then <p(t) satisfies

Üg(t,0)cP(0) = e~iXt<P(t)

Conversely, if

c79(rt,0)</.(0) = e-ar^o

then

(f>(t) = etXtug(t, oy0
is an eigenfunction of K* with eigenvalue A.

Before proving the convergence to a time-periodic state of the coupled system, we

first study the spectrum of the adjoint of the Floquet Liouvillean.

(9.3)

(9.4)

(9.5)

(9.6)
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9.2 Spectrum of K*

We study the spectrum of K* using complex deformation techniques developed in

chapter 6. This is why we only sketch the main steps of the proofs.
Let k = min(j-, • • • ,j-,5), where S appears in assumption (Cn.3). For 8 G I~(k),

let

ICg(8):=U(8)ICgU(-8) (9.7)

= -idt + L*g(8,t), (9.8)

where L*(8,t) is given in section 6.3 by

L*g(t, 8) := U(9)Lg(t)U(-9) = Co + N8 + gVtot(t, 8) , (9.9)

Co = £E + J2i £n\ £Ui = dT(Ui), i = 1, • • •

, 7i, and

Vtot(t, 8) = 5>+ ® Ie ® &(/$(*)) + °- ® 1S ® &'(/$(*))
i

- UE ® C7+ ® (-^^(Ke-"'^*-"572/^^)) - ^1S ® *- ® (-l)iVi^(eAK^)/2/Se)(i))}
For n G Z, let

P9,(n)(8) := <f $L{z - ICg{0)T\ (9.10)

such that 7n is a contour that encloses only the eigenvalues Ej(g) = nuj + E'Ag),j =

0, • • •

, 3, ?y G Z, where E'j(g),j — 0, • • •

,
3 are the eigenvalues of L*g(8) (see section

6.3). Moreover, let Tg,(n) '•= Po,(n)Pg,(n)(8)Po,(n), then we will show that the isomor¬

phism

S9.Xn)(8) := ^A,(n)^,(n)(ô) : Ran(Pg,{n)(8)) -> h<"> ® HE ® ftE (9.11)

has an inverse

SgU(0) := P^n)(8)Po,{n)fg-^2(t) : b>> ® Ti* ® H* -> Pan(P9,(n)(0)). (9.12)

Let
_

A/,,(ll)(0 := P0)(n)P3,(„)(ö)/C(ö)P5,(n)(ö)P0,(n) , (9.13)

and define the quasi-Floquet Liouvillean by

S,,(») := 4w(^)^,(«)(Ö)^(Ö)P5,W(ö)5-;n)(ö) = Tg-^Mg^n)flg!2n) , (9.14)

which is nothing but the mapping of the reduced Floquet Liouvillean Kg,s from

Ran(Pg{n)) to h<n> ® Ti* ® Ti*.

Proposition 9.1

Suppose (Cn.2),(Cn.3) and (Cn.6) (see section 4.4). Then there is a constant

gi > 0 such that the following holds.
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(i) Assume that (g,8) G C x I~(5), then V(K*g(8)) = V, (K*g(8))* = Kg(8) and

the spectrum of Kg(8) satisfies

a(K*(8)) C {z G C : Imz < C(g,8)} , (9.15)

where

C(g,8) := sup{2ji?e/1 \Im8\1'2 + \Img\\Im8y/2}x
tert à - Img

i

Furthermore, if Imz > C(g, 8), then

'<*:('>-*>-'« ^-cfa,*)- (9-1G)

and the map (<7,#) —> K*(9) from C x 7~(5) to the set of closed operators on

Ti is an analytic family (of type A) in each variable separately.

(ii) If \g\ < gi\hn9\, then the spectrum of the operator K*g(8) in the half-plane

E(Imd + |p) is purely discrete and independent of 8. If \g\ < \g\\Im8\, then

the spectral projections Pg,(n)(8), n G Z associated to the spectrum of K*(8) in

the half-plane E(Imd + ^-) := {z G C : Imz > Im8 + ^} are analytic in g and

satisfy the estimate

l!P„»,W-À,(„,ll<JfL. (9.17)

(iii) If \g\ < gl|4m ', then the quasi-Floquet Liouvillean ESi(„) defined in (9.14) de¬

pends analytically on g, and has a Taylor expansion

OG

^,(n) = Kfn)+J292J^S) (9-18)
y=i

where

Kfn) := neu + £E
,
n G Z. (9.19)

The first non-trivial coefficient in (9.18) is

gS = kl Èi{^n){Z){Z - 7^))_1 + <* - *S))~W*)) >

where £(n)(s) = Po,{n)Vtot(8)(z - Ko(8)y1Vtot(8)P0,{n).
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(iv) For g G R and Imz large enough,

s - 7Hm (JÇ(0) - z)-1 = (ICg(Re8) - z)~l . (9.20)

Proof. To evade redundancy, we refer to chapter 6 for details of the proof, since

they are very similar to the ones detailed there (with K* instead of Cg). The

proof of (i) is similar to that of Lemma 6.3, and the proof of claim (ii) is similar

to that of Proposition 6.4, and (iii) to Proposition 6.5. Since Tg,(n) is analytic
— —— 1 /2

and ||TS)(n) — 1|| < 1 for \g\ < ^, T ,L is also analytic in g. Inserting the

Neumann series for the resolvent of Kg (8),

oo

^(n) = l + E^n)> (9-21)

with

(9.22)

Similarly,
00

4,(n) = At) + E^)' (9-23)
y=i

with

mi = j^z(z-Kfn^-^°\8)((z-Ko(8))-^ .

(9.24)

The odd terms in the above two expansions are zero due to the fact that Po,(n)
projects onto the Ar = 0 sector. The first non-trivial coefficient in the Taylor
series of Es<(„) is

S$ = B$ " yi^% + At,,^») (9.25)

lfd.

2 / ^n)(z)(z
- Kfn)yl + (z - Kfn)y\n)(z)) . (9.26)

The proof of (iv) is similar to Lemma 6.6, section 6.1. D

Let Py be the spectral projections onto Ey" — mo + Ej,Ej G a(CB),j =

0, • • •

, 3, n G Z.
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Proposition 9.2 (Spectrum of K*(6))

Assume (Cn.2),(Cn.3) and (Cn.6) (see section 4.4), and choose 8 G I~(k). Then

there exists a constant gy > 0 independent of t and 8, such that, for [g\ < g±,

the essential spectrum of Kg(8), aess(K*(8)) G C\E(Im8), and the discrete

spectrum o-dl3C(K*(8)) G E(Im6) n {z G C : Imz < 0}, with at least countably
infinite eigenvalues on the real line, {con : n G Z}.

Proof. When the coupling g = 0, app(Co) = {—2,0,2}, with double degeneracy
at 0, and crc(Co) = R. By Fourier transformation, A2([0, r*]) ® Ti is isomorphic
to IX- ^(emu,,t) ® Ft, where u = 2jL. It follows that

app(/r0) = {^(n) = Ej + mo : P; G a(£E), j = 0, • • •

, 3; n G Z} . (9.27)

From Proposition 9.1, (i), the map

(I-(k),C)3(8,g)^ICg(8)

with values in the set of closed operators on A2([0, t*]) ®Ti is an analytic family
in each variable separately. Let

C(ßt,k):= sup

X
:,i=l,---,n, (9.28)

|/mÄ|<fc v|l + e_^^~^|

which is finite, and let

C:=sup sup \\Vtot(8,t)\\ , (9.29)
t eei~(k)

which is also finite due to assumption (CnA) and the estimate

n

C <^X)C(Ä,fc){||/,All^(fc)+
t=l

+ ||e-W«'--')/2/.AllH»(*)}<«>-

The remaining part of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.7, section

6.1. The essential spectrum of A"q (8) are lines {z G C : Imz = inlmO, n G N+},
while adlsc(K0(9)) = a(PE).

Choose f/i > 0 such that g\C < (k — p)[A, where ji = \Imd\ and C is defined in

(9.29). Then, for \g\ < gi and —k < Im9 < —(k + p)/2, the essential spectrum

aess(Kg(9)) is contained in the half-plane {z G C : Imz < —ß}. The location

of the discrete spectrum of Kg(8) inside the half-plane E(—p) can be computed

using regular perturbation theory (see Proposition 9.1).
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We know that

gH = \ ftl{Po^t0tmZ " K^)y^t0t^)Po,in)(z - Af^)-1

+ (z- Kfn))PoAn)Vtot(8)(z - Ko(8)y'Vioi(8)PoÀn)} .

Let

rn(2) ._ pWE(2) p(n)
^ (9.30)

where Pj ,j = 0, • • •

, 3, n G Z are the spectral projections onto PJ = rno+Ej,
the eigenvalues of AE.

Applying the Cauchy integration formula to the expression of T"( ' (as in the

proof of Proposition 6.9, section 6.3) gives

E^(g) = nco±(2+g2VV / du-—^ ll£(M)lll)-WE WMb+0(9*) ,

(9.31)
where VV stands for the Cauchy prinicipal value, and n G Z. Note that

ImE^l(g) < 0,7i G Z. Furthermore,

E$(t,g) = mo + g2ao,l(t) + 0(g4) , (9.32)

where ao,i(£) are the eigenvalues of the 2x2 matrix

. ^ ||£(2,t)H| ( e^2-^2 -eAP-")/2\
,_ „.

~,7r^2coshA(2-i/)/2 \-e-U2-»)'2 e-ß^)l*) ' V-66)

By construction, Kgein,JJtQ = nweinuJtQ and U(8)ein^Q = e'^fi, so nco,n G Z

are also isolated eigenvalues of Kg(8). In this case, this can be seen by defining
the spectral projection to the real isolated eigenvalues of Kg(8) using the resol¬

vent, and taking the adjoint to define the corresponding spectral projections for

the real isolated eigenvalues of Kg(8).

In fact, ip = I j is the eigenvector corresponding to zero eigenvalue of S2(ns.

Hence,

E{0n) = nco
, (9.34)

E[n) =nu;- ing2J2\\fm\l + 0(gA) . (9.35)
i=l

Note that IinEj < 0,j = 1,2,3 and 7i G Z. Moreover, wre know from Propo¬
sition 9.1, (iv), that s - lim/möT0(z - JÇ(0))_1 = (z - K*g(Re8)yl for Imz big

enough, and hence the claim of this theorem. D
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9.3 Convergence to time-periodic states

The following theorem claims that under suitable sufficient assumptions, the

real state of the system converges to a time-periodic state with the same period

of the perturbation t*.

Let htest = D(ek^+l), and Ontest be generated by b*(f),f G htes* and ln.

Note that On'test is dense in On. Define

C := O* ® Onutest ® • • ® 0UnMst
, (9.36)

which is dense in Ö.

We make the following additional assumption.

(H9.1) The perturbation of the Hamiltonian V(t) G C for t G R.

Theorem 9.3 (Convergence to time-periodic states)

Assume (Cn.2),(Cn.3), (Cn.6) and (H9.1), and let D be a positive operator on

Ft such that RanD is dense in Ft and DQ — Q. Assume further that a G C.

Then there is a constant gi > 0, such that, for \g\ < gi: the following holds

lim (Q,a"T*+t(a)Q) = (fL(0),P>-1a*(a)Q) , (9.37)
n—>oo

y

where Qg corresponds to the zero-energy resonance of the adjoint of the Floquet

Liouvillean, K*.

Proof. Choose k as in Proposition 9.2, and let

D := Ie ® Ie ® e-VA»i+1 ® • • • ® e-V^„+i
, (9.33)

where A^% — dT(idUt), i = 1, • • •

,
n is the second quantization of the generator

of energy translations for the ith reservoir. The operator D is positive such that

Ra7iD is dense in Ti and DQ = Q. It follows from assumption (119.1) and the

fact that a G C that a^a) G V(D~l) (as discussed in the proof of Theorem 8.3,

section 8.2).

The remainder of the proof relies on the result of Proposition 9.2 and equation

(9.2). It follows from (9.2) and the time periodicity of / G Ft that

(e-«A>*-.l ® Q)(0) = Ug(nn, 0)(1 ® Q)(0) = Ug(7in, 0)Q . (9.39)

Let 1 ® Q =: Q G H, and D := 1 ® D.
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Without loss of generality, we assume — 7^ 2; however, if ^ = 2, the state of the

system typically oscillates between two resonance states until it finally converges
to a time-periodic state; see remark 1. Using the dynamics on C(ö, Q), (9.39),
and knowledge of a(K*(8)), it follows that

Mm(Q,a1lT*+t(a)Q) (9.40)
n—»oo

y

= Mm(Ug(7in,0)Q,al(a)Q) (9.41)
n—»oo

y

= lim((e-iA>r*n)(0),a<(s)n) (9.42)
n—>oo

y

= Mm ((DU(-d)e-iK'^e)nT*U(8)DQ)(0),D-1ato(a)Q) (9.43)
n—>oo

y

/oo c/u(« + i?j - Kimy'e-^^*
•OO

n)(0),D_1û5(a)fi) (9.44)

= lim(pP(-ö) /^(^-P:(Ö))-1e-iÄrer*n)(0),P-1ato(a)n)+
n-»oo Jy

/oo du(u + i(p - e) - P!(0))-1e-i(u+i(^e))nr*n)(0),
00

D-Wg(a)Q), (9.45)

where 7/ > 0 and 0 < e < p.

Using the results of Propositions 9.1 and 9.2, the first term in the last equation

converges to the time-periodic expression,

lim {(DU(-6) ldz(z - ICQ(8)yxe-izn*Q)(0), D-xa\(a)Q) (9.46)
n-»oo J7

= Ei <^(-ö)^(fc)(ö)e",S''(fc)W"*^w(ö)n)(0)JD-Wg(a)Q) (9.47)

= E((^W^)^)(0),<(a)n) (9.48)
kez

Let

n,i(fc):=DP,i(fc)(0)(e^'®fi), (9.49)

then

^,W^ = «^ ® "). •}«».(*) > (9-5°)

where {•, •} denotes the scalar product on H. Therefore,

DPgÀk)(8)Q = {eik^ ® Q, 1 ® ft/^W) (9.51)

= n*(0) , (9-52)
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and hence

E<(^,(fc)^)(0), D-lal(a)Q) = ((Qgm)(0), D'^a^Q) , (9.53)
fcez

where Œ3,(o) is the zero-energy resonance of the Floquet Liouvillean. The second

term (9.45) converges exponentially fast to zero since

/oo du(M+i(/y-e)-A^(Ö))-1e-i(u+'("-e))nr*Ö)(0),JD-1^(a)Q) = 0(e-("-e')nr*) ,

•oo

(9.54)
where 0 < é < e < p.

Remarks.

(1) When — = 2, the system exhibits the phenomena of resonance: The state

of the system oscillates between two resonances until it finally converges to

the time periodic state corresponding to f2s.[A-SF2] (This can be verified

by a second order time-dependent perturbation theory calculation; (see
also [Ya2]).

(2) Note that

((Qa,(0))(0),D-14(a)n) = ((Q^^D-'aKay^Q) ,

where Qg,(k) is the state corresponding to the kco-energy resonance of the

adjoint of the Floquet Liouvillean.

(3) For small enough coupling g, it follows from Proposition 9.1,(ii) that Pg(8)
is analytic in g. This is of especially practical importance, since in principle
one can expand Qg in a Taylor series to arbitrary order in g, and compute

the entropy production per cycle. In particular, when there are only
two reservoirs, one may explicitly compute the degree of efficiency n and

compare it to rfev (see chapter 2). Further details will appear in [A-SF2].
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